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Charles F. Gillette in his garden

Apostle

of Beauty

The beauty of the University of Richmond campus is a memorial to Charles F. Gillette, landscape architect.
By Helen Mansell

In the days when few town Spiders could boast even a
jalopy , many of them would gather mornings at the corner
of Grove and Robinson. If before the old bullet-nosed No.
Nine street car arrived, an affluent car-owning classmate
came by, there was a wild dash to accept its driver's hospitality. I was standing with such a group on such a
morning when a car went by, then stopped on the far
corner. There was the usual rush, but as they piled in one
of the boys called back to me, "Hey, Miss Monsell, he
says won't you come, too?"
Decidedly acquiescent, I crossed the street and climbed
into the seat of honor being reserved for me in front. Only
after the car had started did I get a chance to look up at
my host. Good lands! He wasn't a student. He was a
middle-aged stranger to me whose brown tweed suit, with
a cashmere sweater beneath his jacket added a note of
conservative elegance to his quiet poise. Surely one
couldn't say to a stranger of this caliber, "I do not know
you, sir. Kindly stop the car and let me get out." Deciding
that the boys on the back seat furnished sufficient chaperonage, I hastily began what I hoped was a sparkling,
and knew was a nervous, conversation.
As he turned down Boatwright Drive into the campus
I felt, for some reason, that I should apologize for its
curves. "I'd like to give my opinion of this road to the man
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who designed it," I remarked.
"Go ahead," he said calmly, "I did it." He didn't even
smile, but I could detect the ghost of a chuckle. That was
my first meeting with Charles F . Gillette, the landscape
architect to whom the University of Richmond is largely
endebted for the beauty of its grounds.
It was an incident which gives a picture of the man-his
interest in boys, his genial friendliness, his instant readiness
to stand up for his work, his dry humor-all were there.
He was born in Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin, in 1886.
After the usual small town boyhood he worked his way
through college at Madison. Then, for a few years, he
taught in the county schools of his state and at the Wisconsin State Institution for the Feebleminded. Here he
volunteered to work, on his own time, to beautify the
grounds. The experience confirmed him in his ambition
from childhood. He had always been interested in all
growing things. Now he knew. He wanted to devote his
life to them-and he did.
There was no landscape architect's school in those days,
but in Boston he settled down to study things out for himself while he worked in the office of a well established firm
in his chosen field. As Edison did with electricity, he
learned his profession through his own contributions to
the field.

Battle Abbey

Virginia House

In 1911 his work was showing results which were being
recognized by Crams, the architects for Richmond College's new home beyond the western borders of the city.
They sent him down to plan the grounds of this new
campus. It was an assignment which lasted until his death
last year.
In working with the college, he also grew interested in
the city. Before long, he brought his bride down, to make
it his permanent home. In so doing, he became one of the
major gifts which our University has made to the City of
Richmond. His work is well known through a large part
of the United States and on more than one college campus,
such as Mary Baldwin or Davidson. Our alumnus, Clinton
Webb,'29, has presented to the landscape architect's
school at the University of Virginia, Mr. Gillett's records
and books, to serve as inspiration and stimulation for
generations of their students still to come. It is in Richmond, itself, though, that one can hardly walk down the
street without constant reminders of his skill-The Battle
Abbey, Agecroft Hall, Virginia House, his own old home
on Grove Ave., his later residence on Cary Street are only
a few examples.
Clinton Webb, '29, Garden

This

did not mean that his interest in the University of
Richmond was ever set aside for other work. From the
raw red clay emptinesses surrounding the first buildings to
the finished beauty supplementing the Fine Arts Building,
his sure touch was always apparent. Even now, his plans
live after him. He had marked the spot where a live oak
should be planted. Recently Miss Hannah Coker presented
the college with just such a tree as he wanted, to be planted
in the spot he had chosen.
And what about the man himself? He was as real and
sincere as his work. Deeply religious, he expressed his
faith not only in his work as elder at St. Giles Church, but
as Sunday School Superintendent, and particularly in his
work with young people. Was it because he saw in them,
as in his loved flowers, and trees and bushes, the promise
of living growth?
He was firm and outspoken in his ideas and plans. He
knew what he wanted and was very apt to get it. A dry
humor, however, accompanied his determination, and
workers who were willing to work found cooperation with
him was easy and pleasant. Invariably punctual himself,
he expected the same promptness in others, but he was
always very generous with his time to those who needed it.
This, then, was Charles F. Gillette, landscape architect,
Christian, a leader of youth, and the man to whom the
University of Richmond owes more than to any other its
well-founded claim that its campus ranks among the most
beautiful in America.

•

It was appropriate that Miss
Monsell, who gave 39 years of
her life to the University as
registrar and in other capacities,
should have been asked to write
the article about the architect
who more than any other human
is responsible for the preservation of the natural beauty of the
campus . It was typically generous of her to find time to research and write the article, as
a labor of love, even though she
had a full-length novel in progress at the time.
Helen Monsell, as everybody knows, is one of the nation's
most successful writers of stories for children, with more than
a score of titles to her credit. Since her retirement from the
University of Richmond ( with the honorary degree of Doctor
of Letters), she has taught a class in children's literature at
Virginia Commonwealth University and is in great demand as
a lecturer and, less formally, as a teller of stories to children's
groups.
She regularly visits the Crippled Children's Home and
other haunts of tiny tots. They have kept her young and have
furnished her with a great deal of lore, the wit and wisdom
of little children, which have fou 'nd their way into her books.
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Telling it like it was
Collegiates of the University of Richmond 1970 vintage, have stoutly, without
often allowed that
equivocation-and
they are the smartest generation ever to
infest these academic parts. They should
be-they are the most privileged generation of all times. And yet that noise you
continually hear sounds a lot like complaint, complaint.
Their Richmond College counterparts
of 1870 were probably not the least privileged, yet a devastating war was just
behind them , a mighty depression was
com ing up and their pockets were unencumbered with extra cash. Nevertheless,
the sound s they exuded were imbued with
thanks, thanks, and a sense of heavy
responsibility.
Before the ire of the 1970ers reaches
the rattling point, we opine that these two
generations of lovable and well-meaning
rascals have much in common . Both came
late to class, both rated "A" on excuses,
and neither made "A" on spelling. Witness a student's note (1870 vintage) :
"Professor , please excuse my tardiness,
as I was contained down town by some
very important business." Of recent vintage: "Aeneas told the tails of his
travels. " Both generations smoked cigarettes , although warned against the habit.
The earlier warning was at the same time
soothing and startling : "My boy", said
father , "here is a musical cigarette case."
"Musical? " "Yes , every time you take
out a cigarette it plays 'Nearer, My God ,
to Thee.' "
In 1870 a resident Richmond College
student , who took the regular course
( three subjects) , boarded in a messing
club and had to buy his food ( estimated
at nine dollars a month), had to pay the
College only $197 for the entire session.
A resident student who did not choose to
mess, could get board in private homes
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By Dr. Woodford B. Hackley
Although he speaks as one who has
authority, Dr. Hackley wasn't actually
on the scene in the 1870's about which
he writes so delightfully. He has already
passed five milestones beyond the allotted
three score and ten and his jaunty step
and infectious laughter testify to a youthfulness he still feels and enjoys.
No one would dispute his right to be
honored as the University's number one
antiquarian and genealogist. After thirtyeight years of distinguished service as
professor of ancient languages ( often
teaching German "on the side"), he retired in 1962 and now gives his full attention to his duties as secretary and
treasurer of the Baptist Historical Society
and editor of its publication, The Virginia Baptist Register. He can be found
every day in his office in the Society's
Wing of Boatwright Memorial Library,
grumbling over the sloppy handwriting
of a church clerk of a hundred years
ago, or chuckling over an awkwardly
turned phrase, a misspelled word.
He sometimes yearns, admittedly, for
the "good old days" but at the same time
he has a sympathetic interest in the jet
age collegian .

for $18 a month and thus would add $81
to his expenses for the session. A nonresident student paid only $80 for the
same course.
Most students elected to mess, so the
fee of $197 may be considered the basic
fee. It included laundry but did not include books, furniture or bedding . The
student could buy adequate furniture for
about five dollars and could sell it on
leaving College for little less than cost,
provided he took good care of it. Many
students brought bedding from home and
had food shipped from home, thus reducing expenses of the mess.
It appears that on the average the resident student of Richmond College in 1970
will pay the treasurer a basic sum of
$2,000 plus extras for certain courses and
services. Thus the typical resident student
of 1870 paid only a fraction over ten
per cent of the basic amount his counterpart will have to plank down in 1970.
The term "messing" may need some
explanation. When Richmond College
was reopened in 1866, many prospective
students bad little or no money. To help
these, messing clubs were organized with
one member as manager. The Baptists of
Virginia gave food, the railroads transported it free of charge, the College furnished the necessary facilities, and the
students either did their own cooking, or
hired it done. This messing system became popular, and with some 'llOdification continued at least until the late
nineties.
The curriculum of a century ago consisted of ancient and modern languages,
literature, philosophy, mathematics and
whatever sciences were then sprouting.
Outdoors the students of 1870 played
athletic games and snowballed in season.
Intercollegiate athletics were not an outlet for surplus energy until 1876. Nor had

fraternities arrived on the campus. In
their rooms students played parlor games
such as dominos, and there were the
inevitable bull-sessions. They declaimed,
orated and debated ("disputed") in the
literary societies, of which there were
two, Mu Sigma Rho and Philologian.
(Both now lamentably defunct.)
The literary societies constituted the
most important extracurricular activity.
They met every week. The Professors
were honorary members and attended
meetings regularly. There were ladies'
days, public meetings, and joint meetings. Medals were given to the best orator
and best debater among the budding politicians and statesmen. The public meetings were well attended.
These two societies had officers galore,
including critic and censor. The Philologian censor once reported a member "for
having his feet higher than his head" and
the said member was fined ten cents. Another member at the same meeting reported for talking too loud, was not fined.
Those who had literary proclivities
could vent their effusions in the Monthly
Musings, the first student publication,
which was succeeded in the 1870's by the
Messenger. The Messenger carried serious
articles on history, biography, law, philosophy, art, some poetry as well as
humor and college news.
One activity in those good old days was
a bit different. There was a grove of noble
oaks hard by, in which the students rehearsed their orations, and no doubt many
an unsuspecting stroller was caught in the
crossfire of these masterpieces which,
unfortunately, were not preserved. A ministerial student confessed that he had delivered some of his best speeches to those
trees, with as much effect as many of his
later sermons had on human beings!
The curriculum of Richmond College
in 1870 was designed to produce cultured,
useful and Christian citizens in an unhurried age. That this training was successful, is attested by the large percentage
of Richmond College graduates who
filled important positions in all walks
of life.
There were excellent and hearty relations between students of 1870 and their
faculty. There was no sharp line then
between faculty and administration. In
actual practice they were one and the
same. The chairman of the faculty was
the chief officer of the College, and therefore could, I suppose, be properly called
"The Administration," but he likewise
carried a full teaching load. These boys of
1870 wanted an education and they appreciated guidance to that end, and the
professors, being dedicated men with unfailing interest in their students, were
only too glad to help in any way they
could. Professors loaned the boys money
when needed, helped them get work,
looked after them when they were sick,
visited and encouraged them when downhearted, kept them out of mischief when
they could, occasionally engineered their
courtships, and might even run errands
for them, or so it seems from a letter
written soon after the session had closed
-which says in effect: 'Dear professor,

please run down and get my laundry and
send it to me. I didn't have time to pick
it up before I left the College!'
Contrasts and otherwise (in a changing world): If an 1870 student paid cash
for his purchases and owed nobody, his
credit was good. But if the 1970 student
pays as he goes, he has no credit at allto get credit he must have a charge account and thus owe money all over the
place.
The 1870 lad was never exposed to
countless square yards of naked female
epidermis; his eyes were permitted to
feed only upon beautiful, graceful and
colorful draperies, concealing any oddi-

ties in the sculpture of the wearer. Not
having television, these unfortunates went
to their rewards without ever knowing
that every product in a particular category was better than all other products
in that same category-all
of which is
some sort of commentary on life and its
consequences in this golden age of something.
Then, too, there were no social doctors
in 1870 to tell those entering manhood
how unhappy they were, how much salary they must have to live on, regardless
of whether the boss had the money or not
-and
that they were responsible for
crimes committed by others. So these
boys in blissful "ignorance," grateful for
what they had, cut the garment according
to the cloth, pitched in and rebuilt their
tattered homeland, smiling while they
worked.

While the student of 1870 was traveling from Richmond to Washington, that
is, on the train ("the cars") to Fredericksburg, the stage to Aquia Creek and a
Potomac steamer to destination, the 1970
student can jet to England with time to
spare, provided he can negotiate the
traffic to the airport and does not encounter a parade or two, protesting something or other.
Around Richmond the 1870'r had the
choice of horse cars, old Dobbin and the
shay, Old Dobbin all by himself, or
Shank's mare. It would be a fair guess
that Shank's mare was used most, but
not necessarily from choice. When taking
his lady love for an outing, they both
could ride Old Dobbin tandem-wise, if
wherewithal was not at hand for a commodious jaunt on wheels.
Dating in 1870 was not exactly as
immediate as in 1970. The young swain
had to be formally introduced to the
young lady before he could even talk to
her. Before he was permitted to call, he
must meet papa, or guardian, and survive a
thorough examination. Then a tentative
permit might be forthcoming . Chaperonage was much in evidence-approved
by
all except perhaps the incipient suitor,
but we've found no record of a march
protesting the custom .
The red-tape stage was followed by the
calling-listening stage . Mama ( or somebody) alert, was in hearing distance, if not
in the same room . Her ears were good .
Possibility : the couple might walk to the
corner drug store, if papa urgently needed
the medicine, but they must return right
away. Another stage (true story , though
a shade later than 1870): A young man
called a boarding school and asked to
speak to one of the young ladies . Answer ,
"But she's engaged." "That's all right,"
said the young man, "I'm the fellow she's
engaged to."
1970 : Screech-toot , toot-out
she
dashes-slam, slam. Off they go. Hours
later, if couple has survived the traffic :
reverse performance, but at a slower pace
and omitting the toots .
Students of 1870, in setting their guideposts, gave equal time to their antecedents who, in their view, also ran. They
believed that the said antecedent s must
surely have stumbled on a guidepost or
two along the way, or else civilization
would not have made it that tar.
Students of 1970, living in an age of
plenty and wondrous achievements, with
their boundless hopes and heavenly selfconfidence , naturally want a more perfect
society ( as all other generations of students have wanted). But these 1970 fellows are in a bigger hurry. So, it appear s
that they consult each other in choosing
their guideposts , and want little or no
part of the 1870 menu.
In that 1870 menu is a story of a young
philosopher-with a point. While walking
along studying astronomy, he fell into a
ditch . An old woman, happening along ,
yanked him out and posed a question :
"How can you see what goes on in the
heavens when you can not see what is
before your feet?"

•
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TOWN & GOWN
Education is a life-span need, and people, like other resources, become obsolete if not kept up-to-date.
We are living in one of the most fabulous eras in the history of man. It is an
age of fantastic achievement as man takes
his first hesitant steps on the moon. It is
an age of graphic failure as the most
affluent nation in the world is unable to
rid itself of deep poverty, human degradation , and racial strife. It is, as Peter
Drucker so aptly put it, an Age of Discontinuity . At a time when change is
occurring at a more rapid rate than ever
in history , we seem beset with a level of
impatience and expectation that rises at
an even more rapid rate .
But what has this to do with our topic
today ? Town and Gown is quite simply
· the name of the game. We, the universities and the business communities, have
cultivated the ground for this age of discontinuity . We sowed the seeds, and now
it is our opportunity to reap and benefit
from the harvest. What is facing us in
the years immed iately ahead is an opportunity of unprecedented magnitude.
I have very little sympathy for those
who are tearing their hair and beating
their breasts for a return to the good old
days. We never had it so good , and the
best is yet to come .
Certainly, we have problems, but this
has always been the case. In the Fifties
came Korea. In the Forties it was World
War II. In the Th irties it was the Depression , and in the Twenties , Prohibition,
the Mafia and the Syndicates .
Let 's not forget the past, but rather
learn from it, see where we are now , and ·
determine where we want to go in the
years ahead . What do we know about
the world we live in? A recent study by
the General Electric Company points out
the following:
• We are in an era of increasingly
rapid change. The time lag from basic
discovery to practical application was 30
years before World War I, 16 years between the wars, and has dropped to nine
year s since World War II.
• We are facing a growth in size that
is difficult to comprehend . The sales of
General Motors are larger than the Gross
National Product of all but 13 nations
in the world. Yet, the problems of our
urban areas loom even larger .
• The need for highly educated personnel has resulted in an increase in educational employment between 1950 and
1960 of more than the total employment
of the steel, copper and alum inum industries combined.
• Our continual increase in affluence
has lowered the frustration tolerance
toward anything that impairs : the ability
to work; the ability to live in decency ;
and , the ability to express oneself.
• Government use of fiscal and monetary policies together with a number of
other factors has resulted in unprecedented economic stabilization for business interests.
• The rising tide of education has
changed the self-image of many people.
It has enhanced their self respect. They
6

[The following are remarks made
by Dr . R. S. Underhill, executive
director of the Institute for Business and Community Development,
of the University of Richmond,
before the Richmond Rot9ry Club.]

now insist upon receiving treatment on
an individual basis. They are less tolerant
of authoritarianism. They have a different
and higher expectation of what a job is.
At the same time, education is being
viewed more as an investment and less
as an item of consumption. It is a capitalization of time.
• Attitudes toward work are changing. The Puritan concept of work is
fading. We can 't work hard, because
machines have taken the effort out of
most of our activities. Why should we
work long? Whether we agree with the
reasoning or not, our lives have increasingly become divided three ways, among
work, education, and leisure.
• We are witnessing the emergence of
a post-industrial society. Industry is in
relative decline as the prime mover of
society . It is becoming much like agriculture, which it supplanted. Although still
a vital force because it supplies basic
needs, 25% of our exports , and has exceptional productivity, agriculture now
employs only about 5 % of our work
force, is no longer the source of major
innovations, and no longer determines
our values and way of life . What the
future role of industry , in our post-industrial society, will be, remains to be seen.
That it will be different than it has been
is certain.
The dominant institution in this postindustrial society is most likely to be the
university, because of the key role of
research, innovation and new theoretical
knowledge. Although many would argue
over what will be the dominant institution there is little argument that things
are changing. Let me , at the same time,

assure any who may be reluctant to
change, that the alternative is not the
status quo, but rather decay.
Ever since the industrial revolution
change has been a part of business enterprise. In the past, however , as we have
shifted gears we have moved from forty
to fifty to even sixty miles per hour, and
maintained that speed for an appreciable
period of time . Today we are faced with
a di;iver whose foot is stuck on the gas
pedal. As such we have moved from
problems of velocity to problems of acceleration. Such problems are different
in kind, and not merely in degree.
Under the former conditions we were
concerned with issues of efficiency, precision, unambiguity and unity. Under a
situation of acceleration the issues are
adaptability , creativity, flexibility and initiative. To meet these new requirements
companies will have to loosen up their
structure, provide for a new openness
among people, and lengthen their timehorizon for planning. Bureaucratic structures will falter, and the internal role of
education will increase.
A second major change will occur in
the balance between experience and
knowledge. In an age of discontinuity
and accelerating change, one of the
favorite myths of management will be
reversed. The new mythology will assert
that a little knowledge is worth a lot of
experience. The higher the level of uncertainty in the environment, the less the
contribution that experience can make
to the growth and development of the
firm . In its place, knowledge, theory, concepts and the ability to project in the
face of uncertainty will assume dominant
roles.
Third, both industry and education
must shift their perspective from yesterday to tomorrow. To the extent that we
concentrate on preserving what yesterday
has meant for us, we inhibit our ability
to build for what tomorrow can be.
If we translate these experiences into
the context of our topic, it appears that
the message is loud and clear . Town
AND gown can provide the optimum
combination for our community as it
faces the increasing uncertainty of the
future . Colleges and universities need the
long-term commitment of support from
the business community to assure, for
the business community, an educated
work force. In addition, support is required to enable higher education to provide a continuing influx of ideas, without
which the business community will be
impaired in its capacity to deal with the
conditions of the future . This social contract needs to be long-term and reliable,
not a yo-yo which reacts to short-term
attitudes and the willingness of one partner to please the other.
At the same time, business needs the
conceptual skills, the change-agent role,
and the developmental capabilities of
the university essential to the requirements of tomorrow . Together, Town and

Gown can benefit from the harvest. As
antagonists they will be judged by society
as failures.
The University of Richmond has taken
a first step in this direction through the
establishment of the Institute for Business and Community Development. This
is the University's link to the business
community established in an effort to
build our community with an eye on tomorrow. We set up this link in recognition that your greatest resource as businessmen is not your credit rating, your
plant and equipment, or your reputation,
but your people.
Assuring a position of strength for this
vital resource is, in large measure, the
role of education. What kind of a well
planned program for developing your
people do you have? Is education a
permanent part of organizational life, or
is it the first to go with hard times and
the last to be restored in good? How
much time is spent in Board and Committee meetings on meaningful discussion
of organizational development? Here I
do not include most efforts at corporate
reorganization which are attempts to
solve yesterday's problems with tomorrow's structure. How much time is spent
on management development?
Do you have an educator on your
Board? Not for show, but one who has
the nasty habit of always asking, why?
You are buying our products-the
June graduates-at
an ever faster rate,
unt il we are quite literally back-logged,
and this means higher prices. Let me
suggest that you could do far better with
what you have, if you would only take
out a service contract for the maintenance, reconditioning, and modernizing
of some of our older models. Education
is a life-span need, and people, like other
resources become obsolete if not kept
up-to-date.
I invite you, therefore, to join in a
partnership with higher education, to link
Town and Gown for a better tomorrow
for all of us.
•

BaseballAlumniHonorPitt
"Silver Fox" Receives Gifts at Surprise Party
Saturday, May 2, was "Mac Pitt Day"
at the University of Richmond and over
30 former players, who had been tutored
by the veteran Spider baseball coach during his 36 years as diamond mentor, gave
him a surprise luncheon and showered
him with gifts prior to a doubleheader
with arch rival William & Mary.
Pitt, whose teams have captured 16
state titles and two Southern Conference
crowns while tying for the S.C. title on
two other occasions, was presented with
a color television set, a plaque depicting
his record at UR, a baseball autographed
by his ex-pupils and a quart of oysters
as a "gag". The players lined up along
the third base line and displayed a sign
which read: "Thanks a Lot for Your
Influence-Your Spiders."
Porter Vaughan, who went on from
Richmond to hurl major league baseball
with the Philadelphia Athletics, praised
Pitt, whose teams have now won 411
games, "as a teacher, coach and an inspiration to young men." He presented
the plaque while former catcher Stukie
Hoskins made the TV presentation. Doug
Martin and Richie Sharff, two former
second basemen, gave Pitt the autographed baseball and ex-hurler Charlie
Revere smiled as he presented Pitt with
the oysters. Athletic Director Frank
Jones called Pitt, a member of both the
Helms Foundation baseball and basketball Hall of Fame, "the finest baseball
coach who ever lived." Pitt thanked the
former players for "your influence over
me-not my influence over you."
This hasn't been a happy season for
Pitt although no one expected his young
ball club to be sensational. The Spiders
lost a number of one and two-run games
by failing to hit in the clutch, leaving

University Establishes New Policies on Social Life
The University of Richmond has
modified its regulations concerning alcoholic beverages on the campus, following policies adopted by other educational
institutions (many of them church related) throughout the land .
The Board of Trustees took the action
in recognition of the fact that drinking
is a growing social custom. A campus
survey conducted last year showed 68
per cent of the students drank alcoholic
beverages before they entered college,
and 58 per cent drank with their families
at home. As President Modlin has said,
"the new regulation was not a concession
to the demands of students but simply a
recognition of the realities of the situation ."
The first sentence of the regulation
asserts that the University believes "the
consumption of alcoholic beverages is
not in accord with the educational objectives of the University." It further states
that regulations governing conduct at social functions shall be supervised by the
Dean of Students, that students shall be

held responsible for the conduct of their
guests, and that students who conduct
themselves improperly or destroy University property will be subject to disciplinary action."
The new regulations are consistent
with the Code of Conduct, requested by
the students and adopted by the Board of
Trustees, giving students greater responsibility in the areas of student life and
social practices.
Less controversial was the action of
the trustees in permitting women guests
in the lounges of the men's dormitories
and in the public rooms of fraternities
at stipulated hours. Women guests will
not be allowed in student dormitory
rooms or the bedrooms of the lodges as
is permitted in a growing number of educational institutions.
It was pointed out that this regulation
simply extends to University men the
privilege that has long been enjoyed at
Westhampton College of entertaining
guests of the opposite sex in lounges provided for the purpose .

144 men on base in 19 games, although
the team had a respectable .27 4 team
batting mark with three games left to
play. Neither did Pitt have a standout
hurler, the pitchers having a 3.68 ERA.
The Spiders banged out eight hits in
the opener with W&M but left 12 men
stranded as Coach Les Hooker's Tribe
triumphed, 4-1. But "Mac Pitt Day " was
not a total loss. The Spiders got into the
spirit of things and whipped the Indians,
7-2, in the nightcap as Lefty Al Selby
hurled a four-hitter and Left Fielder
Bruce Wright smashed a two-run homer
and Catcher Larry Pishioneri slammed
a three-run four-bagger. This gave Richmond a 7-12 overall record and 5-9
Southern Conference mark with only
non-conference tilts with Old Dominion
and Navy left on the slate.
Massachusetts walloped the Spiders,
13-4, in the first game of the season
although Wright had a triple and double
for UR . Catcher John Denzler had a
double and two singles as Richmond
beat George Mason, 13-4, in the second
game of the season. The Spiders got
good pitching from Hatcher and Selby
but dropped a twin bill to VMI at Lexington, 2-0 and 2-1. Hatcher and Selby
also pitched well in a twin bill against
W&M at Williamsburg but the Tribe
won both by 2-1 scores . Tech stopped
Richmond, 6- 1. Fine relief pitching by
Hatcher, a home run by Wright and
doubles by Walsh and Gene Van Galder
gave Richmond a 5-4 win over George
Washington but GW captured the night cap, 8-7.
After bowing to East Carolina, 6-1,
Selby hurled UR to a 2-1 win over
The Citadel. Richmond split a twin bill
with GW, losing, 6-1, and winning, 6-3,
as Wright turned pitcher. The Spiders
whipped Davidson, 4-3, on Wr ight's
bases-loaded hit in the eighth inning . Th e
Spiders bowed to Virginia, 5-4, and Furman, 6-3, but staged a five-run rally in
the eighth, featuring a two-run homer by
Denzler, to defeat Georgetown, 11-8.
Coach Lewis Mills ' golfers were 7-5-2
on the season and Dick Chewning 's ten nis team was 3-8, an improvement over
last season's winless record .
All-American Trackman Carl Wood
won the 440 intermediate hurdles in 51.9
and the high hurdles in 14.2 in the South
Carolina Relays . In the Colonial Relays
Wood won the intermediat e hurdle s in
52.1 and ran a 48 .2 anchor on UR's
winning mile relay team wh ich consisted
of Walker Gillette, Larry Chowning and
Chuck Hunsicker. Wood captured three
events in the Spiders' 102-36 triumph
over Old Dominion but suffered a knee
injury in spring football drills and had
to undergo surgery. Without Wood Richmond bowed to Virginia, 100-53, and
VMI, 1071/i to 46½ . Gillette , making a
strong bid for Southern Conference Ath lete of the Year laurels, won the 440 in
all three dual meets .
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By Dr. Thomas Eugene West

From Bacon's Castle, Virginia, to
Bangkok is a long trip, but for Thomas
Eugene West it is like a jaunt to the Blue
Ridge Mountains. Upon "retiring from
the active ministry" in 1965, Gene West
and his wife , Gene Newton West (Weshampton '34), began again in Katmandu,
Nepal, where he served as minister to the
Prate_stant congregation composed mainly
of AID personnel from the United States .
After two years the Wests moved to
Hong Kong where he held a one-year
appointment in the Departments of Music
and Religion in the Hong Kong Baptist
College . Mrs. West was Administrative
Assistant to the Vice President of the
College .
In 1968 Dr. West accepted the position of interim pastor at the Thomson
Road Baptist Church and Professor of
Music at the Trinity Theological Seminary in Singapore.
While on a trip through Africa in the
summer of 1969, Dr . and Mrs. West .
agreed to remain in Malawi for a oneyear assignment as an interim pastor
while a Baptist missionary was on furlough . Not being able to secure the temporary work visa for remaining in Ma lawi, the Wests continued their return
;ourney to America . En route he was
called upon to fill a furlough vacancy in
Bangkok as interim pastor of the Calvary Baptist Church, beginning in June,
1970.
At present the Wests are living in their
Ridgecrest, North Carolina, home from
which point they are commuting to
various places on the Eastern Seaboard
to address churches and conferences .
"I saw demon struggle and power in the
Himalayas ... " Gene West looks up at the
mountains from 17,000feet.

Journey Through Faith
We are showing a religion that has tremendous influence from One whose ministry was going about doing good.

Religion is the world's most powerful
and far reaching influence. It always
has been and I am convinced it will be
hanging around for a long time in many
forms. On what authority do I base
this assertion? On at least a thousand
direct inquiries or personal interviews.
On far more personal quiet observations. On the testimony of people of
every race, every stratum of society:
rich, poor, high, low, educated, ignorant : executives and laborers, professors and students, politicians and the
people they govern. They represent
every religion in the world and dozens
of cults and isms with speculative
criteria as to appropriate religious
classification.
The approach to these men and
women made in different ways according to conditions and circumstances, was something on this order:
"What would you consider to be now,
or to have ever been, the strongest,
most persuasive, most determining, the
most outstanding, motivating or stabilizing influence of your life?" The
overwhelming response, boiled down
from varied degrees of answers, was:
Religion and Traditional Customs.
It was in 1923, my first Spider
year, during a good course in comparative religions, under Dr. Edward
B. Willingham ('21), that I first began
thinking of the possibility of seeing
and experiencing some of these "far

away places and strange sounding
names," indeed strange and unknown
religions. Until then I had known only
the Christian religion, not even the
existence of other forms of prominently cultured influences. The unfortunate word, "heathen," had been
my only associated thought and expression. No longer is it in my vocabulary. To some limited degree I had
heard of Judaism, the Hebrew faith,
but I had not seen nor was I ever
associated with it at all, never having
seen a Jew until I reached the big city
of Richmond. In college, I was to
claim some as among my best friends.
Praise Jehova! Shalom! Amen!
Somehow I could never get away
from that course , and the thoughts of
other religions. · In 1926 it was my
great and good privilege to represent
the University of Richmond in Detroit, for the first international and
inter-religious student convention to
take place in the United States. I
shall never forget the strange feeling
of seeing and hearing for the first impossible time in my life Buddhist,
Hindu, Mohammeqan, Confucian, Zoriastrian, Taoist and Shinto studentsbrilliant, cultured, well dressed, even
glamorous . Now I claim among my
choicest friends, loyal and devoted adherents of all these religions, and
more . I have visited in their homes,
their temples, have served on com-

mittees with them, have had them as
students in my classes, and have their
names on my correspondence list.
They have my respect and admiration .
In this brief article, I shall show
some limited influences associated with
these religions . Let us think of Shamanism or demon possession as a mixture of some lower elements of Buddhism and Hinduism . Such is a vital
reality and staggering problem in the
life and affairs of so many people at
this very moment. I saw demon struggle and power in the mountains of
Nepal , especially on a trek in the
Himalayas at an altitude of 17,000
feet. One can never forget the torturous methods of the leaders or priests
in extraditing a demon or demons from
a person. It is incredible, beyond any
conception of belief, how a body can
shake like a gymnastic belt vibrator ,
in throwing out and off demons affecting the entire life not only of the individual , but the family and th e community. In lands of superstition and
witchcraft I have seen bodies beaten
and left for dead, having been picked
up by Christian hospital attendants . I
have talked with these people, and
also with those administering the
demon remedies, as well as those administering the contrasting Christian
care and control.
Some of my most unforgettable experiences and pathetic memories re-

Pastor West meets with women from 14 nations for Woman's I Gene West returns from his 15-day trek up to 17,000feet in the
World Day of Prayer in February, 1967. Picture was taken in front Himalayas, shielded from sun by a ghum, the Nepali umbrella
used by native porters and rice field workers.
of Rana Palace in Kathmandu, Nepal.
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call seeing people of all ages, especially children, with distressful fever 1
being whipped with brushes to "beat
the devil out of them." Meanwhile,
the mothers and other family members, but always the mothers, would
usually be dancing in appeasement
before some horrible images to make
peace with the gods so that the fever
demons would leave the bodies. I
have been instrumental in getting some
of these pathetic patients to Christian
hospitals where the "miracle Jesus"
through proper channels of His dedicated servants, saved life and restored
health .
Fatalism is fatal! Nothing can be
done about circumstances, diseases,
starvation . Therefore learn to enjoy
them and gain spiritual merit by contentment, satisfaction and surrender!
I have a big palm leaf fan used by
Buddhist priests neither for the intense sun nor heat, but to fit over
their shoulders upon seeing lepers in
the distance, and pass on without observation, thereby freeing themselves
from any responsibility . But I know
of One who sat down with them,
talked and ate with them and healed
them . Today His social methods of
homes and rehabilitation have leaped
the limited bounds of mission work,
into governmental policies and humane social activities. Somehow the
fatalistic dogma, "That which cannot
be cured must be endured," has
changed to, "That which cannot be
endured must be cured." The toothache tree, on a street corner in the
crowded areas of Kathmandu with
thousands of rusty nails driven therein
by those who seek relief from dreadful
tooth pains is now to some small degree being neglected . The dentists are
moving in, even though there is only
one to every hundred thousand persons.
A Hindu does not fear death if he
can pass away with his feet in the water
of some sacred river, or if he can be
holding to the tail of a cow. In Kathmandu our water boy pleadingly besought my interest in his ill father. I
immediately started with the boy, in
the small car provided for my work,
over impassable roads and then began
walking. Soon we met the procession
going on to the small river, his ill
father being borne by four men on a
bamboo cot over their shoulders. I
persuaded them to let me give my God
a chance. How we ever got him into
the little car I can never explain but
soon he was in our United Mission
Shanta Bhawan Hospital. I visited
him nearly every day for three weeks,
paid all expenses, and took him home
a well and happy man to his grateful
Hindu family and his amazed friends.
A case well known to me was that
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of a dying Hindu of social and political prominence in our Shanta Bhawan
His family of prestige
Hospital.
brought a cow to take to his bedside.
When the cow was refused admittance, the family tied a rope to its
tail, passed the rope through the second floor window and into the hand
of the departing Hindu whose passing
was in peace!
In medicine, education, agriculture,
road building, engineering, saw milling, safer and better food methods, we
are showing a religion that also has
tremendous influence from One whose
ministry was "going about doing
good."
There were fourteen nationalities
and twelve denominations in the Union
Protestant Church which I served as
pastor for two years in Nepal. This
church was composed of AID (Agency
for International Development), diplomatic and other services personnel. My
wife and I then went to Hong Kong
where I taught philosophy and ethics
and directed a 125-voice chorus in our
Baptist College of some 2,000 well
chosen students. My wife (Gene Newton, Westhampton '34) served as administrative assistant in the office. We
then spent a year in Singapore where
I was pastor of an English speaking
congregation of Chinese young people
(no member over 30), university students, well trained professional leaders
for the future. I also taught in an
ecumenical seminary, The Trinity
Theological College. These young
leaders are keenly alert and very much
alive to every phase of religious influence in the world, with their utmost
and dedicated desire to make such
influence Christian.
This article cannot even touch upon
eating habits, sex and family life,
business, government, community, education, vocational interests and daily
work, all of which are directly affected
and guided by religion as the world's
greatest influence-good, bad, or indifferent. Let's make it good! Let our
concern be for getting heaven into
people and world conditions, rather
than getting people into heaven, and
getting hell out of people and their
circumstances rather than keeping
people out of hell. Let's make it good!
One word about sex. There will
have to be many changes in religion
before any idea of sex for reproduction will ever be changed . Without
elaborating let us look upon mothers
who rub their babies' sex organs
against those of the innumerable fertility gods or shrines to assure reproduction. An insult it would be, not
only to the ancestors but to the gods,
not to bear children, and as many as
possible-not for sexual pleasure but
for religion. See mothers smear fresh

cow dung over their babies' sex organs
and eyes to ward off evil spirits and to
guarantee fertility. Go to the much
more enlightened, highly educated,
cultured and refined, and learn that
child bearing and large families are
deeply imbedded religious traits.
Religion is world-wide in its influence. Let's make this influence con•
structively Christian.
On the Alumni Bookshelf
"FROM THE CRASH TO THE BLITZ:
1929-1939" The Macmillan Co., 596
pp., $12.50.
This is a book which will bring back
many memories to those who lived
through that exciting and depressing
time. Written by Cabell Phillips, '26,
who served as business manager of The
Messenger and president of the University Players, it tells what happened
and when and where from the days of
the crash in 1929 until the days of peace
ran out in 1939.
As a reporter for the Richmond TimesDispatch and for the New York Times,
Cabell lived during these stirring times
and wrote of many of the events when
they were taking place. Using his own
experiences and going to such sources as
the newspapers, magazines, memoirs,
diaries, histories and government publications, he produced a text well integrated with photographs and drawings.
His old history professor Dr. Mitchell
would say "Well done, Mr. Phillips."
For those of the older generations it
will be interesting to try to remember as
much as possible of some special event
that took place during that time such as
the Veterans' Bonus March on Washington and then check on your memory by
reading about it and looking at the pictures, and thinking about what has happened since then to those who were its
leaders.
You will also be reminded of the important part the movies, auto, radio,
press, phonograph with 10-inch 78-rpm
records, and baseball played in our daily
lives. You will remember that for one
dollar you could take your date to a
movie and for a treat afterwards and
that the cost price of this book was the
average weekly salary (if you had a job)
for a clerk at that time . For the younger
generation, reading this book will help
them to understand why we feel as we
do about money and security and that
many of the things they take for granted
had their beginning during this historic
decade.
We understand that Cabell is planning
to write several additional volumes covering the decades since that time. We are
looking forward to reading them.
Roland Galvin, '26
Jones: Coach of the Year
For the third straight year the Touchdown Club of Richmond selected University of Richmond head football coach
Frank Jones as the Big Five coach of the
year.
Jones was honored at the club's January banquet at the Jefferson Hotel and
presented the coach of the year trophy.

RICHMON D SPIDERS
SOUTH ERN CONFERENCE CO- CHA MPIONS
How to order tickets :
1. Tick et s are on sa le at Millhiser Gymnasium . The office is open fro m 8:30 t o 5 :00 . We encoura ge
you to orde r by mai l with this applicati on, o r call 288-5308 and reserve your tickets unt il your
payment or d eposit is received .
2. Fill out t he att ached card and mail to: AT H LETI C T ICKET OFFICE-Box
8 , University of Richmond , Virgi nia 23173.
3. Enclose paym ent of f ull amoun t for individ ual game tickets and a minimum of $5 .0 0 per season
tic ket un t il August 1. Fu ll payment must be m ade by A ugust 1, 1970.
4 . Check the order for seat preferenc e. Y ou w ill be seated as c losely as poss ible to your pref ere nc e
and with the best seats available.
5 . Ord ers receiv ed less t han three days before t he game cann ot be mailed but mus t be pick ed up at
th e East gat e on t he day of the game. They must be pa id for to be held .
6. The en d orseme nt and dep osit of your check is ac knowl edgement of your order un til your ti c ket s are
mailed . T ick et s will be mai led about August 1, 1970.
7. Sorry, no ref und on tickets.
CHARGE PLANS
We offer seve ral charge plan s. Any tickets may be charged to one of the Bank Credit card s. University of
Richmond w ill accept a $5 .0 0 deposit per ticket on season tickets only and w ill hold th e t ickets until f ull
payment is mad e by A ugu st 1 . Tickets will be ma il ed or can be picked up w hen full payment is received .
Sorry , but t ic ket s cann ot be charged at the sta di um on the day of t he game . If in doub t-Cal l 288-5308.

Th e Spider Club is the backbone of Un iv ersity of Richmond Athleti cs . Without the Spider Club it would
be difficul t for Richmond to field a team w o rt hy of Southern Confer ence play . All the money you contribute
will go for A t hletic Scholarships.

T ax Deducti ble : Please Ma ke Check Payable To : Richmond Studen t Aid Foundati on

Types of Memberships-Spider
SCHOLARSHIP
Friends
spon sor
(4) four
seats of

SPONSOR

$1 ,500 .00 UP

SPIDER WEB $100.00

who contribute
$ 1,500 .00 or more may
an Athletic Scholarship . You will receive
season football and basketball ticket s in
yo ur choice , plus special pa rking privil eges.

SPIDER BLACK WIDOW

Club
TO $500 .00

Friends who contribute $ 100.00 or more w i ll receive (2) two season football tickets plus special
parking privileges .

SPIDER CLUB $10 .00 TO $100 .00

$500 .00 UP

Fr iends who contribute $500 .00 or more wi ll rece ive (2) two season football and basketball tickets
plus special parking privileges.

Friend s who contribute $ 10 .00 or more w ill be given
pr iority in buying season tickets in football and
basketball .

Call Chuck Boone for further information -

282-9894

D et ach an d ma il thi s half onl y

1970
Last Name ____

UNIVERSITY
__

_
_

Stree L

OF RICHMOND

FOOTBALL TICKET APPLICATION

First Name _______

____

_

D

Season T ickets

Same as last y ear
Improve if pos sible
Al I seats togeth er
in one location
Same seat s as 69
plu s additional
seats
in other locatio n.

FAM ILY PLAN
TOBACCO

_

All 4 Home Game s
(ADULT)
SEASON TICKET
(CHILD)

BOWL GAME
\
. Total Other Individual Games
( Ord er on Rever se Sid e )

PAYMENT
Height Preference

Date Recei ved

D
D
D
D
$

Date Mail ed
-

Solicito r

lnitial ____

No .
Tickets

Seat Preference

D
D
D

_ _

City ____________

Busine ss or Fir
State ____

Price

_

To~I
Amount

ip_____

_

Offi c e Space

$21 .00
$21 .00
$ 8 .00
$ 6.00

PLA N

Check enclo sed , full payment
Bank A mericard : Card No .
Master Charge: Card No .
A $5.00 deposit per season ticket will hold order
unti I August 1
Deposit

enclosed.

.50
1.00

In surance & Postage
Footba ll Brochure
( ) Check if desired .
Total

(Checks payable to University of Richmond
Athletic Association)
FULL PAYMENT MU ST BE MADE PRIOR TO AUGUST 1
Individual games must be paid with order

Priority

1-

2 . Seaso n t icke t s are by far t he best buy . Once
y ou are assigned to a seat , it is yours fr om
t hen on as long as you purchase season t icket s,
un less you req uest another seat . Then , the best
seat available wi ll be assigned . Season ticket
orders are f illed first fro m the choice seat s in
the stadium .
3 . Last year 's season ticket ho lders will receive the
same seat locations , unless otherwise speci fi ed .

PRIORITIES-1969

TICKET

Spider Cl ub
Season

Club and
Priority 2-Spider
chasers - 1969

Members -

Priority 3-Contributing
ciation
Priority 4-

Alumni

Priority 5-

General Public

Pur -

Ticket

Alumni

Asso -

FAMILY

We wi ll again offer our popular fami ly plan fo r
season tickets that allows y ou to buy tickets for
the ch i ldren in your fami ly for $2 per game , adja cent to your seats .

SEASON TICKETS
Season ticket purchasers receive first pr io ri ty on
all seat location s and the priv i lege to purchase the
same seat year after year .

Individ ual game tickets will be filled after season
ti c ket orders . Order all ticket s at the same time .

BOWL

TOBACCO
will

pl ay in the National

GAME TICKETS

INDIVIDUAL

1. By pur cha sing a season ticket you can be sure
of having the same f ine seat each game and
save $3 over the individua l game price .

Thi s year the Spiders

PLAN

T obacco

Bowl

Game

October

24 again st East Carolina

a llotted
University . Th is is the first time since 1949 that Richmond has been in the Bowl. We have been
a limited numbe r of seats for sale . T hese will be sold with the following priorities :

1. Spider Web Members (see back of this card)
2 . Spider Club members who are season ticket holders
3 . 1970 season ticket holders who purchased season tickets in 1969 .
4 . 1970 new season ticket holders
You may purchas e one bowl t icket for each season ticket
1970 . After this date our remaining

will be sold to the general public .

bowl tickets

INDIVIDUAL
RICHMOND
Seot.

12

Sept . 26

STADIUM

Carolina

North

GAMES

State

Dav idson
Band Dav

Nov .

14

VMI

Nov .

21

William

Oct .

24

East Carolina
not included

Homecomino

& Mary

AWAY
Sept . 19
Oct .

3

(Tobacco Bowl)
in season ticket

you orde r . We mu st have your order by July 1,

GAME TICKETS

Ti me

T ic kets

Price

8:00

$6.00

8:00

6 .00

2:00

6.00

2:00

6.00

1 :30

6.00

Office Space

GAMES

W est Virg inia

( M organto w n, W . V a .)

So . M iss .

(Hattiesburg , Mi ss .)

1 :30

6 .00

7 :30 CDT

5 .00

Furman

(Gree nville , S . C.)

7 :30

Oct .

10
17

4 .00

Flori d a

(Gainesville , Fla.)

2 :00

7 .00

Oct .

31

Citadel

(Cha rl eston , S . C .)

2 :00

6 .00

Oct.

Amoun t

Paid tick et or d ers recei v ed 3 DA YS pri or to d at e of game can not be maile d . A rrange t o
pick up at " W ILL CA LL" windo w at East Gate . Win dow will open on Saturday morning
at 9 A .M .

Tot al amo unt
indiv idual games
(record on oth er side)

Solon B. Cousins, '47

Kenneth G. Gentil, '49

Gentil Named President of
Overnite Transportation
Kenneth G. Gentil, '49, has been
elected president of Overnite Transportation Company of Richmond.
Gentil formerly was with Fruehauf
Corporation, which he joined in 1949.
He served in several sales positions, and
became branch manager in Richmond
in 1956. In June 1968 he was appointed
director of marketing of Fruehauf International in New York City.
He moved to London to establish
Fruehauf International offices there in
August 1968. His primary responsibility
in the London office was the liaison between Fruehauf associates throughout
the world.
Marable Named Director
For NAM Program
Dallace E. Marable, '42, has been
named director of the International Activities of the National Association of
Manufacturers, and chairman of the
board of directors of MOM International, Inc.
He had served for two years as the
international program executive of NAM,
and before that, was with the U. S. State
Department in Pakistan, India, Vietnam
and Brazil for six years.
From 1956 to 1961, he was president
and chief executive officer of Universal
Communications, Inc., of Gainesville,
Fla., and for 10 years prior was owner
and publisher of "The Union Mail," in
Monroe, N. C., as well as radio station
WMAP, in Monroe. He also served four
years as mayor of the N. C. city.
Book on Sidney M. Sowell
Published in Brazil
A book on the life of Dr. Sidney M.
Sowell, '99, was published in December,
1969, by the Casa Bautista de Publicaciones in Buenos Aires, Brazil. It is called
"Por Sendas de Gloria y Humildad,"
by Benjamin L. Sowell, '29, and it is
available from the Baptist Publishing
House, El Paso, Texas. A microfilm copy
of the English version, "Pioneer Parson,"
is available from the Baptist Historical
Commission in Nashville, Tenn.

Cousins to Head YMCA Group
Solon B. Cousins, '47, has been made
associate executive director of the National Board of the YMCA and named
executive of the recently formed Urban
Group of YMCA's, 17 of the largest
metropolitan YMCA's in the U . S. and
Canada. He was executive director of
the YMCA of Greater Boston before
accepting the new assignment.
The Urban Group of YMCA's was
formed so that the members might concentrate their skills in solving the "survival" problems facing them in the cities .
The group includes Boston, Chicago,
Cleveland, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Montreal, New
York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Rochester, N.Y., San Francisco, St. Louis,
Toronto, and Washington .
Cousins has been with the YMCA for
15 years. He started with the Chicago
YMCA as personnel director and in 1958
was advanced to assistant general executive for personnel and six years later was
made assistant general executive for
executive development, organization and
planning . In 1966 he moved to Boston
as executive director of the YMCA there.
Roberts Succeeds Thompson on
Richmond Civil Court
E. Harold Thompson, '34, judge of
Richmond's Civil Justice Court has retired and W. Jerry Roberts , '52, has been
named his successor.
Judge Thompson, 74, has served the
court since 1947. He began a railroad
career in 1911 on the Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Potomac Railroad, working as a fireman and later as an engineer .
He was admitted to the bar in 1933. He
was a member of the Richmond Board
of Aldermen from 1937 to 1943.
Judge Roberts was named to the outstanding law class graduate in 1951, and
entered private practice the following
year. He was affiliated with the Richmond law firm of White, Roberts, Cabell
and Paris. He is a member of St.
Michael's Episcopal Church and a member of several other clubs.
Beasley to Head Valley Alumni
Dr. Ed. Comer, '60 , has succeeded
Dr. Robert Beasley, '53, as president of
the Shenandoah Valley Alumni Chapter.
Dr. Gene Rorrer, '54, has been reelected
secretary-treasurer.
The chapter met on Feb. 18 at the
Belle-Meade Restaurant in Harrisonburg.
Chuck Boone, of the athletic department
and Defensive Coach Dale Haupt attended the meeting and narrated films of
the West Virginia and VPI football
games. Coach Haupt ·gave a preview of
the 1970 football season.
The Shenandoah Valley chapter was
organized in May of 1969.

V. T. Lankford, '42 Truett E. Allen, '54

Lankford Named President of
Hargrave Military Academy
Vernon T. Lankford, '42, Academic
Dean and Assistant to the President of
Hargrave Military Academy since 1951,
has been named president of the institution effective July 1.
Lankford will succeed Col. Joseph H.
Cosby who is retiring this summer after
19 years of service to the Academy.
Lankford served two terms as president of the Virginia Association of
Preparatory Schools. He has been a representative on the College Entrance Examination Board of the Southern Association
of Independent Schools. He also belongs
to the American Personnel and Guidance
Association, the National Vocational
Guidance Association, the National Association of Secondary School Principals
and Virginia Association of Secondary
School Principals. He is listed in Who's
Who in American Education and has
had several of his educational articles
published.
Active in community life, Lankford is
past president of the Chatham Lions
Club, a member of Pittsylvania Lodge
No. 24 AF and AM, a former member
of the Chatham Town Council and
chairman of the Pittsylvania County Library Board.
Allen Named District Head of
Irving Trust Company
Truett E. Allen, '54, has been named
head of the southern district of the Irving
Trust Company of New York, with the
rank of vice president. He joined the
firm in 1962 after six years with the
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond. He
served in the western and New England
districts of the national division prior to
being named a vice president in the
southern district in 1967.
As district head, he is responsible for
administration of all of Irving's commercial banking business, both corporate and
correspondent banks in Virginia, North
Georgia,
South Carolina,
Carolina,
Florida, Alabama and Tennessee.
Allen is a member of the American
Textiles Manufacturing Association and
various state banking associations.
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WITH
CLASSMATES
John E. Traylor, '58

Charles R. Talley, '49

Baskerville, Traylor, Talley,
Promoted by First & Merchants
Three University alumni have been
promoted to top positions in the First
and Merchants National Bank in Richmond .
Jack H. Baskerville, '29 , has been
named executive vice president and
senior trust officer , John E . Traylor, '58,
was promoted to senior vice president
for operations, and Charles R. Talley,
'49 , was made a senior vice president for
retail banking and regional administration.
Baskerville was senior vice president
and trust officer for. the bank , which he
joined 25 years ago. He has been active
in the Richmond area civic and charity
work , having served as a director of
Richmond Memorial Hospital and the
Richmond Area Tuberculosis Association . He was president and a trustee of
the Crippled Children's Hospital.
Traylor joined the bank in 1965 as an
assistant vice president. He was elected
a vice president in 1968. Before joining
First and Merchants, he was with Peat ,
Marwick, Mitchell and Company. He is
a member of a number of financial associations .
Talley joined the bank in 1949. He has
been highly active in civic and charity
organizations, serving as director of the
Virginia Baptist Home for the Aged ,
director of the executive committee and
treasurer for the National Association of
Infantile Paralysis, and president of the
Richmond Junior Chamber of Commerce.

UR Alumni Pass CPA Exams
The names of eight U of R alumni
appear on the most recent list of successful candidates who passed the CertiExamination
fied Public Accountant
given on November 5-7, 1969 . This
represents a comparatively large number
of a single school.
Of these eight Louis G . Gutberlet, '64
and Barry E. Saunders, '55, B.S.B.A. '62
were eligible to receive their certificates
in accounting , having fulfilled their experience requirements set forth in Virginia law . Gutberlet, who majored in accounting at the School of Business Administration, now lives in Hampton and
is associated with Peat , Marwick, Mitchell and Company . He reports Scott 6
and Tatia 3½. Saunders , who lives in
Richmond , also procured his accounting
training at the Business School. Incidentally, he originally graduated in educa12
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tion from Richmond College in 1955 and
was a teacher for several years before
taking up accounting. Barry lives in Richmond , reports one boy and one girl, and
is associated with Lybrand, Ross Brothers
and Montgomery.
Among the six who are due to receive
their certificates at a later date are Paul
Adams, Bobby C. Nance '67, Joseph A.
Sabatini '65, Martin Shorter '64, and
Robert B. Wallace '69 .
Adams, who is connected with the Internal Revenue Service in Richmond,
took his accounting courses at University
College after graduating from Emory
and Henry College in 1966. Living in
Richmond, he reports they are expecting
their third child. Breeden and Nance
have been connected with the Richmond
office of Ernst & Ernst since graduation.
Sabatini, who also lives in Richmond,
reports Jo Ann ( 4) and Joseph A. II ( 3) ,
and is connected with Gary , Stosch,
Walls & Co. Shorter is affiliated with
Atkins, Pennell and Ould in Richmond
and mentions three little Shorters aged
4, 3, and 1. Bob Wallace , on the other
hand , is practicing with Ernst and Ernst
in Winston-Salem, North Carolina; he
and wife Deborah claim Robbie (5) and
Jeff (2).

Reynolds Names Currie
Chief Training Officer
Thomas R. Currie, '52, has been appointed general director of the newly
created corporate training and development department of Reynolds Metals
Company. The new department, part of
a company-wide reorganization, will be
responsible for the training and development of all marketing, sales and operations personnel.
Currie joined Reynolds in 1965 as assistant director of sales training and has
served as director for the past two years.
He is a native of High Point , N . C., and
attended public schools in Va. Beach,
Va., and did his undergraduate work in
marketing at the University.

Dr. Jordan to Speak at
Wordsworth Meeting
Dr. John E. Jordan, chairman of the
department of English at the University
of California at Berkeley, will go to
England in August to deliver a lecture
on the English poet William Wordsworth
and to do research.
Dr. Jordan is a member of the State
of California English Framework Committee.

1911 Wilmer L. O'Flaherty has resigned
from the Richmond City Electoral Board,
which he has served for 44 years. He resigned to devote more time to his law
practice. He served on the University's
board of trustees from 1933 to 1964.
1913 John J. Wicker, Jr., has been reelected chairman of the World War II
Memorial Commission in Richmond. Wicker
said visitors from every state and 14 foreign
nations toured the memorial during the
commission's observance of its 20th anniversary in 1969.
1917 Dr. Lynn C. Dickerson has been
interim pastor of Rosalind Hills Baptist
Church in Roanoke, Va. since December
1968.
1922 Dr. V. Carney Hargroves has resigned
as pastor of the Second Baptist Church of
Germantown, Pa., to retire from the active
ministry. He has been a leader in the
Baptist World Alliance for many years.
1925 Rev. W. Clyde Atkins, retired as pastor of Eutaw Place Baptist Church in Baltimore, Md., on May 31.
1926 Prof. A. Stephen Stephan has resigned
as chairman of the department of sociology
at the University of Arkansas after serving
22 years, to devote his time to full-time
teaching. The University of Arkansas alumni
magazine published in its Oct. 1969 issue a
paper he gave at the Southern Sociological
Society, "Knowledge for What?-Sociology
in the Public Interest ."
1929 Jack H. Baskerville has been named
executive vice president and senior trust
officer of First and Merchants National Bank
in Richmond. He has been with the firm for
25 years.
1930 Dr. H. Bernard Showalter, a Lunenburg County, Va., physician, has been presented in the Kenbridge Chamber of Commerce citizenship award. He has practiced
in the county 36 years.
1931 Rev. Paul J. Forsythe has accepted a
call as pastor of Colosse Baptist Church
in King William County, Va. He was pastor
of Mill Swamp Baptist Church.
1937 James H. Ricks, Jr., of Ossining,

N .Y ., is a candidate for the 1970 election

of the American Personnel and Guidance
Association. Ricks is associate director of
the Test Division of The Psychological Corporation, in New York City.
1940 C. Porter Vaughan, Jr., a Richmond
realtor, has been elected president of the
Virginia Association of Realtors. He has
been in the real estate business since 1946
and formed his own firm in 1967. He is a
past president of the Richmond Board of
Realtors.
1941 Frank M. Conner has been appointed
commonwealth's attorney for Hanover

County, Va. He was an assistant commonwealth's attorney for Henrico County.
1943 William B. Graham, president of
Mutual Insurers, Inc. of Richmond, has been
elected to the board of directors of The
Bank of Virginia. He is a past president of
the Richmond Mutual Agents Association
and a member of the national advisory board
of Utica Mutual Insurance Co.
Stanley S. Watts has been named divisional
agency vice president of The Equitable Life
Assurance Society of the United States. He
will head the firm's operations in Virginia,
D. C., Maryland, West Virginia, southern
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware and
eastern Ohio. His headquarters will be in
Norfolk.
John M. Elmore, Jr., bas been elected a
vice president of Lawyers Title Insurance
Company in Richmond. He has been with
the company since 1951. He was a branch
manager in the Cleveland office of Lawyers
Title.
1946 Dr. Carl A. Restivo has been elected
secretary of the medical staff of Christ Hospital in Jersey City, N. J ., one of the oldest
general hospitals in the state. He is on the
board of trustees of the New Jersey Academy of General Practice, chairman of the
membership committee and is associate
editor of the GP bulletin for New Jersey.
1948 James M. Wiltshire, Jr. has been
elected assistant to the president of Home
Beneficial Life Insurance Company of Richmond.
F. Carlyle Tiller has been elected president of Wheat & Co., a Richmond brokerage firm. He had been executive vice president of the company since 1966.
1949 Rev. Walter B. Barger is now associate program director of the Western
New York Conference of The United
Methodist Church.
Kenneth Gray Gentil bas been elected to
succeed J. Harwood Cochrane as president
of Overnite Transportation Company. Gentil has been associated with Fruehauf Corp.
since 1949.
Ed Merrick, former Spider football coach,
was surprised by a birthday party in his
honor Jan. 23. Forty-three of his former
players were on hand to help him celebrate.
He now is a representative for J. P. Lippincott Co., a publishing firm.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bradley of Haymarket, Va., have announced the birth of a
son, Walter, Jr., on Nov. 19, 1969.
1953 D. V. Beale has been named vice
president-financial and administrative chief,
and a member of the board of Pasquale
Food Co., Inc. of Birmingham, Ala.
John F. lmirie, Jr., is vice president of
hospitals in the health science department of
Virginia Commonwealth University.
U. S. Army Major Robert K. Neale has
completed a two-week reserve course at the
Armed Forces Staff College in Norfolk ,
Va. The course stressed the problems of
national and international security for duties
in joint and combined commands.
of Kailua,
0. Haynie
1954 Howard
Hawaii, has been named Hawaii district
manager for RCA Information Systems. He
is responsible for government and commercial sales in Hawaii.
1955 James M. Wilson, III, has been appointed personnel officer of United Virginia
Bankshares, Inc., in Richmond, the largest
banking organization in the state. He was
personnel officer of United Virginia Bank/
State Planters. He has been with the organization since 1959.

1956 William A. Smith is managing the
Richmond office of Staff Builders, a personnel agency. The Smiths have four children.
John C . Allred has been appointed Richmond branch manager of Jefferson Standard
Life Insurance Company. He was dean of
student personnel at Virginia Intermont
College in Bristol, Va., from 1962 to 1966.
Otis L. Brown has been reappointed director of the Department of Welfare and
Institutions of the State of Virginia by
Gov. Holton.
J. L. Carnes bas been transferred to an
agricultural chemical sales position in Mississippi and Tennessee for Chemagro Corporation . He will manage the company's
office in Memphis, Tenn . He was midsouth market and product development representative for the company . Before joining
Chemagro in 1960, he was a biologist for
Virginia-Carolina Chemic al Company.
J. Blair Clarke, Jr., has been appointed
accounts receivable manager of Overnite
Transportation Company , in Richmond. He
joined the firm in Dec., 1969. Previously he
had served as secretary-treasurer of Great
Coastal Express, Inc., and later as treasurer
of Avis Rent-a-Car, Co., Inc., in Richmond.
1957 Jack M. Neal has been appointed coordinating officer for the development of
plans to prevent and control juvenile delinquency and to improve correctional rehabilitation programs in Virginia, by the State
Law Enforcement Administration. He was
training coordinator for the state Department of Welfare and Institution's division
of Youth Services.
Edward M. Bishop has been named staff
supervisor-facilities in the Richmond office
of C. & P. Telephone Company .
Harry L. Tomlinson has been promoted
to assistant circulation manager in charge
for Richmond Newsof administration
papers, Inc. He has been serving as circulation promotion manager.
Rev. Charles A. Chilton has been assigned
as a missionary to the Philippines under the
Baptist Foreign Mission Board.
1958 Thomas K. Barrett has joined Wheat
& Co., Inc., in Richmond as a registered
representative. Wheat & Co., Inc., is a
regional investment banking and brokerage
firm. Before joining the firm, Barrett was
a registered representative with Abbott,
Proctor & Paine, another Richmond investment firm.
Rev. Kenneth Ayers has been called to
the Elm Street Baptist Church in Petersburg .
J. Ashton Kesler will enroll in the graduate school of social work at the University
of South Carolina in September.
Kenneth A. Burnette has been appointed
to the faculty of St. Francis Seminary as
an instructor in pastoral psychology, as a
part-time position in addition to his duties
as director of Pastoral Care at the Altoona
Hospital in Altoona, Pa.
1959 The Rev. John F. Carty is now
pastor of Raleigh Forbes Baptist Memorial
Church in Richmond . He has served
churches in Kentucky and North Carolina.
He was pastor of the Scottsburg, Baptist
Church before going to the Richmond church.
1960 Tommy P. Baer, a Richmond attorney, has been elected secretary of the
newly formed Richmond Criminal Bar Association. The purpose of the new organization is to provide education on new techniques, establish a set of ethics for criminal
practice, coordinate fees, lobby on new laws
before the General Assembly and endorse
candidates for criminal court judgeships.
Richard W. West has joined the Newport
News, Va., law firm of West and Wilkinson.
The Rev . W. D. Mills, Jr ., has assumed

his duties as pastor of Hunting Creek Baptist Church in Natalie, Va. He came to the
church from Mill Creek near Chatham,
Va .
1961 John F . Daffron, Jr., a Chesterfield
County attorney, has been named a U . S.
magistrate in Richmond . He is empowered
to try misdemeanor cases and hold traffic
court.
Russell T. Young is with Ives Laboratories in Richmond. The Youngs have three
children .
1962 D . Banks Currin is a manager in the
tax department of Price , Waterhouse, and
Company in Washington, D . C. The Currin s
have two children.
Owen S. Hauser is district man ager of
Parke , Davis & Company in Pico Rivera,
California. He will be responsible for the
development of the drug firm 's business in
Los Angeles County. He joined the company in 1965.
Thomas J. Abruzese has been promoted to
sysinformation
supervisor-management
tems and technical services at A. H . Robins
Company . He joined the company in 1967
as a systems analyst in systems and planning .
Barry E. Saunders of Richmond has
received a Certified Public Accountant certificate from the Virginia State Board.
The Rev . Robert C . McKinley ha s been
called to Woodlawn Baptist Church in
Colonial Heights , Va. He was pastor at
Surry Baptist Church.
1963 Dale G. Robinson has joined the staff
of the State Department of Education as
assistant supervisor of secondary education.
He was assist ant principal at Henrico High
School.
T. Rodman Layman of Pulaski, Va. , has
been appointed an assistant United States
attorney for the Western District of Virginia. He formerly was a partner in the
Pulaski law firm of Crowell , Nuckols, Koch
and Layman.
Harry A. Gray , Jr . of Richmond has been
awarded the degree of Master of Church
music.
1964 Louis G. Gutberlet has been designated a Certified Public Accountant by the
Virginia State Board of Accountancy.
Robert C. Meador has retired from the
U. S. Air Force as a captain .
0. Martin Shorter III has passed the
Virginia Certified Public Accountant examinations .
Dr. L. Roy Boone of Richmond is on
duty in Viet Nam with the U. S. Army
Medical Corps .
The engagement of Jerry L. Lindsey to
Miss Brenda Davenport of Damascus , has
been announced.
The engagement of Alvin C. Allen of
Emporia to Miss Janice P. Jordan of Emporia has been announced . A June wedding
is planned .
1965 Capt. M. T. Lambert of the U . S.
Air Force is serving in Viet Nam as chief
of administrative services for the Third
Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Group at
Tan Son Nnut. His next assignment will be
at Los Angeles AFB, California.
Robert A. Edwards has joined the Fairfax (Va.) County Fire Services at Vienna ,
Va.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben L. Musgrave, Jr .,
of College Park, Md . have announced the
birth of a daughter, Lisa Ryan, on Oct. 27,
1968.
Joseph A. Sabatini has passed the Virginia Certified Public Accountant examinations .
Jaime Sendra is working on a Ph .D. degree at the University of Maryland.
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Lt. Ronald W. Freeny of the U . S. Navy
is stationed in New York City at the Defense Contract Administration Services Regional Headquarters.
The engagement of Robert M. Williams
of Richmond to Miss Pamela Stockley of
Virginia Beach has been announced.
1966 Richard W. Elliott has opened an
office for the practice of law in Rustburg,
Va. He had been an associate with the
Lynchburg law firm of Kizer and Phillips .
The engagement of James E . Hales of
Richmond to Miss Donna Gay Anderson
of Richmond has been announced. A June
wedding is planned .
Ralph E. Faulhaber has been promoted
to the rank of captain in the U. S. Air
Force. He is a communications officer at
Clark AFB, in the Philippines.
Joseph H. Mitchell, Jr., has been promoted to captain in the U. S. Air Force. He
is assigned at Tinker AFB, Okla ., as a communications officer with a unit of the Air
Force Communications Service which provides global communications and air traffic
control for the U . S. Air Force.
Captain Mark C. Schnitzer of the U. S.
Air Force has received the Bronze Star
Medal for meritorious service during military operations against Viet Cong forces.
He was cited for his performance as assistant staff judge advocate for the 31st Combat
Support Group at Tuy Hoa AFB ., Vietnam .
Stanley R. Sodomka has been promoted
from cashier to assistant chief cashier in
the life company of the Eastern Office
at the State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company in Charlottesville, Va.
Edward M. Tomlinson has been promoted
to captain in the U . S. Air Force. He is a
weather officer at Mather AFB, Calif., with
a unit of the Air Weather Service which
provides weather information for military
flight operations.
1967 The engagement of Henry E. Morris,
Jr. of Colonial Heights to Miss Susan Gray
Eyler of Colonial Heights has been announced .
Lt. Douglas Davis of the U. S. Air Force
is stationed in Berlin, Germany, where he
is commanding officer of one of the four
wings of the Air Force Strategic Intelligence.
Lt. Davis and his wife, Ingrid, will be in
Berlin for three years, after which he hopes
to return to the U. S. to work toward a law
degree.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis M. Markwith have
announced the birth of a son, Charles
Stephen, Dec . 30, 1969. Markwith is with
the C. & P. Telephone Co. in Richmond.
The Rev. William H. Voorhes has received a call to Woodland Baptist Church
at Wake Forest, N. C. Also, he is enrolled
at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary working toward a Master of Divinity
degree.
The engagement of Howard P . Smith of
Williamsburg to Miss Dorcas Marie Carwile
An
of Brookneal has been announced.
early summer wedding is planned.
Joseph H. Spencer, III of Hampton, Va.,
has been appointed a field claim representative for State Farm Mutual Insurance
Company.
The engagement of James G. Council of
Richmond to Miss Susan Payne Collins of
Richmond has been announced. A June
wedding is planned.
Paul Adams, Jr., and Bobby C. Nance
passed the Virginia Certified Public Accountancy examinations in November.
William J . Cox has been elected a vicepresident and trust officer of United Virginia Bank / State Planters.
The engagement of John J. Curley, III
of Richmond to Miss Karen Theresa Meyer
of Richmond has been announced. A late
June wedding is planned.
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1968 The engagement of Robert L. Walker
of Richmond to Miss Helen Kay Denson of
Roanoke has been announced.
The engagement of William F. White of
Arlington to Miss Shelley P. Clarke of
Richmond has been announced. A May
wedding is planned.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Axselle, Jr. of
Richmond have announced the birth of a
daughter, Ann Marie.
Lt. and Mrs. Eric L. Ball have announced the birth of a daughter, Dorothy
Elizabeth, on March 16. Lt. Ball is with
the U . S. Army's Fifth Infantry Division in
Vietnam.
The engagement of William F. Robinson,
Jr. of Richmond to Miss Jacquelyn DuBois
of Richmond has been announced. Robinson is a laboratory specialist with the Virginia Department of Health. A July wedding is planned.
James J . Wasakoski of Mt. Carmel, Pa.,
has received a Master of Arts degree in
economics from the Pennsylvania State
University.
The engagement of Richard P. Cunningham of Lynchburg to Miss Martha Jane
Gallion of Richmond has been announced.
Cunningham is a student at the T. C. Williams School of Law.
Wayne E. Breeden has passed the Virginia Certified Public Accountant examinations.
The engagement of Wesley S. Carver of
Richmond to Miss Nancy Lee Young of
Mechanicsville has been announced . A June
wedding is planned.
The engagement of Ernest R, Winters, Jr.
of Mechanicsville to Miss Cynthia L. Wiley
of Smithfield has been announced.
Steven A. Mannina of the U. S. Army has
been transferred from Ft. Sill, Okla., to
Viet Nam. He was married in Oct. 1968
to the former Miss Virginia Tolson of Cape
Hatteras , N. C.
First Lt. Richard B. Nichols, III of the
U. S. Army has been awarded the Combat
Infantryman Badge, in Viet Nam, on Dec. 5,
1969.
The engagement of William B. Litton of
Laeger, W. Va. to Miss Mary Ellen Harmon
of Richmond has been announced.
The engagement of Lt. Eugene J. Rummey of the U. S. Army to Miss Louise Blair
Johnson of Danville has been announced.
A June wedding is planned.
The engagement of Capt. Murray M. Van
Lear II of the U. S. Army to Miss Jeanne
Elizabeth Torrence of Baltimore has been
announced. A spring wedding is planned.
Fred Young has been named business
manager of Southwestern University in
Memphis, Tenn.
William R. Allen of the U. S. Army is
now serving with the First Logistical Command in Viet Nam.
Clarence C. Daniel has joined the staff
of the Equitable Life Assurance Society in
Richmond.
The engagement of William G. Carlton,
Jr. of Center Cross to Miss Karen E. Kinney of Florence, Ala., has been announced.
An April wedding was planned.
The engagement of John A. Aronica of
Long Island, N. Y., to Miss Patricia Ru(h
Jones of Harrisonburg has been announced.
A summer wedding is planned.
Lt. Charles T. Horner, III has received
the Bronze Star for his action under intense
small arms fire to direct artillery, mortar and
tank fire in a reconnaisance operation near
the Black Virgin Mountain in Viet Nam
last July. The medal was presented by Lt.
Homer's father, Major General Charles T.
Horner, Jr., commanding general of the
Second Logistical Command, on Okinawa.
Charles Geisst is a graduate student at
the London School of Economics and Po-

litical Science. He holds a Master of Arts
degree from the New School for Social
Research.
The engagement of Philip J. Bottoms of
Richmond to Miss Gwyn Lynette Pell of
Ramseur, N. C., has been announced. Both
are students at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary in Wake Forest, N. C. A
June wedding is planned.

1969 The engagement of Gerald R. Grubbs
of Ashland to Miss Carol Beveridge Inman
of Richmond has been announced. Grubbs
is a student at the School of Business Administration. An April wedding is planned.
The engagement of Hugh A. Richeson, Jr.
of Richmond to Miss Melissa Anne Baum
of Tarpon Springs, Fla., has been announced. An April wedding is planned.
Richeson has joined the staff of Fidelity
Corp. in Richmond.
Douglas G. Perritt is now with the VetCentral Office in
erans Administration
Washington, D. C., where he is a budget
analyst.
The engagement of John H. Snead, Jr.
of Bassett to Miss Nancy Lee Strachan of
Martinsville has been announced.
Bruce Allred has finished his active military service with the U. S. Army at Ft.
Polk, La.
Airman Michael M. Cline has been assigned to Keesler AFB, Miss., for training
in the communications field.
Airman Richard K. Petrie has been assigned to Dover AFB, Del., for duty with
the Air Force Communications Service. ·
Henry LeRoy Carter, III of Baltimore,
Md., is a sales representative for Parke Davis, a drug firm.
John W. Snead, II is a manager trainee
at Central National Bank in Richmond. The
Sneads have a son, John Brandon, who was
born March 22, 1969.
Robert B. Wallace is with Ernst and Ernst
in Winston-Salem, N. C. He passed the
Virginia Certified Public Accountant examinations in November.
The engagement of Alvah P. Bohannan,
III, of Altavista to Miss Janice Leigh Foster
of Richmond has been announced. An April
wedding was planned. Bohannan has returned to Richmond after completing service with the U. S. Army. He has joined the
National Cash Register Company.
The engagement of William C. French
of Richmond to Miss Camilla Ann Beck of
Richmond has been announced.
Second Lt. John Thornton is serving with
a U. S. Army Medical Service Corps unit at
Ft. Hood, Tex.
The engagement of William S. Canfield ,
Jr. of Varina, Va., to Miss Brenda Anne
Wright of Richmond has been announced.
A March wedding was planned.
0. Riley Young, Jr., has joined the auditing staff of the C. & P. Telephone Company
of Virginia, in Richmond.
Airman Russ E. Wyatt of the U. S. Air
Force has been assigned to Sheppard AFB,
Tex. for training as an accounting and
finance specialist.
The engagement of the Rev. Roger W.
Mellick of Washington to Miss Patricia
Blair Brooks of Richmond has been announced. Rev. Mellick is a student at the
Capital Bible Seminary in Washington, D. C .
The engagement of Richard W. Hulcher
of Richmond to Miss Brenda Leigh Shealey,
Jr. of Richmond has been announced.
The engagement of Lawrence E. Wilburn
of Richmond to Miss Joyce Ann Brown of
Richmond has been announced.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G . Crane of Richmond have announced the birth of a son,
in January, 1970.
Donald E. Spangler of Rochester, N. Y.,
is in the management training program with
the R. T. French Company.

Indian puppets in new home

Lutz puppets on display
"At Last!"
This might just as easily have come
from one of the puppets happily ensconced in the recently completed
permanent cases in the Lutz Memorial Room in the Fine Arts Building,
or from one of the many alumnae and
friends of Miss Lutz who participated
at some point in translating her dream
of a World Museum of Puppets into
reality!
The almost 400 puppets in the collection, reputed to be one of the most
expensive and valuable in the world,
have been scattered about in various
stages of storage, packed and repacked for moving, until their permanent workshop and display areas became available in the Fine Arts Building. The latest part of their saga has
been the design and construction of
permanent display cases of glass and
walnut paneling lined in black velour
complete with theatrical lighting to
show the puppets as Miss Lutz conceived them . . . "actors in living
drama." The present selections on
display were chosen to show as wide a
representation of type and source of
puppets as possible, and includes the
beautiful Chinese Court Theatre with
puppets on stage.
Mrs . Eloise McDonald, Miss Lutz's
sister of Decatur, Illinois, was the
guest of alumnae for the opening of the
Fine Arts Building when a special initial display was arranged by an advisory group of alumnae, Beverly
Bates, Grace L. Wells, and Altha
Cunningham, with much of the planning and groundwork being done by
Shirley O'Donnol, a former staff member. Building on this foundation the
Alumnae Board contracted the design
of special permanent cases, cataloging
and indexing of the entire collection,
and selection and supervision of installation of the present opening display.
Dorothy Midgett, a local puppeteer
and design specialist, and Bill Lockey
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of the Drama Department spent many
hours in a real labor of love, translating these special dreams of Miss
Lutz into the reality of the World Museum of Puppets in the Fine Arts
Building. It is our hope that Mrs.
McDonald will again be able to share
alumnae pleasure in the collection in
special events of Alumnae Weekend.
The room was made possible by the
generosity of the Lutz family, many
of her friends and former students and
especially the Class of '23 who designated their 45th Reunion Gift for
this purpose.
Pictures have been made for use in
local club meetings. A newspaper
feature coincided with the first view
of the completed display in February.
Alumnae are cordially invited to visit
the Lutz Room on any campus visit,
and especially Alumnae Weekend. For
the first time in many years, the puppets are happily reposing either in the
major display in the Lutz room or
properly stored in the orderly third
floor workshop, the collection is catalogued, and the puppetry books and
scripts are available for use in a special section of the University Library.
Betty Ann Doub, '49 •
At last!

DAVID J. CARVER
An appreciation by
Pauline Turnbull

About twenty-five years ago I was
asked to help unpack several boxes of
Chinese porcelains which had been given
by an alumnus of Richmond College.
That was my introduction to Dr. David
J. Carver and to Chinese porcelains.
Who was this courtly white haired gentleman from Baltimore?
Dr. Carver received his B.A. and M.A.
from Richmond College in 1905 and
1906 respectively, then went to China as
a teacher of psychology and philosophy
at Kiang Nan College in Nanking. This
was the beginning of his love affair with
the Chinese and their crafts. After four
years he returned to the United States,
studied at the University of Chicago and
then in 1920 received his Doctor of
Philosophy from Johns Hopkins University. For forty years he collected and
sold Chinese art, for eleven years as a
professor in China, then returning to
New York where he bought the LittleJones Import Co. in 1925. During the
next thirty years he made thirteen trips
to China and did not sell the business
until 1955 when China went behind the
bamboo curtain. (Continued next page)

Archie Fowlkes '33 speaks to Alumnae Fund workshop audience, while Fund Chairman
Ann Burcher Stansbury, '44, and H. Gerald Quigg, executive director of development for
the University, listen attentively.

This collection of 150 vases and many
textiles was housed in the top story of
the tower in Keller Hall for over a
decade. It might as well have been on
the moon, for no one climbed that high
except my art students who were required to do so once a year, and the
freshmen whom I dragged up during orientation week. In 1960 my students and
I carried every vase to the new Boatwright Library, where the collection was
housed and formally announced to the
public. In subsequent visits to the college
until his death in March, 1969, Dr.
Carver and I spent many hours labelling
and discussing Chinese porcelains, until
he almost persuaded me that I too was
an authority on Chinese art. It was easy
to catch his enthusiasm, for his alter
ego was surely oriental in spirit. His
dominant Christian faith, however, is revealed in his statement: "The Chinese
people without Christ are a wonderful
people, and with Christ God has made
nothing finer."
In the fall of 1968 this collection was
again moved, this time to its final resting place, the Carver Room in the new
Fine Arts Building on the ground floor,
now accessible to young and old. Students and faculty who had not known of
its existence flocked in to see it. Unfortunately Dr. Carver did not live to see
his dream come true, the room dedicated
to his only son whose portrait hangs on
the wall. His cherished vases represent
the cultural periods of Chinese history
from the Han Dynasty 200 B.C. to the
twentieth century. The textiles are stored
in a beautiful Chinese chest presented
by the alumnae of the Woman's College,
of which Mrs . Carver is a member.
In 1960 Dr. Carver increased to
$100,000 a fund started in 1956, the
David J. Carver, Jr. Memorial Education
Fund, to furnish financial assistance to
Chinese students at all educational levels
in this country and abroad; and to educational institutions, preferably Baptist,
serving Chinese students in the Far East.
Many of these students attended the University of Richmond and in every one
Dr. Carver took a personal interest. I
recall with pleasure a Chinese dinner at
Joy Garden, Dr. Carver being the host,
to which he had invited all the Chinese
students in Richmond and also several
interested faculty members. During all
his postgraduate years, Dr. Carver had
given most generously to his Alma Mater
and to Baptist colleges in China, for religious education took first place among
his philanthropies. He said he owed his
faith to his teachers in Richmond College "who freed my mind without destroying my faith." His love of beauty
was only equaled by his love of mankind. In 1933 he had set up a fund at
the Peking Clinic for free medical treatment to all workmen engaged in the
manufacture of Chinese goods. It was
fitting that in 1960 the honorary degree
of Doctor of Humane Letters be conferred upon him by the University of
Richmond.
My insight into the personality of this
great gentleman was enlivened by reading a two-inch file of his correspondence
with a friend over a period of twenty

Doris Balderson Burbank, '50

Jean Hudgins Frederick, '58

Jean Frederick, Doris Burbank chair alumnae events
Doris Balderson Burbank, '50,
Chairman of Alumnae-Alumni College, has planned a most interesting
set of lectures by members of the
faculty for all Westhampton alumnae
and Richmond alumni when they return to class on Friday, May 15th.
Doris, wife of David Burbank, has
long been active in alumnae affairs.
She has served on the board of the
Richmond Alumnae Club since 1962
and on the National Alumnae Board,
currently as chairman of the Student
Loan Fund Committee.
She is a member of the Virginia
Museum, and second vice-president
of the Monument Heights Woman 's
Club.
Having taught for seventeen years
at St. Christophers Lower School,
Doris now is teaching a special class
at Richmond Home for Boys.
years. Interspersed with financial business
were revelations of his character only to
be revealed in personal letters. Every
year at Christmas I had been one of the
recipients of narcissus bulbs, but I had
not before realized the religious significance of this symbol of rebirth, ininspired I am sure by Dr. Carver's
knowledge of the Chinese lotus . Then his
dedication to baseball led to seasonal
dates to see the Yankees or Orioles play
in Baltimore. Of course he had been
football manager his senior year in Richmond College and had employed the first
athletic coach . But the juice of the letters
was the constant exchange of jokes in
nearly every letter. A paperback should
be compiled: The Favorite Stories of this
Famous Person. I am certain that this
friend is secretly listening even now for
the "latest good story" to be sent from
heaven by Dr. Carver.
Miss Turnbull, who gave 44 years of
her life to Westhampton College as registrar and later as associate professor of
Latin and the History of Art, has been
retired since 1960. She continues to
maintain, however, a lively interest in the
University and its activities.

Jean Hudgins Frederick, 58, will
serve as Westhampton chairman of
Alumnae Weekend, May 15 and 16.
For six years Jean was employed
at the Medical College of Virginia as
a research technician in tissue culture
projects for the Departments of Surgery, Medicine, and Ophthalmology.
When she left MCV her eye turned
to alumnae and community affairs. She
has served as President of the Mary
McCarty Club-Phi Gamma Delta Auxiliary, President of the Richmond
Alumnae Club, worker for the Westhampton Alumnae Fund, member of
the Junior Board of the Retreat for the
Sick Hospital, and volunteer worker
at Johnston-Willis Hospital.
Her interests also include work with
Children's Theatre, teaching a sewing
class at the Senior Center , and the
Thomas Jefferson Garden Club.
Jean is married to Dr. L. Arnold
Frederick (U . of R. '56). They have
two children, Carol, 9, and Ricky, 6.

Jody Weaver Wampler, '55, has written a
new song ("Arlene") and her father, Eddie
Weaver, has arranged it for organ. Song
and arrangement are one of a special collection of ten in a new publication "The
Mighty Theatre Organ."
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party is so popular with the girls that we
hope to arrange for this in late August or
early September.
All alumnae who are living in our area
are cordially invited to become active and
help us become stronger . We need you!

WASHINGTONCLUB
President: Mrs. Oliver A. Reed, Jr. (Margaret Brinson '40), 9112 Congressional
Court, Alexandria, Virginia 22309.
The Washington Club held its fall meeting at the Collingwood restaurant in Virginia on December 6th. Guest speaker was
Dean Mary Louise Gehring who brought
news of Westhampton and explained how
the endowment will be used.
Pur second activity for this year was
held" on February 21st when 38 alumnae,
family and friends attended the matinee
performance of "The Cherry Orchard" at
Arena Stage in nearby Virginia. This was
our fund raising project.
A wine-cheese party will be our last
event scheduled for April 25th. More about
this in the next issue!

WILLIAMSBURGCLUB
Westhampton College Alumnae Association of Tidewater met in March for a covered
dish luncheon in Portsmouth. Florence Harvey arrived with her covered dish while
ot~er alumnae prE:pared the ta~le. T~ey are, left to right: Betty Potter, president;
Elizabeth Bell, Julie Crews, Dottie Lewis, secretary-treasurer; and Charlotte Beale.

PENINSULA CLUB
President: Mrs. Robert Miller (Virginia
Jones '56), 8 Poindexter Place, Newport
News, Virginia 23606.
During February the Peninsula Club
raised money for its contribution to the
Student Abroad Fund with a number of
bridge parties throughout the area . Westhampton alumnae who served as hostesses
for these parties were: Mrs. William A.
Denton (Patricia Dabney '64), Mrs. P.
Warren Spratley, Jr. (Catherine Smith '49),
Mrs. Alvin E. Cox (Barbara Fuller '43),
Mrs. Robert Miller (Virginia Jones '56),
Mrs. Lynn A. Schwartzkopf (Betty McLean
'61 ), and Mrs . John Lake (Edwina Knipling
'58).
Our annual spring luncheon has been
scheduled for May 9 at Pier 1 Restaurant
in Buckroe Beach. Alumnae Secretary
Louise Long and Alumnae President Mrs .
Sidney Clinkscales (Mildred Harrell '38)
will be our guest speakers for this event.
We look forward to having them with us.

RICHMOND CLUB
President: Mrs. John B. Bullock (Marcella
Hammock '54), 9111 University Boulevard,
Richmond, Virginia 23229
A theatre trip to see two one-act plays
and the annual business luncheon highlighted the spring activities of the Richmond
Club of the Westhampton College Alumnae
Association.
Over 110 Westhampton College alumnae,
spouses, and guests attended the theatre trip
to see "The Diary of Adam and Eve" and
"Black Comedy" at the Swift Creek Mill
Playhouse March 18. Mrs. Jean Hudgins
Frederick , '58, was chairman.
Dr. Irby Brown, Associate Professor of
English at Richmond College, spoke ori his
recent tr avels in England at the luncheon
April 4 at Willow Oaks Country Club. Dr.
Brown spent his sabbatical reading in modern drama at the Bodleian Library in Oxford.
He attended
approximately
60
dramas, including plays by Pinter, Shakespeare, Ionesco, and Moliere.
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New officers for the next two years were
also elected at the meeting. Outgoing President Mrs. Marcella Hammock Bullock
thanked Mrs . Elsa Queen Falls, First Vice
President, and Mrs. Brenda Netherwood
Gibrall, Corresponding Secretary, for their
fine cooperation . She also extended appreciation to the committee chairmen and
board members.
The luncheon was sponsored by the class
of '67 with Mrs . Mary B. Gassman as
Chairman .

TIDEWATERCLUB
President: Mrs. Dean Potter (Betty Jane
Williams '53), 996 First Colonial Road,
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23454.
The Coleman Room, Coleman's Nursery
in Portsmouth was the scene of our February meeting which was truly a gourmet's
delight! Julie Crews arranged for this location and we thoroughly enjoyed the warm
hospitality and delicious food provided by
our members. Dottie Lewis, secretary-treasurer, gave a fascinating resume of her trip
around the world.
Plans for our meeting in April, to be held
at the home of Mrs. Renee Gartner Diamonstein, were outlined and will include
four Westhampton students. Special guests
will be high school juniors and seniors who
are interested in attending Westhampton.
This meeting will be a covered dish luncheon
and we sincerely hope to have a large
group. Millie Clinkscales, National Alumnae President and a member of the Tide 0
water Chapter, spoke briefly on the recent
visit she had made to the campus and her
impressions of current trends.
Planning for 1970-71 brought forth the
suggestions that we continue the sale of
pecans and investigate the possibility of
having a booth at the Flea Market, to be
sponsored by the Women of Wesleyan College . These activities would serve as our
money making projects. We unanimously
desire to have the University Choir present
a program during '70-71 and have contacted
Mr . Erb regarding this . The back-to-school

President: Mrs. W. E . Anderson (Mary Cox
'47), 210 John Wythe Place, Williamsburg,
Virgiina 23185 .
A new alumnae club has been started in
Williamsburg, Virginia .
.
Our initial meeting was held on March
12th at the home of Mrs. Mary Cox Anderson. Those helping to arrange the meeting
were Mrs. Jeanice Johnson Roberts '43,
Mrs . Mary Alice Smith Tillotson '41 and
Mrs. Anderson '47.
A second meeting will be held in May to
plan for next year. Charter officers of the
club were elected: President-Mrs . Mary
Cox Anderson; Vice-President-Mrs.
Ida
Smith Hall; Secretary-Mrs.
Ella Freeman
Anderson, and Treasurer-Miss
Linda Elmore.

VVesthampton
Class Notes
R.F.1.W.C.R.

Pearl Hatcher Overton
Cor. Sec'y
45 E. Lock Lane
Richmond, Va. 23228

Macon Barnes '04, of Byron, Georgia, an
alumna of W. C. R. and a co-ed of Richmond College '11, writes she is grateful for
her copy of "REMEMBRANCE",
our
memorial book.
The acknowledgment from the niece of
Miss Attie Garlick of a gift to her on her
100 birthday includes a message of love
to the many of the alumnae she had taught
at W. C.R.
Julia McGarry, Westhampton '69, the recipient of the Epps Award, established by
R. F. 1.-W. C. R. Alumnae, writes in appreciation: "My years at Westhampton have
been wonderful to me. I hope to repay the
college in some measure by doing my part
in the alumnae association"
We were fortunate to have such an interesting lecture this spring sponsored by
the Margaret E. Councill Memorial Fund as
we celebrated our 115 Anniversary year.
Mrs. Gertrude Murrell DuPont, Westhampton '31, was the speaker May 5 in Camp
Theatre.
Mrs. DuPont is the daughter

of the late Gertrude Clarke Murrell and
niece of the late Virginia Clarke Taylor and
Emma Clarke White '04 and granddaughter
of the late Mary Pollard, R. F. I., (Mrs.
Harvey Clarke). Mrs. Clarke was responsible for the organization in 1897 of the
R. F. I. Alumnae Association. It was therefore particularly gratifying that Mrs. DuPont, who calls herself an Amateur Archaeologist, was the speaker.
A luncheon at the Country Club of Virginia followed the lecture with Mrs. DuPont
as guest. Others invited were Dr. and Mrs.
Modlin, the Deans of Westhampton College,
Mrs. Louise C. Long, alumnae secretary,
Mrs. Sidney Clinkscales, president of Westhampton College Alumnae and Mrs. Enders
Dickinson Jr., chairman of the Westhampton
Assemblies, under which the Carver program functions.
Eva Agner Barnes '09 has been installed
as a Deacon in Second Presbyterian Church,
Richmond, Va.
Clara B. Epps '02, president and Belle
Gayle Ellyson '09, vice-president of R. F. 1.W. C. R. Alumnae, were guests of Westhampton Alumnae when they entertained
the Nostrae Filiae members at a buffet
dinner in the fall.
Belle Ellyson has written and published
in February "The History of Second Baptist Church, Richmond, Va." Mrs. Ellyson
addressed the Richmond Baptist Association
April 23 at Second Baptist Church on the
highlights of the history of Second Baptist
Church.
Chester Woodfin Jeffries '07, of Lynchburg, in writing of the Nelson County flood
disaster described the personal stories as
heartbreaking.
Ruth Harrison Wilson '03, of Norfolk,
Va. sends greetings to classmates and
friends.
Anna Newcomb Marston '06, recovering
from a severe illness, is making her home
with her daughter, Mrs . W. C. Blackwell,
in Wicomico Church, Virginia.
Our book shelves in Keller Hall have acquired a copy of "Architectural Drawings
in Virgiina 1819-1969" which included the
perspective of R. F. I. by the architect,
Thomas Alexander Teft. The drawing, a
loan from Brown University, the architect's
alma mater, was exhibited at Virginia
Museum in the fall at the showing of architectural drawings in Virginia.
A recent gift of two books to the Boatwright Library came from Camille Northcutt '14, of Long View, Texas, "The Gordons of the Deep South" and "History of
the First Baptist Church of Long View,
Texas." They are from the pens of her
two sisters.
The Chinese hand carved chair bequeathed to the alumnae by Annie Kelley
Saunders Page, of the faculty of W. C. R.,
is exhibited in the carver Room in the Fine
Arts Building; the furnishings in that room
are gifts of our alumnae, their families and
friends to the University.
R. F. 1.-W. C. R. Alumnae received a
letter from the University's benefactors, E.
Claiborne Robins and family, in acknowledgement of a letter expressing our appreciation of their wonderful gift to the University Dr. Modlin, in reference to the
Robins gift and our letter to them, expresses appreciation and quoting from his
letter says "As the Richmond University
becomes great, future generations will venerate its founding institutions-RICHMOND
COLLEGE , R. F. I. - W. C. R.".
To quote from a letter from Miss Josephine Tucker, until recently of the University of Richmond faculty; "I remember with
affection Miss Cora Lawson '07, and later
member of the faculty of W C. R. and
Miss Jessie Ham, W. C. R., who taught me

in the Preparatory School of W. C. R."
Miss Tucker's sister, Louise Tucker Kirk, is
an alumna of W. C. R. and Richmond College. We are indebted to Miss Tucker, Miss
Pauline Turnbull and Mr. Charles W.
Johnson for the inventory made of the
Chinese fabrics of the Carver collection exhibited in the Fine Arts Building of the
University of Richmond.
Hallie Attkisson Wermuth '10 is our key
member in the Williamsburg area, the bearer
of messages from that group, several of
whom are not able to attend our gatherings.
In that vicinity are Sophie Robinson Croxton '07, Ethel Chowning Eubank '10, Nita
Gressbitt '05, and recently moved to that
area, Oneita Adams Houge '14, Bessie Taliaferro Carter '06 and Bessie Hogg Ironmonger '09.
A letter from James H. Price Jr., of
Sarasota, Florida, son of the late Lillian
Martin Price '09 and the late ex-Gov . Price,
acknowledges with appreciation a copy of
our Memorial Book.
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Mrs. J. Hundley Wiley
(Elizabeth Ellyson)
51 Old Mill Road
Richmond, Virginia 23226

Our class has deeply felt the death of
Mary Clay Camp at Christmas time. We
shall miss her continuing interest in Eighteen
and loyalty to Westhampton. The recent
death of Lillian Ransome Tucker comes back
to us again as the azalea season draws near .
Her thousand prize winning azaleas in Wilmington, N. C. were an amazement to see.
Mary Gresham Decker and her sister,
Anna, continue to enjoy their home in
Charlottesville. Even Mary's visit to the
hospital did not close their "open door"
guest room. Dorothy Gary Markey has her
latest novel about ready for the publishers .
We enjoyed her short visit to Richmond last
summer. Dr. Lula Garst is living in her
new home near Catawba Sanitorium where
she gave so many years of service before
retiring.
Last summer Deborah McCarthy visited
Mary Porter Rankin at her home at Toano.
Since her husband's death she has rented
out the farm, so she is relieved of its responsibility . In April, Deborah expects to
visit her nephew and his family in Tel
Avi_v. From there she will go on an Aegean
crmse, see Greece, and continue her trip
in Europe for the Passion Play . Mary
Denmead Ruffin will also take in the Passion Play this summer.
Gertrude Johnson was married in December to Mr. Harry Tucker Wright. We feel
distress with her over his recent death.
Elizabeth Brockenbrough has just discarded
her cane for use in walking. She suffered a
broken leg last summer. Martha Chappell
keeps in close touch with the younger generation through her great-niece and greatnephew . Eleanor McCarthy rounds out our
class number, living in Richmond.
Hundley-or
Hun as most of you know
my husband-and
I live on the University
Campus in the thick of the student's ideas.
He has, at seventy six, decided really to
retire, so we can enjoy our fourteen grandchildren. Christmas all twenty three of our
immediate family were here together, seventeen spending the holiday with us. Your
1918 Class Baby, our grand-daughter- Betty
Willis, is a senior at Westhampton majoring
in chemistry. She has recently been named
to Phi Beta Kappa and has received a
teaching fellowship at Princeton for next
fall as she plans to get her doctorate there.
Our Eighteen class lists twenty members at
present. I have been drafted for this one
report but hope that many of you will send
news for the Alumni Bulletin we all so
enjoy.
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Mrs. Wilbur Ryland
(Sallie Adkinson)
4107 w. Franklin Street
Richmond, Virginia 23221

Our big news! Don't forget Alumnae
Weekend, May 15-16 when we will celebrate our 50th Reunion!!! You will be hearing about our plans, but what will make it
a true success will be having everyone
there who can possibly make it!
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Mrs. w. Ney Evans
(May Alcott Thompson)
4851 Kenmore Drive, N.W.
Washington, D. c. 20007

VCU Honors Founder of Art SchoolVirginia Commonwealth
University will
name its new $3 million art studio for
Theresa Pollak, former director and first
faculty member of the School of the Arts .
Now professor emerita, Theresa is a nationally known painter. She retired in 1969
after 40 years of teaching at VCU . In 1928
she was instrumental in founding the School
of Art at the former Richmond Professional
Institute. The Pollak Building is under construction; it is scheduled for completion in
early 1971.
D. C. Mortar Board Honors Career Member-The Mortar Board Alumnae Club of
Washington, D. C., presented its Recognition
Award to May Thompson Evans, at Founders Luncheon. This Award was established
to honor any woman who exemplifies the
criteria used for selection of members of
Mort ar Board: scholarship, leadership, and
service. May was described as an effective
and influential public servant of her state
of North Carolina and the nation, a diligent
laborer for the social progress of her fellowman, and an ardent advocate of career
opportunities for women. The Award cited
her leadership in fields of employment, consumer interests, and public health.
'21 Responding to Matching Robins Donation-Leonora
Dorsey Kilby, Fund Chairman; Virginia Lane, Eliza Everett Darden
and Catherine Little Dupuy, Fund Agents,
report encouraging response to our opportunity to match funds. Emphasis is upon
the percentage of class members contributing. A 100 percent status in this Robins
challenge could add zest to our 50th celebration. Catherine attended the Westhamp ton Alumnae Luncheon for Fund Chairmen
and Agents in February. All were pleased
with the attendance . Catherine was delighted
to find the cross-section of classes, with representatives of recent classes outnumbering
earlier ones. The promotional material she
considers very good; the Westhampton
undergraduates as friendly and charming as
ever.
May 15-16 Alumnae Week-end-This
gathering time at the College offers us an
important moment to plan together for our
50th reunion, both the program and a gift.
Every member of our class group is needed
for such significant planning. DO come.
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Mrs. Bartee E. Corprew
(Dorothy K. Sadler)
7100 Horsepen Road
Richmond, Virginia 23228

Our news budget is a bit scanty this time.
You should let us hear from you more
often.
Dora Ransone Hartz's daughter-in-law,
Mrs. David W . Hartz, has been included in
a list of Outstanding Young Women of
America from which a state winner will be
selected. A registered nurse , she is chairman
of the Bon Air Junior Women 's Club committee which organized the Counseling
Center there .
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Ada Arthur Deacon conducted a Library
Workshop in a South Boston church last
fall. Camilla Wimbish Lacy had her as a
dinner guest and took her on a tour of the
town and Halifax County. Ada's husband,
Glenwood, is an architect in Roanoke.
Evan Lacy, Camilla's husband, and Richard Broaddus, Margaret Terpstra's husband,
are both trustees of Fork Union Military
Academy. So the wives had a happy reunion there on the occasion of a luncheon
honoring Col. Whitescarver, Dean of Admissions. They went antique shopping and
attended Mrs. Whitescarver's coffee. You
know Camilla's son, E. H., is on the faculty
there, too.
Recently Evan had an eye operation in
Richmond, from which he has happily recovered. While Camilla was here with him,
she and Ethney met for a Lenten service
and luncheon; after which they attended a
session of the State Senate and strolled
through the Capitol Square.
The other day Elmira Ruffin Bowen and I
met in our usual by-chance way in a shopping center. She had a stay in the hospital
last year, but it certainly benefited her, for
she looks so well and says she feels fine
now. We extend her our sympathy for the
loss of a sister and brother-in-law within
the year.
Hannah Coker spent Thanksgiving in
New York, and saw Sallie Davis there. The
latter has been in Florida this winter, and
spent some time with Estelle Billups Petit
in Pompano Beach. We missed Sallie at the
Workers' Fund luncheon, but hope to see
her on some other occasion.
Only three of us attended the luncheon
this year. Our faithful Gladys Nuckols
Wood who came all the way from Waynesboro in snow-threatening weather, Rosa
Sanders Thomas, and I were there. We had
the usual inspiring meeting and fine fellowship with each other and members of other
classes.
Rosa, her husband, Robert, and daughter
Mary Ellen, are planning a trip to Europe
this spring. Her daughter, after working in

the library at the University of Virginia,
is now back in Richmond in a similar
capacity at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Leslie Booker had a bkthday luncheon
for Hannah Coker at the Virginia Museum
recently. The other guests were Ruth Powell
Tyree and Josephine Tucker. I hear that
Jo regaled them with a delightfully interesting account of her trip to Japan last year.
We would all like to hear more about that
sometime, as it must be reminiscent of Miss
Lutz.
Ruth and John Tyree spent a long Christmas vacation at their new condominium in
Naples, Florida. Ruth's two sisters were
their guests.
Let us hear from you, and come back to
Alumnae Day.
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Miss Mary L. Peple
3200 Hawthorne Avenue
Richmond, Virginia 23222

Hilda Booth Beale visited her daughter
and family in California last summer. Her
son is in Vietnam, but his wife runs down
from Maryland to visit her.
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Hazel Cederborg wrote in January to say
that Emil was taken sick in mid-October
after a trip to northern Michigan and died
December 2. She had not completed plans
for her future.
Stuart Carver died, after a brief illness
this time, and was buried in Maury Cemetery in Richmond. Betto returned to her
home in Lawrenceville, Georgia. Her niece
planned to move into that area.
Louise Wilkinson Morton entertained her
family in her apartment at Christmas.
Oliver and family, Jean, Louise's mother
and sister, all were able to be there for a
rare gathering.
Agnes Jones is planning to go to Europe
this summer with a friend. She has not yet
decided whether she will live in Providence,
Rhode Island or Virginia. Her interest in
genealogy keeps her busy in the broad area
of Joneses.
Wilhelmina Wright and her sister Gladys
jetted out to California to visit their brother
for ten days. Norma, Inez, and Joanna met
with the Alumnae Fund Committee, but
Margaret Carlton had been ordered to bed
to rest. I see Rita Baker playing the cello
with the Richmond Symphony Orchestra at
each concert, but do not have a chance to
talk to her.
Don't forget, we have to match the Robins' Ten Million!
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Miss Emeline L. Stearns
720 William Street
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401

Early in February Martha Lipscomb
Walsh invited Cathryn and Jeanette Henna
and me to have lunch with her at her lovely
new home in Fork Union. Jeanette's class
celebrated its forty-fifth reunion in 1967 and
she was a big help to the three of us in
making plans for ours. I took a bus to
and Cathryn drove us to
Richmond
Martha's. The countryside of Goochland
and Fluvanna was lovely, even on a rainy
day in winter, and Martha's luncheon was
delicious.
A good many of you have written to me
since I got the last notes ready for the
Bulletin, and I assure you that I appreciate
every letter. Evelyn Boatwright Lynch
wrote me about her daughters, whom those
of us who attended our reunion in 1960
remember as delightful teenagers. Frederica
graduated from Westhampton and had a
year and a half of graduate work at the
University of London. After that she was
with Evelyn in Richmond four years while
working for the State Planters Bank and
the United Virginia Bank s'..ares. In 1968
she went to Baltimore where she is officer
in charge of the entire investment portfolio
of the Mercantile Safe Deposit and . Trust
Company. Donna graduated from William
and Mary and took her master's degree in
communications at the University of Maryland. Last year she married Donald H .
Kirkley, Jr., who has his doctorate in the
same field. He teaches at the University of
Maryland, and they have a house in Columbia, Maryland's new planned city.
Margie Rhodes Hall wrote that her son
received his doctorate last June, and is a
mathematics coordinator in the Richmond
public schools. Her daughter is married and
lives in Henrico County, where she teaches.
Margie herself is guidance counselor in the
Windsor High School. One of her grandchildren will graduate from Westhampton in
June.
Susie Blair wrote about the flood, the
worst since 1877, that almost destroyed her
small but very historic town of Scotsville
last summer. Its citizens were planning to
celebrate the 225th year of its beginning, but

because of the flood that project had to give
place to reconstruction and recovery. Susie
said, however, that a history of the town
had been written and had gone to press
before the rains came, and the old church
that had been done over for a museum was
a little too high for the water to reach, so
work on that was going on with plans for a
formal openmg in the spring. She seems
very interested in civic affairs, and I'm sure
that she is a big asset to Scotsville, as she
was to Westhampton as a student and to
Hollins as a teacher.
Billy Spangler Rogers is teaching parttime at the University of Nevada in Las
Vegas. She wrote that she is becoming increasingly involved in library promotion in
the state, which is growing so fast that it
cannot keep up with the increase in its
Billy had retired in
school population.
1969, after starting a library center in a
large new progressive high school in Las
Vegas and running it for four years. She
and her husband, David, had planned to take
off on a "boomer" trip in their 26 .foot airstream trailer, visiting family and friends
in Louisiana, Florida, and Virginia. Their
night, durplans did not materialize-one
ing Easter vacation, David died quietly in
his sleep. I'm sure that all of you join me
in extending to Billy our sincere and loving
sympathy.
Susan Brown Graham is a retired school
teacher and lives with two of her sisters
in Jarratt. You will recall that Emma, who
married Clifford Marks, died in the 1930's
after losing her baby at birth-she was the
first member of our class to go. Susan has
a daughter, Nancy Graham Harrell, who
graduated from Westhampton in 1954, and
three grandchildren, two girls and a boy.
Sallie Childrey Reed, whose gracious hospitality those of us who attended our fortieth
reunion so greatly enjoyed, writes that she's
still mighty busy with the Bible classes she
teaches in Richmond . She and her husband,
Dr. John Reed, were missionaries in China
before the Communist takeover.
Mildred Jones writes that she plans to
retire in June after teaching in the public
schools of Virginia since graduating from
Westhampton in 1925. She was in Bluefield
for several years, then Charlottesville, but
returned to her native Culpeper when her
mother died in 1954 to live with her sister,
Mary Stevens Jones, who graduated from
Westhampton in 1929 and who is with the
Culpeper Star-Exponent. Mildred has taught
in the Culpeper County High School since
1954, and for the past ten years has been
chairman of the English department. She
and Mary Stevens lead a pleasant, busy life,
enjoying bridge and reading, as well as
social, church, and community activities.
Frances Street Massie wrote that she lived
all of her married life in Amherst County.
After her husband died in 1963, she moved
to the Northern Neck to be near her sister
Alice, who graduated from Westhampton in
1929 She purchased a trailer and had it
placed in her sister and brother-in-law's
backyard. They live on Hampton Hall
Creek, which separates Northumberland
County from Westmoreland, about twenty
miles from Tappahannock. Her postal address is Callao, Virginia.
Speaking of addresses, there are about
thirty people who helped make up our class
of '25 as Freshmen, for whom I do not have
them. If any of you know where to write
them, please let Martha Walsh or me know.
I'm sure that all of you for whom we had
addresses have received Martha's letter
about the reunion by now. We'd like to
send one to everyone who entered Westhampton with us in 1922. I do hope that as
many of you as possible will come to Richmond for our big celebration in May.
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Mrs. Verrick o. French
(Gray Robinson)
3545 S. Leisure World Blvd.
Silver Spring, Maryland 20906

I want to thank all of you who took the
time to write a few lines about yourselves or
otners of our class on your Christmas cards.
Cecelia Hunt Wight wrote that she had
retired from teaching in June of '69 because
of her husband's failing health. Her annual
Christmas letter was full of the doings of her
children and their children. She is so
happy to have all three of the children-all
in Georgia . Now that she's
married-back
retired, let's hope that she will be able to
join us in 1973 when we gather for our
forty-fifth reunion.
Margaret Chapin Perry may be retired
but certainly is not drowsing in the sun .
She wrote of going to stay with one daughter
following surgery and planning to go to the
other daughter when she has her first child
in May.
"Skipper" Logan Hunt's Christmas letter
arrived early and announced that her husband, Bruce, was retiring immediately. They
expected to be nomads for the first year of
freedom from routine . She gave the address of their son, Bruce Jr. near Atlanta
where their mail will be forwarded.
Betty Sherman Cale and her husband, Ed,
are still in Accra, Ghana, where Ed is
working on an economic research project.
She writes that they love living in Ghana
and that new friends there come from all
parts of the world . She writes of the colorful clothing and plants of the area. They
expect to return to their new home in
McLean, Va . within the next year. Since
they plan some side trips on the way home,
she hasn't mentioned any return date .
Gay Minor Nelson wrote of visiting
Louise Eubank Gray and Kathleen Allen
during the summer. Both of them have
their elderly mothers living with them but
are fortunate to have help in caring for
them. Gay mentioned that one of her
sons is teaching in the American International School in Torino, Italy, and that she
hoped to visit him during the summer.
Louise Massey Crisp had a wonderful
long trip to Europe last summer . The main
purpose of her trip was to visit her son,
William, who is a vice consul in Yugoslavia.
She was able to visit a number of other
countries also.
As I write these paragraphs, I can't help
being impressed with how much smaller the
world seems than when we were at Westhampton. Our children are scattered all
over the globe and we manage to visit them
almost as readily as if they lived in the
next state.
This writer is enjoying her retirement at
Rossmoor Leisure World north of Washington, D. C. I'm busier and more pleasantly
occupied than I have been in years. A
number of you have commented on the
delightful street address. Personally I like
it less than other things at Rossmoor. It
sounds too much like South Rocking Chair
Lane and life here is anything but one of
sitting and rocking. Do come see me if you
are in the Washington area.

'29

Mrs. Francis s. Burnham
(Thelma Ferrell)
407 Tyler Place
Alexandria, VirKinia 22302

Sorry, there's practically no news this
time! You must keep me informed or
there's nothing for me to pass on. I'm
utterly dependent on you!
Violet Cervarich Simpson very kindly
wrote me about the arrival of her newest

grandson on January 28. His name is
David and is a sheer delight to his grandmother and grandfather.
When I was in Richmond during the
Christmas holid ays, I had a nice visit with
Helen Moon who was her usual sparkling
and delightful self. She supplied me with
the following bits of news: Pannie Sykes
DeHart and her husband spent the holiday s
in California with their son, Sykes, and his
family. They were particularly happy about
this visit because they were to see a new
grandchild for the first time .
Liz Barton surprised Helen with a visit
just before Christmas . Liz is well and still
teaches in Alabama.
Helen had had a note from Miriam Figg
Rankin saying she and her husband were
taking off for a leisurely European trip
soon after the first of the year.

'30

Mrs. John Edward Millea
(Priscilla Kirkpatrick)
8 Mt. Ida Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02158

It was beginning to appear as if I'd have
to manufacture my own news! Stories to
report have been mighty hard to come by.
Alice Richardson Connell entertained
Dick and his family over the Christmas
holidays .
Virginia Saunders Thomas and Bill spent
part of their holiday season with their children and grandchildren in Fairfax . Understand there was quite a party in Pulaski
early in Febru ary when "Gin " and Bill
celebrated their fortieth wedding anniversary .
Margaret Flick Clark wrote some time
ago that Charlotte and Bobby were through
school. Charlotte is a librarian on a bookmobile which travels to disadvantaged neigh'
borhoods.
Margaret Lowe Logan's daughter, Elsa ,
was married last June 14 to Rockwell
Townsend of Brookfield Center, Conn. The
ceremony was held in the Princeton Chapel ,
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and the reception at the Nassau Inn. The
following day, Elsa graduated from Goucher
College. The bride and groom will live
near New Haven, Conn. As for the activities of the other children: "Harry in Yellow
Springs, Ohio, on leave from Wab ash College, doing independent work . Pris, in
Brookline, Mass., is an activities therapist
at McLean Hospital. John, at Yale, bucking
for a Ph.D. in French ." Chris and Tracy
flew to Nassau in January to attend a
hospital convention. They hope to go to
Europe this summer.
Grace Watkins Lampson's news is that
Curt has retired from his Chief Research
Scientist's position. Grace keeps busy as a
guidance counselor in the Havre de Grace
school system . Daughter, Margaret, and
granddaughter, Debbie, who lived with
Grace and Curt for a while, have moved to
an apartment in Aberdeen about five miles
away.
Margaret Oliver Saunders wrote that Lucy
Wright Pitts , Margaret Lowe Logan, Dorothy Epperly Goodman , and Cornelia
Ferguson Underwood agreed to serve as
class agents this year. Many thanks, girls!
Don't forget to send your contribution to
the Alumnae Fund. Let's do better than last
year.

Hope to see all of you at our fortieth
reunion in May. Can it be possible??

'31

Miss Margaret Leake
408 N. Meadow Street
Richmond, Virginia 23220

Selma Rothschild Mann flew to Rio in
the fall. When I chatted with her about it
she told me about a 6-day flying trip to
London and others. All of them wonderful.
Louise Schmidt Newcomb and her husband were in Richmond for a visit in
February. Just back from a winter in Vienna, Munich and Paris .
Lucie Francis Samuel's granddaughter arrived on Twelfth Night. A present for our
class birthday .
The Alumnae Fund Drive is starting and
you will be hearing from one of the writing
committee . Our class has declined in percentage of givers : 49 % in 67-68 and 44 %
in 68-69. This year is a good time to start
your giving or to increase it for all NEW
money will be matched by the Robins Fund .
Let's get over the 50% !

'32

Mrs. Eleanor P. Ewell
(Eleanor Pillow)
8525 Chippenham Road
Richmond, Virginia 23235

We have some news about the Clarence
J. Gray (Jane Little) fam ily, and I quote
from Jane: "Bus is in the second year of his
new job at the University and enjoying it
very much. After twenty-three years as
Dean of Students he was promoted to Dean
of Administrative Services. Thi s means that
his administrative talents are available to
all the colleges. It is University-wide and
he is busier than ever. " (To refresh everyone 's memor y, Bus is still at the Universit y
of Richmond.)
To continue with Jane 's news: "Frances
Gray Mark pre sented us with our second
grandchild in November. Sarah Elizabeth
Mark has come to keep David Mark company as he approaches his second birthday
in April.
"Kenneth, our son, is in his senior year
in the School of Medicine of Medical Col lege of Virginia. At the present, he is on a
three months grant to study at the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. His emphasis, at present, is in allergy .
"As for me , I am in my fourteenth year
of teaching, twelve of tho se years in Ridge
Elementary in Henrico ."
Thanks a million, Jane, for all this news .
Won 't the rest of you do the same?
One other item of news is that Zephia
Campbell Scarborough and Charles, her
husband, hope to meet their daughter in
Paris in June, when young Zephia is enroute home Aix-en-Provence, France.
On February 14, seven of our class members attended the kick-off for the 1970
Westhampton College Alumnae Fund Drive.
It was nice to be with Valerie LeMasurier
Jones, Zephia Campbell Scarborough, Geneva Bennett Snellings, Katherine Roberts
Hesby, Mary Hodnett Matthews, and Jane
Little Gray. We were inspired by the enthusiasm of Ann Burcher Stansbury, General Chairman, and her committee. Please
remember to make your contribution this
year. We have a wonderful opportunity to
bring up our percentage of giving because
of the Robins Fund, which will match dollar
for dollar every increased or new gift.
We were greatly saddened by the news
that our former class president passed away
on March 22nd in Atlanta. All of us remember Liz Fugate Koller with affection,
and her family have our deepest sympathy
and condolences .
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'33

Miss Gertrude B. Dyson
14 Malvern Avenue, Apt. 4
Richmond, Virginia 23221

Virginia Napier with her husband had an
unexpected trip to Europe last year, ending
with a visit with his cousins in Scotland.
R. H . and Carolyn had a grand trip to
the British Isles last September . Son,
Charles, graduated from Emory & Henry
last June and is now at Richmond working
on his M.A. Their other son has a very
special daughter who is now eleven months.
Elizabeth Burslem's son, Bill, is now a
doctor and is interning at the University of
Kentucky . He was married in '68 to a
Florida girl, Patricia Waggoner. Daughter,
Caroline, is teaching music in Loudoun
County. Elizabeth and husband, Bill, are
teaching . Last summer they vacationed at
South Welfleet on Cape Cod .
Louise Tucker is now living in Laurel,
Maryland. She drove to Colorado last
summer visiting on the way with family
and friends.
Foy and Jack moved to the county,
Sabillasville, Maryland last August. Jack retired in October so they have time to enjoy
their new home .
The ten volume edition of Grove Dictionaries has been placed in the Music Library in the Fine Arts Building as a gift from
our class in memory of Kathryn Harris
Hardy. Each volume bears a book-plate
with this information. Anyone wishing to
contribute to this, please send check to the
class secretary and all surplus will go to the
general Alumnae Fund.
Our sympathy is extended to Mary Lou
Tyler Prichard whose father died in December .
Have a good summer!

'35

Mrs. c. Maury Tatum
(Gladys Tilson Smith)
338 Lexington Road
Richmond, Virginia 23228

The Class of '35 will have a reunion this
year . Can you believe that we graduated 35
years ago? As soon as you receive reunion
information, make your plans to come back
to Westhampton May 15th-16th!
Especially because this is our reunion
year, you all are asked to contribute to the
Alumnae Fund .
Sue Cook McClure Jones is now living in
England, having found a lovely furnished
home with central heating at 13 Lodge
Drive, The Ryde, Hatfield, Hertfordshire,
England . When we are reuniting in May,
she will be cruising on her brother Ben's
yacht. They are to meet the boat in Istanbul
and do the Sea of Marmora and the Turkish
Coast.
Lola Williams Pierce's son RG is engaged to marry one of his Peabody classmates. R. G. has Jived in New York for
several years. Cheryl Pierce, who is on the
University of Texas faculty, received raves
for her costumes for a production of "Don
Carlos ."
Sue Whittet Wilson's son has left the
State Department for a position in air
transportation. It requires travel to foreign
countries, and it is the kind of work for
which he prepared at Purdue.
Estelle Veasey Jones and Don rented a
cottage among the pines on Lake Hamilton,
three miles from Hot Springs, Arkansas,
while Don was on location there for six
months. They planned to spend Christmas
at the Homestead and to come to Richmond for a few days. We did not hear from
her and assume that she did not get to
Richmond.
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We have a new address for Marjorie
Puryear Carwile in Charlotte County, and
so we judge that Marjorie and her husband
have retired .

'40

Mrs. James Donohue, Ill
(Mildred Gustafson)
30 Glenbrooke Circle, West
Richmond, Virginia 23228

By the time you read this letter you will
have received the one from Doris giving
you all the details for the reunion planned
for you by her committee. Last month
Doris gave us a gourmet luncheon at her
lovely home and it was fun being together
with Kitty Lyle, Maure Jurgens, Helen Moss
and Janet Manson. So, I'll start with some
0f the news from them.
Janet's daughter, Ellen, is a junior at
Meredith College in Raleigh, North Carolina. Her other daughter, Betsy, is teaching
at Mary Munford School and Bill, Jr. will
graduate in June from Huguenot High
School where he has been playing varsity
basketball this year.
Helen Smith Moss had a wedding last
August 23, 1969 of her daughter, Kitty, to
William Bayliss and Nancy is on the staff
of "Dan" Daniels, a Congressman from
Danville, Virginia. Jane is going to Dijon
to study French this summer and her
youngest son is just busy keeping Helen on
the go.
Maude tells us that her daughter, Corliss,
is working in a bank at Casper, Wyoming
and has been there since December 1969.
Charles, 16, is a sophomore at Huguenot
High and plays in the band and Maude is
still working in the pharmacy. She has been
so wonderful about reporting all the news
that when she had to resign I offered to
write the news this time for her . Many
thanks again, Maude, for keeping in touch .
Also, she tells us that John Jordan is now
head of the English Department at the
University of California-congratulations
Marie and John!
Frances Bailey Gill and I have enjoyed
our daughters at Collegiate playing sports
with Mary Moline Grubbs and think of our
days with Mary on the courts. During
Christmas I met Betty Willet Ogg and
Wood in the tearoom at Miller & Rhoads
and what a grand surprise to see them looking so well. Let's hope we can have a good
turnout at the reunion this year .
At the Alumnae Workshop at Westhampton February 14, 1970 it was great to see
Jane Van Leeuwen again and she wants to
be remembered to all of you. She is helping
our class agent with the dlive this year and
I hope all of you did receive the record and
that you will participate in the 1970 Fund
Campaign .
Last Fall Kitty Wicker Long was here
for a visit with her family and I enjoyed
seeing her and one of these days we'll get
an up-to-date report of her roving sons and
daughters. Kate and my Julia were at
Camp Allegheny together as counselors and
what a surprise that was! Martha is at
Louisburg College at Louisburg, North
Carolina and Julia graduates from Collegiate in June and hopes to go to the University of South Carolina in September.
Jimmy isn't traveling as much as usual but
we did get out to West End in the Bahamas
last December.
A most interesting article appeared in the
paper about Jane Davenport Reid in connection with all of her talents and work at
the Virginia Museum. Ann Ellis Harrison
was in Richmond some time ago and wanted
to hear the news about the class and if anyone can give us Virginia Wood's address we
will thank you.

Be sure to save your news about your
sons and daughters so we can exchange details in May and, in the meantime, make
your plans to come back to Westhampton
for this our thirtieth reunion . Our thanks
go to Doris again for being the General
Chairman and Reunion Chairman for our
class of 1940.

'41

Mrs. s. Gray Hardy
(Bitsy Epes)
110 High Street
Blackstone, Virginia 23824

Patsy Garrett, the former Richmonder
and one-time singer-comedienne with the big
Fred Waring Orchestra, has been on the
Hollywood scene for several years in minor
roles in movies and television. At the
moment, she has the recurring role of Mrs.
Fowler, the next door neighbor of the
Everett family, in ABC's new "Nanny and
the Professor" series, at 7:30 p.m . Wednesdays. Her picture recently appeared in the
Richmond newspaper.
Moncure and Charlotte Dudley Patteson
visited their son, Gary Patteson, in New
York City before he left for the Williams
College in India Program. Ann Roy Patteson is attending Hollins College, and
Dudley Patteson is at Hampden-Sydney
College.
Gray and I spent a week in Florida with
three other couples from Blackstone in
December. While there, I talked to Fred
and Helen Martin Laughon in Gainesville
where Fred is a minister in a Baptist church.
Fred and one of their sons had been
stranded overnight in the Gulf of Mexico
when the motor of their boat conked out.
Luckily their anchor held, and they were
rescued the next morning by the Coast
Guard.
I also called Gene and Buggy Peek in
Ocala, Florida . They have four sons, all
enrolled in the University of Florida.
We have two new grandmothers! Phyllis
Ann Coghill Brown is so happy that her new
grandchild lives in Richmond. Jean Neasmith Dickinson's granddaughter lives in
Huntington, West Virginia.
Lois Campbell Herlong's daughter was a
Poinsettia Deb in Birmingham, Alabama
this winter.
Mildred Howerton Jones and Casey had
a wonderful trip to the British Isles. Their
son, Steve, has entered Johns Hopkins;
Susan left her computers in Nashville and
is attending Katharine Gibbs in New York.
Marget Brittingham Curtice was in Hawaii in December; then she visited her family
in Suffolk, Virginia, later. She and her
husband went to an NCAA meeting in
Washington, then to Florida. She will be
in Virginia for the month of July. Cactus
Jack Curtice has retired from coaching, but
will remain as athletic director at the
University of California at Santa Barbara.
He has served as head coach at several
schools including West Texas State, Texas
Western, Utah and Stanford, was president
of the American Coaches' Association in
1961 and has been chairman of the coaches'
rules committee the past thirteen years.
The veteran mentor originated the Coaches'
All-American off-season game and twice
coached in the Shrine East-West game at
San Francisco. We send them best wishes
at this stage in his career.
Margaret Purcell Spindler's son graduated
from Michigan State in December; her
daughter, Lee, will receive her degree in
April when her husband earns his Masters.
Purcy has had a shoulder operation this
winter.
Did you see Betsy Woodson Weaver's
article about Eppington in the Autumn issue of Virginia Cavalcade?

Jim and Mildred Ann Owen Stanley's
daughter, Susan, was married last September.
Kitty Spencer Philpott's husband, A. L.,
was a member of the General Assembly of
Virginia when it met in session in Richmond
this winter.
Martha Lillian Beam de Vos would like
for all "41ers to visit them in Wilmette,
Illinois. She writes of her husband: "Fran's
rendezvous with the great botanic Garden
of the future moved a tiny step in that direction. The first permanent buildings-greenhouses, maintenance sheds and a small
office unit-are under construction. The 60acre lake was filled, a few thousand more
trees planted and the contract let for the
first stage of the 1300-car parking lot."
Their five children sound so interesting.
Pete is in his second-class year at the Naval
Academy; Ann entered Tobe-Coburn School
of Fashion in New York; Rickie Jo as a
high school senior is a Student Government
Representative, co-chairman of the costume
committee for the All-Student Production
and to head a Girl's Club Charity Drive.
Judy Beth, in the eighth grade, received a
part as a dancer in the local production of
"Music Man", is a patrol leader in Scouts
and plays flute in the school orchestra.
Ricki, Randy and Judy Beth have taken
part in the inspirational dance programs
given by the church youth group for several
regular church services. With having gone
back and picked up enough college credits
to meet Ulinois certification, Martha Lillian
is now teaching biology at New Trier High
School and loving it.

'42

Mrs. Douglas M. Holt
(May Thayer)
1207 Taylor Avenue
Richmond, Virginia 23225

Ada Harlow has requested an extra special
"thank you" both for classmates who have
helped for several years and for newcomers
in the Fund drive. They are: Mary V.
Arrington, Virginia P. Dozier, May T. Holt,
Betty P. Shackelford, Jean G. Andrews,
Lillian Jung, Ethne F. Higginbotham, LaVerne P. Muse, Ann P. Garrett, Grace N.
Reese.
Also she would like to know if any of
you know the present address of either
Christine Lawson Plenckner or Mildred
Parker Beecher. Ada was sick on the Feb.
14 Fund luncheon and workshop. Ann
Garrett, Grace Reese and May Holt represented our class.
Jean Hood Redford passed through
Petersburg the other day and called. Chan
has been assigned to Ft. Eustis and they are
living off the post in Newport News. It will
be so Hice to have them back in this area
for th" first time in years of army life.
A nice letter came in February from
Hortense Winston Ruddick in Roanoke.
She enclosed a newspaper clipping with a
picture and write-up on her work as executive secretary of the Roanoke Valley Mental
Health Service Board. She writes that she
see.s Betty Hogan Rogers once in a while,
and hears from Lillian Jung frequently. She
says her two granddaughters are precious,
and being a grandmother is one of the
nicest experiences she has ever had. Though
she says she has been hospitalized 5 times
during the 9 years they've lived in Roanoke.
Another nice letter arrived in early March
from Lucy B. Allen Meyer. Her family
have moved from California to New Jersey
-51 Fern Place, Berkeley Heights, N. J.
07922. She says it is quite a change from
the hills of San Francisco to the plains of
N. J. They are enjoying the winter sports,
and have taken up ice skating. Their oldest

son, Chris, is at the U. of Va. in first year
law school. Hal , their number two boy is
still at the U. of California in Berkeley.
Melissa is a sophomore in high school and
Eric, their 5 year old in kindergarten. She
is writing and has done pages on a novel.
A note was tucked into Betty Ann
Shackelford's Christmas card. She wrote
that they all were busy and healthy. Their
daughter, Lisa, is a sophomore at Houston
Baptist College this year . She is engaged to
a boy there, and they plan on a June wedding. George is a sophomore in high school,
and an athlete like his father. Big George
travels a lot, but they've seen lots of football and every game that comes to the Astrodome.
Mary Grace Scherer Taylor also sent a
newsy Christmas card. She continues freelance writing and a good deal for Public
Education in Virginia, news magazine of
State Department of Education . Her daughter is teaching world history at Hermitage.
Bucket was naturalist at Douthat State
Park and plans a botany specialty. Bruce
had a most successful football year earning
berths on several honorary teams.
We'd love to be caught up-to-date with
all of you. Won't you help us get that way?

'43

Mrs. Robert Rogers
(Maxine Williams)
5303 Dorchester Road
Richmond, Virginia 23225

I guess when you reach the ages which
we have reached, news does not seem as
exciting and refreshing as it once did. It is
sort of like pulling teeth to get a response
from the inquiry "What's new?" Evelyn
Allen Krause was in the midst of grading
term papers when I talked to her. She is
teaching junior and senior English and
counselling in Charles City High ' School
where Charles is the principal. Charles
Allen is a senior in Virginia Commonwealth University majoring in music and
planning to follow in the footsteps of his
parents and teach.
Effie Proffitt Young's household is comprised of five boys and two girls. Three of
these are in colleges-a senior at the U of
R, a junior at William and Mary, and a
sophomore at Virginia Polytechnic Institute .
Wesley (VPI) is doing quite a bit of singing-seems his specialty is singing at weddings.
From Okinawa comes news from Dolly
Dorsey Garwood. She is teaching eighth
grade English. Dave's retirement from the
Air Force has been approved for August 1,
1970. Davey and Anne are students at
Ohio State University, while Ruthie is with
Dolly and Dave in Okinawa .
From Fran Beazley Bell-news of the
marriage of her daughter, Carolyn, and
David May of Falls Church, Va., on Saturday Sept. 6 in Portland. They are both U
of R graduates, and he is enrolled in the
Colgate Rochester Divinity School. Also
Lewis Talbott's father
from Fran-Bee
died on July 27 and Dave's father on April
30, 1969, Our sincere sympathy goes to
them. Their son David was married to his
"Annapolis girl" in Kirch-Goens, Germany.
He is in the army and stationed in Germany.
News from Kay Weber McLellan in the
form of a warm friendly letter to Cozy
makes us remember with joy the "good
ole" days when we were all together. She
writes that Jack is still with Texas Gulf
Sulphur in New York City and travels
quite a bit-often to Washington, N. C. and
wonders if anyone from the classes of
'40 to '45 lives in that area. Katy graduated
with a B. S. in math from Muhlenberg
College and after a fun summer of sailing,
sewing, and relaxing, went to Poughkeepsie,

N. Y. to be trained by IBM as a computer
programmer. When she completed the
course, she went to work in the "best department with the best people, the best
manager and the best project" in the company. Kay has learned to ski among her
other activities. She has taken advantage
of the Adult Education courses offeredfor a trip to
among her doings-German
Europe, auto mechanics before a motor
trip with her mother and aunt to Florida,
a course in folk guitar for pleasure, and
"best of all" a series of trips to art galleries
and museums in Manhattan with an excellent lecturer. As a member of the Adelphi
Univ. Community Relations Board she became interested in and acts as an unofficial
advisor to the Adelphi International Students' Society. Among their activities was
a dinner which the students cooked for the
public (300 people) made up of foreign
speaker from
dishes plus entertainment-a
Zombia, a Jordanian band, Israeli folk
dances, a comic karate demonstration and
of all things a belly dancer! In addition
to all of this Kay has a masters in Library
Science and in Education but is perfectly
content to be a housewife only.
Cozy had a wonderful visit with Jeanice
Johnson Roberts. A new alumnae club is
starting in Williamsburg and Cozy went
down for their first meeting and spent the
night with Jeanice who helped organize
and plan the meeting.

'44

Miss Dorothy J. lhnken
1003 Forest View Drive
Colonial Heights, Virginia 23834

I appreciate the notes and cards I've
received from several of you since my last
letter.
Anne Gordon Neblett, whom we hadn't
heard from in a long time, wrote that she
lost her father a couple of years ago and
since then her mother was very ill for
several months. She said that she was
sorry to miss the reunion but at that time
Vernon's aunt was ill and in the hospital.
We're truly sorry to hear of so much
trouble, Anne .
Gene Keever sent a good snapshot of the
family with her Christmas card and wrote
they were all inauguration bound and looking forward to doing the works from the
swearing in to the ball.
Ann Stansbury's Winn is home from Vietnam, out of the marines and working for
the Telephone Company while he decides
on a college.
The Patricks are hoping that Tommy will
be coming home from Vietnam in April.
Helen also told me that Dale is back from
Europe. She had a wonderful time and is
busy now looking for a new apartment before getting back to work at the TimesDispatch. Jimmy was elected youth pastor
for Youth Week and is very interested in the
new folk music for church and will play
and take a solo part in the folk musical his
group will be offering at their church. Helen
continues to teach and is taking an English
class this year.
Evermond wrote me that Fran Wolfs
husband is now with Interstate Electronics
and they have bought a house with a swimming pool. Babs is twenty-one and on her
own, Tricia is a sophomore at Chapman
College and is engaged, and Kathy, twelve
years old, is an accomplished sailor, Fran's
new address is 2006 Anchor Way, Newport
Beach, California, 92660.
Ellen Mercer Maxwell sent me a newsy
bulletin covering a very busy year that saw
her and Keith in Michigan only twentyeight weeks.
One of my notes was from Mary Lee
Chapin-a "late Christmas card, purchased
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at the Metropolitan Museum on Washington's Birthday, especially for you", she
wrote. She does part time work in the Episcopal Church Center along with her other
activities at home and church and between
times goes skating in the park with her
daughter, Julia, or takes in an occasional
show.
I know you are as proud as I am of Ann
Stansbury who is this year's General Chairman of the Westhampton College Alumnae
Fund. Isn't the record a great idea? After
hearing it, how can we help but feel aware
of the wonderful opportunity offered by the
Robins Challenge Grant and the need for
our personal involvement? Surely we all
want very much to reach this year's goalso please don't forget your contribution To
Westhampton with Love.

'45

Mrs. John Atkinson, Jr.
(Kathy Mumma)
717 Camp Woods Road
Villanova, Pa. 19085

Jack and family have just spent the
morning cooking breakfast for 100 Methodist Men. Now I can turn my thoughts from
scrambled eggs to reunion plans.
Having received little communication since
Christmas from you girls, I trust you will
arrive in Richmond personally with your
news. The dates are May 15 and 16. Plans
are for a dinner at the Country Club of
Virginia on Friday and a buffet dinner at
Liz and Howard Cone's on Saturday. Who
wants to miss these affairs?
Lydia Crabtree Love met me for lunch
before Christmas. Our 3 hour conversation
had the waitress upset until we told her we
were catching up on the past 25 years. Bill
took their sons, ages 15 and 13, to Mexico
for hunting during the holidays. Lydia had
a visit from Ruth Anne Wicker Lynch and
her daughter.
Ruth Latimer has been bitten with the
political bug. She was a delegate to the first
Maryland convention of the New Democratic Coalition.
A letter from Ann Clark Howe told of
her receiving a Ph.D. in Science Education
from the University of Texas in August.
Her work with the Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory deals with elementary school programs for disadvantaged
Mexican-American children. Their daughters are students at St. Lawrence College
and at Southwestern in Memphis. David is
in junior high.
Ansley Hulfish is still living in Warrenton
and would like to receive some news.
Mildred Draper Atkinson will try to make
the reunion. Her oldest son is a senior at
Rutgers and will no doubt be off to the
army upon graduation. Dean has been accepted at Rutgers next year, leaving Jan, 14,
at home. We intend to meet this spring.
Eulalia Pitts and I are trying to arrange
a weekend visit very soon. She had seen
Doris Mills Harrell at Washington Alumnae
meetings.
If any of you can locate some of our "lost
sheep," we would like to know. I shall see
you in Richmond .

'46

Mrs. A. Howe Todd
(Joyce Eubank)
1600 Wilmington Avenue
Richmond, Virginia 23227

Some of my news goes back to November
around Thanksgiving time. Jean White
Robeson wrote of their biggest news (from
the dentist's office) which was to report
Marty's wedding last August 30th when she
married John Hasford Rodgers, Jr. The
Rodgers are living in Clemson, S. C. where
both are in school. Jean's daughter, Taffy,
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is at Florida State University at Tallahassee
and "loves it!" Jeanne and Charlie Gammon spent a football week-end with the
Robesons as Allison is a freshman at
V.P.1.-majoring
in Clothing and Fashion.
Jeanne's son, Stephen, is in the 11th grade
at Fork Union Military Academy. In addition to visiting the Robesons, the Gammons
had stopped on their way home from Homecoming at V.P .I. to visit with Cora Lynn
Chaffee Goldsborough and Henry, who were
busy getting settled in their new home.
Sounds as though Jeanne is keeping up with
different ones in the class with her various
visits (wouldn't she be a good Class Secretary next time?)
Cornelia Reed Rowlett also wrote a nice
note back in November. Cornelia and B.J.
had attended the Associated General Contractors (N. C. and S. C.) meeting at the
Diplomat Hotel in Hollywood Beach,
Florida, November 9-12; a short trip but
"one full of activities," including a boat trip
on the Intracoastal Waterway.
Christmas brought some wonderful notes.
Ann Ware Fry said they had all had a busy
year; "teen-agers and three year olds are
some combination. Those without a little
one a Christmas should rent one!"
Lois Bradley Baker has also moved-to
Olney, Maryland, about ten miles further
out from Washington, where they have more
room and "more grass to cut." Their son,
Alan, started his freshman year at Western
Maryland College this past summer. Their
daughter, Jean, is a sophomore in high
school. Jean will have an exciting trip
during her ten day Easter vacation, when
her French teacher takes about thirty
French students to France, to visit Paris,
Versailles, Normandy and the Chateau
country. The students are working to help
finance the trip, baby-sitting, raking leaves,
selling cologne and doughnuts.
Ding Lambeth Shotwell and Ralph had a
most interesting card telling of their activities. Central Baptist is an inner city church,
with a day-care center for children, a recreational and tutoring program for disadvantaged youth, a secretarial skill-training
academy for mothers seeking escape from
welfare, plus various services with the aging,
etc. Ding, Donna Lynn and Jo Ann sound
as involved as Ralph: they must all four
find their work both stimulating and rewarding. Ding continues work toward her masters degree in education at Trinity College
and the University of Hartford. She does
substitute teaching, including a three-month
period among immigrant children. Both
Ralph and Ding will host another trip
abroad in 1970-to Holland, Switzerland,
Austria, Italy, Germany, France and England .
Jackie Barnes Wolf is active in Girl
Scouts as troop organizer for her neighborhood . I still have my one Junior Troop of
30 girls which takes a great deal of time,
so I can only guess at the hours Jackie must
contribute to this. Also, she still runs the
volunteer organization of the National
Council of Adoptive Parents . She is working on a New Jersey Conference for this
for May-also
running a forum for the
Child Welfare League of America in April.
Nookie Richardson Phipps' son, Bill, has
been a page in the State Senate this year,
after serving last year in the House of Delegates. Her daughter, Becky, is graduating
from high school this year and has plans
for Longwood College.
I received some lovely pictures with various Christmas cards, which I'd love to be
able to share with each one of you. One
was from Ruth Smith Tschan and included
her whole family. Ruth's son, Don, is married to a nurse and he is teaching chemistry
in high school. Ruth's daughter, Martha, is
also married and with her sweet baby girl,

has made Ruth a proud and happy grandma.
Jean Saperstein Beeman wrote a letter full
of news. Her husband, Ed, is chief of
medicine at Holy Cross Hospital. The
Beemans moved into their new home a year
and a half ago, in Bethesda, Maryland.
Jean's oldest daughter, Barbara, is a freshc
man at Indiana University in Bloomington,
Indiana. Her two younger girls are 9th
graders and their son a fourth grader. Jean
keeps busy with her family, plus volunteer
work in charitable organizations, medical
groups and school associations. I'm sure
she also does her share of taxi service, as
she mentioned various things like piano,
clarinet, baton twirling plus a "wild assortment of clubs." The end of February, Jean
and Ed flew to New Orleans to attend the
meetings of the American College of Cardiology. They had a delightful time touring
the French quarter and enjoying the wonderful food of New Orleans.
My next deadline for news is May 15th.
Please let me hear from some of you
"silent"ones-all
others too. Remember the
Alumnae Fund. We have a wonderful opportunity this year as the Robins Challenge
Grant will match dollar for dollar any new
gift or an addition to an old one.
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Mrs. Harold H. Stirling, Jr.
(Ollie Menefee)
1 Flag Circle, Nimitz Hill
Agana, Guam 96910

Sorry that I missed the column last
month; I forgot about the early December
deadline. Had little news then but am
pleased to say the response at Christmas
was very good.
Had a card from "Copie" Copenhaver
Hudson. Her son, Rick, 17, has been accepted at Davidson College under the early
decision plan. He is a senior at Woodberry
Forest Prep School, and is now attending a
Prep School in England as an Ambassador
from Woodberry Forest. He is the first to
be chosen for this honor. Bob, 14, is now
at Woodberry after graduating as valedictorian from 8th grade in a private school in
Orange. "Copie" took up quail hunting this
year and loves it.
Beth Decker Kimball is still working in
the ghettos of Brooklyn. She and Bob
bought a house on Fire Island for summers,
although it is a year round house. Robbie
is 4 and Liddy is "on her way to two".
Elsie Minter is in Switzerland with 30
students who are trying to study at the University while fighting a losing battle with
the wind and snow. She was learning to
ice skate and found it lots of fun.
We were sorry to hear that Ann Wiley
Kelley lost her mother last September. Our
sympathy goes to Ann and to Izzy Ammerman Allin who also lost her mother last
fall . Our sympathy is extended to Pat
Guild Robertson on the loss of her father
last summer .
Sara Frances Young Derieux saw La Vinia
Watson Reilly on her California trip, and
had a personally escorted tour of Disneyland.
Congratulations to Betty Brown Parsons'
son "Shep" who received the Eagle Scout
award.
Jean Waldrop left on a Dutch freighter
the first of February for a five month trip
around the world. The ship will be in Iran
for about a month, and other ports of call
will be Pakistan, Malaysia, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Canal Zone, and New Orleans. The
ship returns to New York the end of June.
Jean has sold her home and moved temporarily to her sister's home at 3103 Darnley Drive, Richmond.
I have just returned from a freighter trip,
also, and really recommend it as an interest-

ing way to travel. Eight of us went on a
two weeks trip to the Trust Territory islands
of Yap and Korer, Palau. It is another
world, especially in Yap, where the Yapese
have been but little affected by any outside
influences.
Our Westhampton senior, Alston, was
married in February to Pat Turchetta, Richmond College senior, and they are living in
an apartment in Richmond. We are expecting to return this summer, and we are
still waiting to get news of our next move.
Please give the Alumnae Fund Drive top
priority this year, and let's bring our percentage up over last year. Support your
classmates who have been serving so diligently as agents: Anne Higgins Berger, Dottie Hughes Freitag, Beth Decker Kimball,
Marie Walthall LeSieur, Marion Huske
Moomaw, Alice Landi Reed, Mimi Daffron
Horigan, Keeling Coles McClennan, and
Susie Guard Woody. Our special appreciation to Carolyn Marsh, our class fund
chairman. Carolyn was general chairman of
the 1969 Alumnae Fund; it was the most
successful fund drive that Westhampton
Alumnae have ever conducted.
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Mrs. E. T. Gray
(Pam Burnside)

"Grayswood"

Waverly, Virginia 23890

Our very deepest sympathy goes to Bob
and Frances Orrell Dunn whose fifteen year
old son, Andy, died as the result of a canoe
accident in January.
Jean Brumsey Biscoe attended a "fund
workers" luncheon at school recently and
found out that our class went from 47% in
'68 to 39% in '69. Let's all keep this in
mind and do better in 1970! Jean reported
that Faye Hines Kilpatrick and Bob had
attended a seminar in Palm Beach this
January. Faye stays busy with her counselling, getting her seniors into college.
From Mary Cross Marshall came news
of their trip to New Orleans for Mardi Gras.
They visited Bob's sister who was Queen
of her club's Ball. Mary said it was "fun
and fabulous." Mary sent news of "Boo"
Koltukian Cowles' move to Florida. "Boo's"
son, Sid, is at Georgia Tech. this year. And
news, too, of Pat Adams Woodhead whose
family kept busy this year building a stable
and caring for a pony and a thoroughbred
hunter. Mary sent news also of Alice
Goodman who continues to work at M.C.V.
and keeps active in Christian Endeavor and
church work. She and her parents have decided to move back to Goochland County
in the spring.
I received a nice card from Judy Barnett Seelhorst. She keeps busy with an
active family of four. Her oldest son, Rich,
is a senior now- thinking of where he will
go to college when he isn't thinking of an
excuse for using the family car! Torn, a
freshman, is the athlete of the family, interested in all sorts of ball. Jim, their 7th
grader, is still very interested in scouts and
"tolerates" choir, violin and piano lessons.
Susie, their 4th grader, duplicates Jim except for the violin. Judy says Art has told
her that she must learn to say "no" as she
has added so many activities this year. She
is Girl Scout Service unit chairman, and
has district positions in the PT A and
W.S.C.S. (church), plus being president of
a Social Club.
Millicent Hutcherson Taylor is going to
school again, taking the necessary courses
to enter guidance and counselling in the
public schools. Her two teenagers keep life
jumping! They all plan a trip to California
and Lake Louise in the Canadian Rockies
this summer. Millicent says she and Doris
Moore Ennis see each other often and that

Doris and Jarvis had a baby boy, Dale
Preston, last July 4. Doris is Director of
Guidance and works with personnel recruiting for the City of Hampton.
A nice letter came from Anne McKee
Coulbourn who has been living in Charleston, S. C. most of the time since 1951. She
and Joe have one son, Joe Jr. who toured
Europe with a friend last summer after
having spent a couple of years at The Blue
Ridge School near Charlottesville. Anne
says she fears summer school for him, tho',
this summer and says its her turn to go to
Europe next! She and Joe spent two weeks
in the Virgin Islands last spring and spend
part of their summers on the Isle of Palms
where they have a cottage. Joe had a mild
heart attack two years ago, but is fine now.
says it's a
They love Charleston-Anne
wonderful place to visit! And she would
love to see someone from Westhampton.
Pat Fuller Gatlin wrote that their son,
Jim, is at Arkansas State in Jonesboro,
which is close enough for Pat and Torn to
enjoy his football games. Bill is a typical
teenager and a real outdoorsrnan as is his
father who loves pheasant hunting. Pat
says her greatest thrill in 1969 was going
to Copenhagen with Tom last May. They
had a busy stay there, enjoyed the Tivoli
Gardens, Castles, Hans Christian Anderson's
home and even went to Sweden on a hydrofoil! Pat and a friend stayed on after their
husbands had to return to the States, and
visited Amsterdam, Brussels and Paris.
From Hannah Barlow Bain came a call
today that Janice Conant McCoy had had a
fall this winter which resulted in a blood
clot. Janice had been hospitalized and then
bed-ridden at home for a couple of months,
but is corning along nicely now. Johnnie
Johnson Sandidge has also had a hospital
stay but is recovering nicely from lung
surgery.
And last but not least-word frbrn Sarah
Bishop Wilbourne who is still trying to
adjust to being in the Age of Aquarius and
the 70's. The Wilbournes are rocking along
pretty much status quo altho' were hit
heavily by the flu bug this winter. Bish
said she added an extra touch to the misery
by pulling a fainting episode which resulted in permanent rnornentoes of scars on
chin and forehead. Connie is a freshman
this year at Catawba having a marvelous
time with athletics and drama, and has been
in "The Boyfriend" and "Peter Pan". The
students love their president, Martin Shotsberger, who is doing a great job down there.
Jane is happily a freshman at T. J. and
vice-president of her class! Bish says all of
her girls are nervous about the possible return of below the knee hemlines but she
can't wait.
We've stayed pretty close to Waverly this
winter. but have enjoyed college life vicariously!
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Mrs. R. M. Martin
(Jean Tinsley)
9510 Newhall Road
Richmond, Virginia 23229

I have just returned from the post office
and have mailed 120 letters to you concerning our 20th Reunion Plans. I hope I
get a "yes" from each of you for either
Friday or Saturday nights events. It would
be great to see all of you! You might be
interested to know we are spread over 27
states of the United States as well as Mexico. Many of the "out of state" girls responded to the yellow sheet sent out in
November and so far fifteen are planning
to come back.
Janice Brandenburg Halloran was in a
serious automobile accident in December
and is still taking therapy for her neck

twice a week. Her station wagon was a
total loss.
We send our deepest sympathy to Betty
Sims Loving on the passing of her father in
December. Betty's daughter, Mary Elizabeth, has been accepted at Meredith College
for the fall semester and her son, John, has
just received his "God and Country" Award
in Boy Scouts. Her husband is head of the
Bridge Department of Loving Construction
Company.
Pat Kelly Jordan vacationed in the Bahamas last summer and she caught a sixty
inch wahoo. She has mounted it and has it
proudly hanging in her den.
Ludie Hickerson Wiley is busy teaching a
class of four year olds in the Delaware
Preschool as well as going to graduate
school at the University of Delaware.
Dr. Joanna Maiden moved to Meadowview, Virginia in November and is the Director of Dickerson-Norton-Russell-Wise
health District of the Department of Health.
Libby Givens Pierce and Bucky have just
returned from a Theater Tour of London
and Paris. They took some beautiful slides
of both cities and have added these to their
large collection they have from their other
wordly visits.
Joanne Waring Karppi writes she is busy
carpooling her boys-Billy, age 9, Stevie,
age 7, and Edward, age 4, to all of their
activities. Her husband, Bill, received his
Master's Degree at George Washington
University last June.
Susan Stoneman, daughter of Gatewood
Holland Stoneman, represented Varina
High School at the National 4-H Congress
in Chicago. She competed on the national
level in Achievement Record Book with her
entry, "Foods", a product of six years work.
Congratulations to Doris Balderson Burbank who will be Alumnae College Chairman during Alumnae Weekend in May.
Since this is our Reunion year, I hope
you will give a lot of thought to contributing to the Alumnae Fund and see if we
can't increase our percentage of the number
of girls giving in our class.
I appreciate your help during my five
years as secretary. At our Reunion we must
select a new secretary, president and fund
chairman so come with some names.
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Mrs. John D. Kelton
(Paula Abernethy)
119 Lorimer Road
Davidson, N. C. 28036

News in December brought a belated item
from Virginia Herrink Coppock. The Coppocks' daughter, Elizabeth, was born on
February 21, 1969. Writes Virginia, "She's
blonde, blue-eyed, and so good natured.
With only 10?2 months difference in ages,
she and Robbie really keep me hopping."
Anne Marie Hardin Bailey reports that
Ben is now professor of Air Science at the
Citadel, his alma mater. Needless to say,
their daughters are impressed with the 1800
cadets. The Baileys' change of address is:
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Ben H. Bailey, 1016
Travers Dr., Charleston, South Carolina,
29407.
Finally we have caught up with Liz
Latimer Kokiko, who now lives in Pennsylvania after nine years in Connecticut. Her
husband, George, is Director of Information
Service for the Commission of Catholic
Charities, and they reside with daughter
June, 13, and Christopher, 9, in Upper St.
Clair, Pa. This year has been a new milestone for Liz. She was accepted in the
Graduate School of Library Science at the
University of Pittsburg. Also she is very
active in the League of Women Voters
which she helped organize in Upper St.
Clair. (She has had plenty of experience-
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15 years in six different leagues!) Their
address is 1251 Sun Ridge Drive, Upper St.
Clair, Pa. 15241.
Patti Smith Kelley's son, Page, has been
a senate page in the Virginia House of
Delegates. He is looking forward to a trip
to Washington and lunch at the White
House .
Eleanor Wright Weston recently attended
a bridge luncheon at Katie Smith Spratley's
('49), where she saw lots of 49'ers.
We have sad news from Helen Clark
Hensley who lost her father in January.
Our sympathy goes out to Helen and also to
Jeannette Aderhold Brown, whose father
died in December.
The Keltons had a grand visit with my
"big sister", Mitzi Verra Williams, and her
family during the Christmas holidays.
Mitzi's husband, Jack, teaches physics at
Wake Forest University . It had been several
years since we had been together, and it was
fun catching up. Mitzi works with the psy•
chological services in the Winston-Salem
schools. She is very active with the alumnae
group in her area (Winston-Salem and
Greensboro) and has invited me to a
luncheon that group is having at Old Salem
in April. Several members of our class will
be there, and I hope I can go.
I'm not hearing from your group leaders,
so I assume they're not hearing from you.
Let's do better!
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Mrs. Charles H. Wright
(Sarah Barlow)
Route 2, Box 165
Smithfield, Virginia 23430

Charlotte Babb Edmonds and Tom took
the children on a spur of the moment trip to
Florida in January. They flew down and
visited friends in St. Petersburg.
Barbara Cawthorne Clarke's family had a
three week drive to Florida last summer,
stopping enroute to see friends and families .
They spent a weekend at Pawley's Island,
South Carolina with "Gibson" which naturally was great fun . Barbara and Herb had
a pool put in the backyard last fall and
found themselves faced with mounds of
yard work.
Sue Easley Candler's family last June
moved within a few blocks of Monty Wiley
Schutte's family in · Baton Rouge. In fact,
two of her children are in the same classrooms as two of Monty's! What Ralph
thought to be another temporary move has
become permanent. Their new address is
12648 Mollybea Drive, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70815. The Candlers like the city and
have become adapted to air-conditioning.
From the north, Mary Ann Coates Edel
writes that their children ski and skate all
winter. They are now living between Detroit
and Pontiac, Michigan with Don's office in
Detroit. Their new address is 1903 Hunters
Ridge Dr., Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
48013. Quite a change from Atlanta!
Parental deaths among our classmates include Monty Wiley Schutte's mother, last
fall; Mary Ann Coates Edel's father, January; and Marianne Shumate Jensen's father,
in February .
Beverly Gilbert Lovell and Bud have
moved from Annandale to Virginia Beach
They and the children; Debbie, Sue, Karen,
and Andy find it a lovely place and are
really enjoying it. Their new address is 621
Timberland Tr ., Virginia Beach, Virginia
23452.
When Bettie Snead Herbert returned for
a visit to Westhampton, she toured the
lovely Fine Arts Building and ate in the
Tea Room . She found the short skirts and
long hair quite a contrast to our styles of
'52!
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"Snerd" is a child welfare worker with
the local agency in Boydton, Virginia while
Scott, a pharmacist, is working hard in his
business. Their two oldest children are
away at school. Fifteen year old Bettie
Scott is a freshman at Fairfax Hall in
Waynesboro. Tommy is in the Lower School
at Fork Union Military Academy. Ginny is
in the third grade in public school and Ellis
started kindergarten this year .
Eleanor Persons Hayes sends news of
other U. of R.'ers. Cathy Krause Keeney
('50) and Lindy visited them in the spring
and the Clarence Moores in the late summer. Bob's Philadelphia trip came the very
week that Tom McDaniel (R.C. '51) was
installed as Professor at Eastern Seminary
and it was a happy reunion . In December
Eleanor went to Richmond for the appointment of Baptist foreign missionaries. Allen
Gaines (R.C. '54) was presiding. Mary
Lib Wrenn, Director of Religious Activities
when we were at Westhampton, played the
organ.
Miss Josephine Tucker had a most thrilling trip last fall to the Orient-} apan and
Singapore-and
wishes she might have
shared it with everyone she's ever taught.
She sends love to all her "old girls".
My special thanks go to Charlotte Babb
Edmonds, Eleanor Persons Hays, and Addie
Eicks Comegys for sharing at this time their
news from classmates.
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Mrs. N. o. Fowler, Jr.
(Nancy Fling)
33 Goodward Road
Richmond, Virginia 23235

Jane Wilson Rolston and Holmes announce the arrival of their chosen daughter,
Shonny Hunter, on November 6th at the
age of seventeen days.
Ginny Carter gathered these items of
news from Christmas cards. Rosa Ann
Thomas Moore sent darling pictures of
Charlotte, 7½, and Ronald, 10½, and said
that husband, Ron, is running the children
and house (in addition to his teaching at
the University of Chattanooga) while she
spends her weeks in Nashville. The reason
for her commuting is that she is completing
her year in residence for the Ph.D. Ginny
assumes it is in English (the subject in
which Rosa Ann received her master's from
the University of Virginia) and says three
cheers for Rosa Ann!
Jo Hull Mitchell wrote Ginny that she is
going to Virginia Commonwealth University
for a year taking library science and that
she plans to return to teaching next fall.
The Mitchells love their country home at
Studley, Va .
Pat Moran Talley, Charlie, Charles and
Katherine are now living in Charlottesville
where Charlie has succeeded Jim Payne
(Mary Creath's husband) as pastor of
Meadows Presbyterian Church.
Mary Kathryn Manuel Clark's Christmas
newsletter reported that she and Ed spent
ten days in Mexico last summer with the
time divided almost equally between Mexico
City, Taxco, and Acapulco . Mary Kathryn
is a reading consultant in one of Winchester's public schools.
Doris Johnston MacEwan, Mac and their
twin girls have moved from Ottawa,
Canada, to Germany. Their location is near
Duessledorf. Doris says, "I'm cooking in
Centigrade, marketing in grams and still
figuring out our sizes in European clothing.
Talk about being in the dark-Did
you
know that unfurnished here means without
light fixtures".
Ginny had mislaid Ruby Vaughan Carson's Christmas letter, but remembered that
the Carson boys, David and Richard, are
into the Scout and basketball age, that Don

travels a great deal in his job with Kawneer
Aluminum, and that Ruby is singing in her
church choir in Nils, Michigan.
Nancy O'Neill Camden and Don interrupted their cold winter in Virginia by combining a business and pleasure trip to
Hawaii.
I returned to Arlington in November to
attend my high school reunion. I was delighted to see Carolyn Billingsley Dougherty. After leaving Westhampton, Carolyn
graduated from George Washington University. She is now busy at home looking
after husband, Don, and their three children.
Carolyn's address is 4410 Duncan Drive,
Annandale, Va., 22003.
A new address for Dottie Hicks Harding
(Mrs . Warren J.) is 5207 Newton Street,
Apt. 203, Bladensburg, Maryland, 20710.
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Mrs. Harry J. Barnes

(Cos Washburn)

Route 4 Box 9K
Bassett, Virginia 24055

With heavy hearts we again send condolences to a classmate. Linda Goodman
Lewis' father, Mr. S. L. Goodman, died on
January 31, 1970. He was known to many
of us as-may I take the liberty to quote
Dr. Chevis Horne-"a man of charm, intelligence, humor, and culture . . .. a man of
action, with a deep and warm concern for
other people." He was so familiar to us
at Westhampton, especially to those of us
he transported back and forth for week-ends
at home. Linda, to you, your mother, and
sisters, we send our love and sympathy.
Santa brought Nancy Stanley Cockrell
and Hunter a brand new baby boy. Thomas
Stanley was born December 21, and Nancy
says being in the hospital on Christmas Day
wasn't too terrible because the babies came
to their moms complete with big red ribbons
around them.
Our class scholar, Miss Nancy Lay, has
no time for mundane things like letterwriting; however, Carol Jones sent a note
and an impressive news clipping from the
University of Tennessee Daily Beacon
which reads: "Miss Nancy Lay, UT assistant professor of physical education, will
lead a discussion concerning women's intercollegiate competition at the annual convention of the Southern Association for Physical Education of College Women in Columbia, S. C. in late February.''
Carol is assistant professor and cataloger
in the UT library. She writes that she loves
Knoxville and has the Smokies right on her
windowsill. She plans to visit Williamsburg
and Tidewater this summer. She and
Nancy are avid supporters of the UT basketball team.
Edie Jackson Jones and family have recently put a large addition on their house
in Greensboro, ·and Betty Rosenberger Allen
writes that she stays busy with her two
girls and keeping the books for husband
Joe's travel agency.
Edie Burnett Grimes writes that they have
been in New Jersey for 11 years. Whitey is
with Stauffer Chemical Co. and commutes
to New York each day. They have 2 girls
and 2 boys and had a lovely anniversary
trip to Bermuda last fall. Edie sends word
of Ola Hill Krueger. She, her husband,
John, and three girls live in Virginia Beach
where John is head pathologist at Va.
Beach Hospital.
Mary Alice Wagner Grebner writes:
"Gene has a Public Health Service Grant
from the National Institute of Health and
is working at Albert Einstein Medical Center
in Philadelphia studying the synthesis of
glycoproteins. Lisa, 8, is in third grade;
Matthew, 6, is in first. I keep busy with
PT A committees. Housework gets done in-

between, and I enjoy sewing clothes, slip- days on beautiful Sanibel Island off of Ft.
covers, and drapes."
Myers Beach.
Becky Pilcher Wellford writes that her
Shirlee Garrett Maxson's husband, "Max"
one contact for news, Ruth Zehner Seibold,
is now with First and Merchants Bank in
has been in Florida for six weeks. Come
Richmond and as soon as they are able to
on, Ruthie, I thought a week-end at Natural
sell their home in Fredericksburg they will
Bridge was the greatest.
be living back in the Richmond area.
Bev Burke Dunklee has moved to GlouJody Weaver Wampler has written a new
cester County. They have a 90 year old song, "Arlene" which was arranged by her
Victorian farmhouse and five acres which
father, Eddie Weaver. It is one of a collecthey are slowly fixing to suit themselves.
tion of ten on the record, "The Mighty
After seeing your home last spring, Bev, we Theatre Organ". Congratulations to you,
know this one will be equally as charming.
Jody, from the Class of '55.
Bev writes that she was delighted to find
Let's all plan to be in town May 15th and
that Mary Fred Bowman Smith is a near
16th for our 15th Reunion. We will have an
neighbor. She and her family are anchored
entertaining weekend planned for you.
nearby in the York River on a sampan.
Bev writes that she and Mary Fred are
Mrs. William M. Moore
taking a correspondence course together in
'56 (Doris
Huffman)
Supernatural Manifestations and Interpre1309 Forest Avenue
tations which is very enlightening.
Richmond, Virginia 23229
Bev French Dunn still lives in Lynchburg.
She has a six-year-old son and a threeMary Lou Watson Lamb writes that as of
year-old daughter. This past spring they
last April they became residents of Ames,
went to Canada and she enjoyed practicing
Iowa. Skip is the administrator of Mary
her French on the natives who pretended
Greely Hospital there and they live in a
to understand.
two story colonial home with a park just
Janie Gill Tombes has started teaching
behind the house. Their three girls are
again as a graduate assistant at Clemson.
Lessy, who is in the fourth grade, Amy,
She is teaching two classes of freshman
who is in the second grade, and Beth who
English and still working on her M.A. Her
is in kindergarten. The Lamb's new address
family visited in Boulder, Colorado last
is 2612 Cleveland Drive , Ames, Iowa 50010.
summer.
Word comes from Helen Crittenden CulAnn Hanbury Callis and Bob had a ten
bertson that they vacationed last summer
day trip to Barbados in February . (I
in Toronto, Canada and Nags Head, N. C.
thought a week-end at Natural Bridge was
Pat McElroy Smith and Steve also spent a
the greatest.) Bob is president of the
Pilot's Association this year, and Ann stays week in Nags Head.
Helen sent a newspaper clipping concernbusy with four children, church, bridge, and
ing Fay White Chilton. She and her husJunior League work.
band, Charles, will become the first Baptist
Mary Lou Gilbert and John Dorsey
Missionaries in Olongapo, Philippines after
bought a new sailboat this year which
spending a year in language school in Mashould provide lots of fun for the family
nila. They are now undergoing a 14 week
since the children are already sailors. They
orientation in Callawal Gardens, Ga. before
are planning a trip up Long Island Sound
leaving for the Philippines.
to Block Island the week of July 4th, and
I saw Macon Moring Horton recently and
plans include a trip to California in March.
she's still dancing. She recently danced in
Mary Lou writes that the sale of raincoats
in the Darien area has more than doubled . the chorus of "Annie Get Your Gun" at
the Barksdale Theater. She teaches dancing
They're wearing them out like crazy and
in her home and also at the Peter Pan
more men than ever are getting off the New
Haven train in Darien, whether they live Nursery School.
Pat Eanes Jackson and I chatted briefly
there or not.
over a grocery cart several weeks ago. They
The Banks Sisters (Macon Days') Debohave moved into a new home at 1513
rah, Laura, and Rachel play the clarinet,
Jonquil Dr., Richmond, Virginia.
flute, and violin, respectively. My three
Summer will be a whole new scene so
play skating, basketball, and dolls, respec- please
share your vacations and experiences
tively.
with us. I'll be watching the mail for your
Many thanks to Becky Wellford and Mary
letters!
Lou Dorsey for the news for this issue. I
won't sign off without reminding you of
Miss Betty Blair Rhodes
the Robins' family offer to match dollar for
'58 1623
Nottoway Avenue
dollar our increased or new gifts to Alma
Richmond, Virginia 23227
Mater. You can't beat that, so play your
record and write your check.
Just after the information was sent in for
the previous issue of the bulletin I had a
Mrs. C. Eugene White
'55 (Nancy Johnson)
nice note from Elinor DeLong Belk. She
6413 s. Mayfield Lane
wrote that they had moved to Jackson ,
Mechanicsville, Virginia 23111
Mississippi, where Sam had just received a
promotion with the IBM Office Products
Janet Pace Burbage and Bill live at 1012 Division. Their new address is 5377 SaraRavenwood Drive, Raleigh, N. C. 27606. toga Drive, Jackson, Mississippi.
Janet has taken 9 hours of Education
As of February, 1970, Joanne Byrd and
courses since leaving Westhampton in order
her husband, Les, have a new address. Les
to renew her teaching certificate. She pres- is the pastor of the Farmville Baptist Church
ently is a substitute teacher in elementary
and their address is c/o Farmville Baptist
school. Janet is a former leader and trainer
Church, 132 Main Street, Farmville, Virwith the Girl Scouts, past Secretary of the
ginia, 23901.
P.T.A. and is currently Treasurer of the
Sarah Ashburn Holder and Gene are the
Raleigh Roadrunners Chapter of the Naproud parents of twin boys, Brian Edward
tional Campers and Hikers Association.
and William Neal who were born on FebruBill is a highway engineer with the State of
ary 2, 1970.
North Carolina and they have two daughBecky Branch Faulconer and Harold are
ters; Becky, born February 6, 1957 and
the proud parents of a baby girl, Andrea
Cindy, born May 13, 1959. The family en- Thomas, who was born on February 26,
joys traveling and camping with their trailer.
1970.
Their latest trip was to Florida over the
Carolyn Moss Hartz wrote that she and
Christmas holidays when they spent eight Jean Hudgins Frederick are busy with the

Children's Theater in Richmond. Carolyn's
oldest boy, Jimmy, will be in the production
in April.
A note from Jackie Ryerson Cockrell indicated that she and Grafton and their two
boys and one girl are now living in Charlotte, North Carolina, where Grafton is
Associate Rector of Christ Episcopal
Church . Their address is 2508 Oxford Place,
Charlotte, N. C. 28207.
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Mrs. Robert F. Hill
(Ruth Adkins)
7611 Winkler Road
Richmond, Virginia 23229

Our group leaders continue to do a fine
job of news-gathering. We have two new
arrivals to welcome. Shirley Gordon Highfill and Jerry have a second daughter, Leigh
Ellen, born on October 27, 1969. Their
Anne is now 4, and, from all I hear, she is
a bright, beautiful child. Nancy Taylor
Rowe and Jimmie are the proud parents of
a daughter, Ashley Brooke Rowe, born
February 12, 1970.
Our sympathy goes to Pat Nettles Harrington, whose father died last fall.
B. J. Stamps Bryant wrote about her
family's October vacation in the Panama
Canal Zone and in Quito, Ecuador, where
they stood on the equator with "one foot
planted firmly in each hemisphere." B. J.
is active in scouting, church, and P.T.A.
and is serving on the Catoosa County
O.E.O. Board. She has two children, Beth
and Jim.
Margaret Rutherford Compton and Delano have just returned from a two-week
vacation in Hawaii. They spent three days
in Honolulu and the remainder at the
Maunekea Beach Hotel near Kamuela on
the big island of Hawaii.
Sue Mathews Wright and Jack are now
living at 44 S. Hills Dr., New Hartford,
N. Y. 13413.
Mary Trew Lindquist, Nancy Phillips
and I had the pleasure of seeing and hearing
Dorothy Sparks at our church in January,
when she spoke to our women's society.
She is now at the University of California
in an elementary teacher internship program
getting her teaching credentials and training
for work in the ghetto. Her present address
is 1946 Thousand Oaks Blvd., Berkeley,
California 94707.
Eileen Cordle Harris and Ed recently enjoyed a Colonial Weekend in Williamsburg,
a group tour which she recommends highly
to anyone who wants a short, refreshing
break from the everyday rush.
Barbara Dulin Polis and Charlie are enjoying some traveling while in Germany . In
late February they planned a trip on the
troop train to Berlin for a four-day tour of
the city, both East and West. They are also
looking forward to "April in Paris."
Arlene Olson Jones, 0. C. and 0. C. Ill
are trying to travel as much as possible in
their time remaining in Germany.
Peggy Dulin Crews and her family have
been enjoying tapes from the Polis family .
She writes of sailing and playing tennis in
sunny Florida and "doing a little work now
and then."
Jeanie Rice Hodder and Bob are househ~i:tting in f:lorida between sailing and picmcmg. Jeame has found more time to read
lately, and she also spends time "firing off
letters to congressmen, hoping thereby to
alter the course of history."
Carolyn Nash Haga is also finding time
to read all those books she has always intended to explore.
Eileen McCutcheon Hollans and Harold
have bought a house in Norfolk. Harold is
beginning work on his Master's Degree in
Business Administration at Old Dominion
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University . Eileen and Marian Gates
Breeden attended a luncheon of the Tidewater Alumnae group in February and
heard Dottie Goodman Lewis tell of her
round-the-world travels .
Bev Wine Bowers and her twin girls had
an enjoyable visit with Beverly Eubank
Evans and her girls in Abingdon. The
Evanses enjoyed their first skiing experience
in late February and were pleased to return
with all bones intact.
Sue Sybert Ritter reports that their church
officially became an established congregation
and Fred became a pastor, changing his
status from mission developer. Sue is teach ing a class on Lutheran worship and doctrine, serves as church secretary, Block
Mother, Den Mother, is active in a craft
group, and sings in the choir. Fritz is now
in the third grade and is learning to play the
guitar . The Ritters visited with Judy Grove
Kinter and her family in Dover Plains,
N. Y., last summer .
Jo Barker Campbell is npw working half
a day at Dahlgren. This enables her to take
their three boys to school and return in
time to pick them up. Otho had disc surgery last fall and has spent the winter
trying to get back to normal .
"Kippy" and Ray Hughey went to South
Carolina in February. Their children are
Mike, 8, and JoAnne, 4.
Jackie Connell Atkinson is teaching algebra in Fairfax County . Charlie is in his
second year of law school and is still working at the Patent Office. "Missy is busy with
second grade and Brownies, and Mark is
busy with kindergarten and 'making things' ."
Gary Moore Barnes reports that Bill is
now Computer Control Representative for
the Honeywell Corporation, and they are excited by the prospects and challenge which
this jobs offers. We offer our sincere sympathy to Gary and her family over the recent loss of her only uncle, to whom she
was very close.
Sibby and Paige Young have been work- ·
ing on and enjoying their new home, which
they have discovered is a lifetime project.
Bob and I visited them a few months ago,
and their home is truly lovely. Their temporary teenage son has been a wonderful
experience, and they have made fine guardians.
Bev Brown Floyd is serving as coordinator of adult work at their church . She
and the children hope to spend a great part
of the summer at their Florida Methodist
Youth Camp , where J . P. is responsible for
the summer programs .
From California, Margaret Spencer Hernandez writes that she has taken on a
Sunday School class and has become involved in the local Naval Officers' Wives
Club. Their Brian is an avid sports fan and
has gotten the entire family interested in
the area pro teams-ice hockey, basketball,
and now baseball .
For the first time in ten years, Mary Beth
Stiff Jordan has finally found some free
time with their youngest boy now in nursery
school twice a week. Their boys are Mark,
10; Luke, 8; John , 6; and Matthew, 4. The
older two boys have been playing basketball
and football, and they also take piano
lessons.
Frankie Richeson Macgowan has been
working day and night for the American
prisoners in Asia. Bruce left for Korea
during the middle of January , and Frankie
hasn't given herself time to get lonely because of her involvement in this humanitarian effort.
Caroline Massey Shreve is wrapped up in
the Alumnae Fund drive at present. May I
encourage each of you to demonstrate your
'59 Spirit and contribute what you can to
the fund this year before the deadline?
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Mrs. D. M. Ahlers
(Clare Earle)
14 Old Stone Road
Darien, Connecticut 06820

I'm always happy to hear from each one
of you. I'm going to miss hearing from you
when someone else takes over my job after
the reunion, but then I can enjoy reading
about all of you in the newsletter. A letter
was received from Nancy McCulloch Pickands. Nancy and Jim have been living in
Wayne, Pennsylvania since last June, when
Jim became Associate Professor at the University of Pennsylvania in the Department
of Statistics and Operations Research.
Nancy is teaching a Spanish course at
Villanova University. Their son, Jamie, is 4
now and going to nursery school. The Pickandses moved to Pennsylvania from Blacksburg , where Jim taught at VPI and Nancy
says she had spent 3 wonderful years on
the faculty at Hollins College. Their address is 44 Crestline Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087.
Emelyn St. Clair Key wrote that she will
be unable to attend our reunion in May .
The Keys will be moving back to Richmond this summer, though , so Em says that
she hopes to see everyone in the Richmond
area often . The schedule calls for househunting in April, Em and Steven moving
to Richmond in early June , and Wayne will
be discharged from the Air Force in July.
He will then start practice as an internist
at the McGuire Clinic. Em and Wayne
have enjoyed their 2 years in the service,
particularly the opportunities to meet people
from all over the country. They have
travelled to Arizona and Mexico, and Em is
active in the Garden Club and the Symphony
League in town. Texans are friendly and Em
says she is fascinated by the vigorous outdoor type of life they lead. She even got a
tour of LBJ's ranch and met the owner himself. Em sends her regrets that she won't
be with us at the reunion. She passed along
the news that Loretta Hudgins was married
in November and lives in Akron, Ohio. Best
wishes from all of us to you and your new
husband, Loretta!
I was quite surprised to hear from Sally
Riggins Clement, all the way from Atlanta!
The Clements recently moved from Connecticut to Georgia , when Don took a job
as consulting actuary with Bowles and Tillinghast, a consulting firm in Atlanta . Sally
says they love the milder climate and added
living space in their new home. She is
taking painting lessons, belongs to a garden
club and is taking tennis lessons "for the
11-millionth time". Their new address is
6840 Heathfield Drive, N .W., Atlanta,
Georgia 30328.
Judy Cyrus Walker wrote an interesting
letter about her first year of team teaching
at J. B. Fisher in Richmond . She and two
other teachers work with 64 children aged
6-8, and they are able to do fascinating things
with the children "from baking bread and
cooking in the classroom to getting aboard
a DC7 Jet for a pretend trip to Hawaii" .
Judy says it's great to have someone to
compare notes with, sharing accomplish ments and problem s of the same children,
but it requires a great deal of planning and
record-keeping. Judy's boys are in first and
third grades, almost old enough to grade
papers for Mama, and Phil is still working
hard .
Dodie Tyrrell's letter was mailed from
Aspen, Colorado, where Dodie was taking a
forced rest because of an ankle injury. Some
of the West Coast girls have moved, so she
had some new addresses to report. Cynthia
Rabon Barry is now at 171 Bataan Court,
Los Alamitos, California 90720, and Gigi
Harris has moved to 50575 Invanhoe Place,

N. E., Seattle, Washington 98105. Gigi is
working hard as a student once more at the
University of Washington. Jean Chou Lee
was moving also, but we don't have her
new address . As for Dodie, she has joined
the Opera Associates of Los Angeles, and
stays busy attending opera seminars, operas,
parties and a formal ball. She attended all
of the UCLA home football and basketball
games, and skied at several places during
the Christmas holidays. She hopes to make
it to the reunion , but it will depend on the
work schedule at the hospital.
Lynn Mapp Wiggins wrote a note on her
Christmas card to let us know that Jane
Horton Blackwell and Buddy have moved
to Baton Rouge, Louisiana. That new address is 12683 Glenhaven Drive, Baton
Rouge .
Another Christmas card brought news of
a happy event in the life of Joyce Birdsall
O'Toole and Tom; last August 18 they had
a son, Tommy Joe. Birdie says he is a big
happy baby.
We are coming out of hibernation now,
starting to think about spring and looking
forward to the reunion, May 15 and 16. You
will be hearing more about this later. Like
so many of you who wrote, I hope to be
there and hope to see as many of you as
can possibly make it.
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Mrs. E. H. Williams
(Gayle Gowdey)
1224 Lanier Road
Martinsville, Virginia 24112

Dixie Hargrave Whitehead writes that
Barbara Spiers Causey's husband, Bob, is in
New York on a training program with his
stock brokers company . She and her family
are there too . Their address: 31 Regent
Place, Berkeley Heights, N. J. 07922.
Jennie Stokes Howe writes from 3201
Garret Street, Richmond, Va . 23221 that
we're really enjoying getting settled down
into civilian life now and love being in this
section of Richmond by the Carillon-has
lots to offer, especially for a 2-year old
who loves animals and the outdoors. Bob is
already busy with tests and papers in his
graduate work at VCU . We "warmed" our
new house yesterday with a big second
birthday party for Glenn.
The wedding of Miss Lillian Lambrene
Subley, daughter of Mr . and Mrs . Emmanuel
Subley, to Dr. John William Duncan, son of
Mrs . George W. Duncan and the late Dr .
Duncan, took place Sunday, Feb. 22, at
7: 30 p.m. at Saints Constantine and Helen
Greek Orthodox Church. Ebb and I were
honored by his being an usher and my being
an attendant at this lovely, meaningful
event.
Please send some news for the next issue.
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Mrs. John I. Riffer
(Diane Light)
2105 Crofton Place
Falls Church, Virginia 22043

Patsy Chewning Young and Bill are happy
to announce the birth of their son, William
Angle Young III (Billy) on February 18.
Patsy writes that Alice, who is now 2½
years old, calls Billy her baby and is very
busy being mother's big helper.
Janet Light Holman and Rich also have
a new son, Jeff, who was born last March
6, 1969.
Mary Kay Williams Weir and her family
arrived in Kisangani last September and will
be there for at least three years . She and
her husband are teaching at the Free University of the Congo with the faculty of
Theology. She says their fellow professors
are from all over the world . They are living
near the Congo River and can hear the
drums from their apartment. She says that

Robert (age 2) and David (age 6 months)
are both thriving, hyperactive, and full of
mischief.
Suzanne Northam Ooley and her family
have been back in Richmond for over a
year. Pete is now an underwriter of Travelers Insurance Company. They have three
sons-6 year old Chris, who is in kindergarten half a day, 4 year old Todd, and 7
month old Kevin Matthew. Suzanne has
been in touch with Cherry Blanton Peterson.
Cherry and her husband have one son,
Chris, and have recently bought a new home
at 2406 Colwyn Road in Richmond.
Charlotte Adams Higgs reports that she
and her family are enjoying small town living and feel quite remote from big city
problems. Wilson is in his second year of
ear, nose and throat residency and enjoys
his work. Charlotte and Wilson went on a
ski vacation in January in Whitefall, N. Y.
Charlotte said her daughter, Kathryn, is enjoying kindergarten and son, David, at 3,
insists he never wants to go to school.
Sharon Alderson O'Connor, Tom, and
Kevin enjoyed a trip to San Francisco at
Christmas. They spent Christmas morning
with Sharon's parents in Newport News
and Christmas night with Tom's parents in
San Francisco. Tom's parents were delighted
to see Kevin since they hadn't seen him
since he was three weeks old; they also
served as babysitters while Tom and Sharon
visited friends, did some sightseeing, and
saw two plays.
Jane Carlton Shapard Confroy and Bill
moved into their new home on Cedar Lane
in Halifax in November. They have four
bedrooms and a full basement-which
J. C. says is perfect for the children and
their new neighborhood playmates. In
January Bill was promoted to manager of
the Halifax Branch and an assistant vicepresident of the Fidelity National Bank She
has been busy with her children-Billy is in
kindergarten, while Sally ( age 4) and Wirt
(age 2) have enjoyed being home together.
Tuckie Smart Paxton and Jim are back
in Richmond-Jim was transferred in July.
They have been busy getting settled in their
new home at 7454 Tanglewood Road.
Tuckie reports that she enjoys being in
Richmond as she is always running into
someone from Westhampton. Sarah is four
and goes to nursery school, while Eleanor
(age 2) gets individual attention at home.
Tuckie and Jim are located in the part of
Chesterfield that was annexed and enjoy
being near the University and attending
functions there.
Shirley Kell DeRoco has been busy getting settled in Norfolk. She's teaching, taking a night course, and finishing an apartment. She says staying so busy makes time
go more quickly as it'll be nine months before Al returns from Vietnam. Shirley's
new address is 1715 Harmon St., Norfolk,
Va. 23518.
Betty Burruss Brooks reports that in June
of 1969 John decided to leave his job as
elementary school principal to become manager of the Holiday Inn in Culpeper. Bett
says it's quite different from the educational
field, but he enjoys his work. The Brooks
have continued to live in Orange, as Bett
teaches biology and general science at
Orange County High. John commutes the
nineteen miles. However, they have bought
property in Culpeper and are beginning to
build. They hope to be in by July. Eddie is
in kindergarten this year, while Ricky (age
4) stays at home and wonders why he can't
go to school. Betty sees Barbara Bertsch
Cox ('61) frequently as she lives near
Orange and they attend the same Junior
Woman's Club. Betty and John are still
avid campers and spend as much time as
possible in the mountains with their tent.
Sandra Britton Saunders and Leslie moved

into their new home shortly before Christmas. Her address is 4833 Burnham Rd.,
Richmond, Va. 23234.
Susan Meyer Ryan and Justin are the
proud parents of Christian Cavanaugh Ryan,
who was born on Christmas Day.
Sandra Nunn Wallace writes that she is
not teaching and is enjoying every minute
of her leisure time. She says most of her
days are filled with the usual household
chores, but that she finds plenty of time for
reading, bridge, and to "just be lazy!"
Sandra and Dee's address is 312 Bethel
Road, Raeford, N. C. 28376.
Iris Creedle Jarrett is enjoying being a
housewife and mother and says that Jeff is
growing up entirely too fast. Iris sees Gail
Glover Chamlee fairly often. Gail and Bill
have a second daughter, Susan Godwin, who
was born last May. Gail and Bill have been
in Burlington, N. C. for two years now.
Anyce Dameron McCracken has twin
girls, Kerry Lynn and Kristie Ann, who
were born on December 23. Anyce says
they are very different--one is very demanding; the other is very patient.
Kitty Borum Fitzhugh reports that "Parke
has donned the sackcloth befitting a graduate student" and has begun work on his
dissertation. He has also been working as a
graduate teaching assistant. Kitty plans to
retire from teaching in June.
Julie Perkinson Crews writes that Russell
began walking rather early and lost no time
in "his investigations of every square inch
of his environment and in the shattering of
my piece of mind ... needless to say, we
have spoiled him thoroughly." Julie saw
Sally Gayle Shepherd Reeves at a Lions
Club Convention in Norfolk in November.
Sally Gayle has two boys, ages 5 and 8.
In January at a dance given by her Junior
Woman's Club Julie saw Janet Parris Cranford and Fred. Janet and Fred live in
Salisbury, N. C. but were visiting in Portsmouth for the weekend. Janet isn't working
now, but stays busy.
Nancy Vaughan Downey and Peter have
a new son born on December 27.
Dale Boatwright Griggs and Tommy are
in Gainsville, Florida. Tommy is in his first
year of surgical residency at the University
of Florida hospital. They'll be there three
years in ear, nose and throat residency.
Dale is enjoying staying home with Chris
(age 4) and Amy (9 months).
Darlene Morgan is teaching at Glasgow
Intermediate School in Fairfax this year
and is planning a trip to Puerto Rico over
spring vacation.
Judy Acree Hansen and Deck moved into
their new house last June at 181 Longstreet
Avenue in Fredericksburg. Judy is still
teaching at James Monroe High Schoolsenior English and chairman of the department. Dick just recently passed his Ph.D.
prelims, with only the dissertation remaining
to do. Judy has also talked with Nancy
Richardson. Nancy received her advanced
degree from Duke in January of 1969.
Judy Trunzo returned from Europe in
August and is now in graduate school at the
University of Virginia.
Betty Lou Morris Blankenship writes that
they experienced more snow this winter at
Virginia Beach than they were used to in
Richmond. Her children didn't do much
sleigh riding because the land was so flat,
but they did play on the ice at two nearby
lakes. Betty Lou also wrote about the solar
eclipse in early March. They were in its
direct path and observed it via homemade
telescope.
It is becoming a "tradition" to meet each
year on May Day for lunch at the Clover
Room. This year anyone who is interested
should come to the Clover Room at noon
on May 2. No reservations are needed, but
it would be helpful to have an approximate

count of those planning to attend. If you
know your plans ahead of time, please drop
a card to Betty Lou at 3329 Doncaster
Court, Va . Beach, Va. 23452. Hope to see
you then.
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Miss Ann Hurd
701-E N. Hamilton Street
Richmond, Virginia 23221

Congratulations to Charlotte Hines Forrester and Dick on the birth of their second
daughter, Ann Rachen, born on December
29.
Gail Lush spent eight months at an institute for Latin American studies in Minnesota. She will complete her masters in
June at the University of Texas with concentration in Latin American studies.
In January Betty Beale Perry and Mark
jetted to Europe for a marvelous vacation
as guests of Mark's father.
Helen Brewer Glassman writes that she
and David became the proud parents of a
little girl, Rebecca Lynn, on January 31.
They have a son, Michael, who is a year
and a half. They will be leaving Tyndall Air
Force Base in May.
Danva Butts D'Zmura and Paul are enjoying a year in Seattle while Paul attends
the University of Washington on a Ford
Foundation Scholarship. They had an exciting drive out through Cody, Wyoming;
Custer State Park, South Dakota; and Yellowstone and Little Big Horn where they
saw Dustin Hoffman and Faye Dunaway
filming a movie, complete with soldiers
and Indians!
Our deepest sympathy to Frances Pitchford Griggs whose father, Garland H. Pitchford, passed away on December 18.
Doris Joyner Robertson is keeping quite
busy these days with all of her club work.
She is a member of the Dental Wives Club
and the Peninsula Alumnae Club. She works
with the newcomer's Welcome Wagon and is
serving as president of the Woman's Missionary Union this year.
Marcia McMullan Cantrell and Bill went
to Pompano Beach, Florida for a vacation
during the Christmas holidays, On the way
they stopped to see Charlotte and Dick
Forrester.
Phyllis Pollack Yaffa writes that Jack is
scheduled to go into the Air Force this
summer and his residency may be interruped. Andy is 3½ now and attends
nursery school. Sam is one year old and
Phyllis says that he is a terror.
On January 12 Judy Barlow Bolling and
Jon moved to Smithfield and all of us in
Richmond hated to see them go. Jon has
gone into business there for Southern
States.
Mimi Brent Booker and Judson will leave
Norfolk for service in the Air Force in
June when Judson completes his residency
in family medicine. They have one child,
Margaret, who is two years old .
Pat Rich Pastor writes that she and Alan
adopted a darling baby girl, Stacey Elizabeth, on February 12. She and Alan were
so pleased when Margie and Dennis Rozum
moved to Bowie, Maryland since they are
now only 40 minutes apart. Pat and Margie
attended a luncheon meeting of the Washington Area Westhampton Club in December. Nancy Wickers Lasher was also
there. Pat's parents have moved from Richmond to Ft. Myers, Florida. They visited
them during the Christmas holidays and
enjoyed sunbathing and fishing. Pat and
Alan's address is 7117 Highland St., Springfield, Virginia 22150.
I had lunch with Donna Houff Ludwig
recently. David will graduate from law
school at W&L in June . They had just
learned that he had passed the Virginia
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State Bar and Donna was quite excited
and proud.
Judy Cooke Moseley and Gerry had a
marvelous trip at Christmas. They flew
east and spent a week in Durham with
Judy's parents and then a week here in
Richmond with Gerry's family . Then they
flew to Miami where they met two other
couples from the astronomy department at
the University of Texas. Although only one
couple knew how to sail, they rented a sailboat and sailed to the Bahamas . They sp~mt
ten wonderful days spearfishing and visiting
uninhabited islands and then they flew back
to Texas. Who but Judy and Gerry could
manage such an adventure!
Margaret Brower Almond and Hilton are
back in Richmond. Hilton is a resident at
MCV and their new address is 121 N.
Laburnum Avenue.
Carolyn Shields Atkisson writes that she
and Cliff and Erik are back in Knoxville in
their same apartment. They had a great
five-week vacation in Great Britain last July
and August. Cliff gave a paper in London
on some research he did last year in Skidrow. They rented a car and gave England
and Scotland a whirl. Cliff finished his
internship at Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute in San Francisco in September. This fall he taught an Abnormal Psych
course and is working on his dissertation
proposal. He hopes to graduate in June.
~arolyn is teaching history in a high school
m Knoxville and Erik is in Montessori
School. Their address is E-10 3700 Sutherland Avenue, Knoxville, Tennessee 37919.
qn September 11 Leslie Long Tate and
Tatie became the parents of a son, William
Carrington Tate, III. Little Leslie is four
years old now and attends nursery school.
This year Tatie is the assistant principal at
Henrico High School.
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Mrs. J. Reuben Rigel
(Connie Zeno)
819K Westover Hills Blvd.
Richmond, Va. 23225

We extend our deepest sympathy to Janie
Fitchett Harvey and Susie Fitchett Tower
on the loss of their mother last October.
Janie and Bob had a son, Christopher
Stuart, born Sept. 25. Susie and Guy are
back in Richmond where he is an associate
with the Hunton law firm. Their address is
5812 Morningside Drive.
Bev Davis Walters reported that Betty
Taylor Baker and John had twin girls last
spring, and that Billie Lynn Mercer and
Jimmy had a little girl, Sylvia Lynn, born
in Dec. 1969.
Anne Blitch Siler writes that they too
have a new addition to their family; James
Russell, born Dec. 5, 1969.
Anne Gay Widmer Parker writes that
since last year she's been working for the
Mass. Audubon Society as a farm tour
guide. She takes 5 to 10 year olds around
Drumlin Farm. Her husband, Allan, works
for Control Data Corp. in Waltham, Mass.
She is also keeping busy with their new
son, Ernest Allan, born Aug. 8, 1969.
Joan Saunders Kennedy writes that after
teaching for four years she is now the
guidance counselor for approximately 600
7th and 8th graders. Her husband, Darrell,
is on sabbatical from Sullins to work on
his doctorate in psychology and special education. They live at 401 Old Abington
Highway, Bristol, Va. 24201.
Joan Sanford Brittingham went to Hawaii
to meet Jim for his R&R. When he returns
in April, they will be stationed at Columbus
Air Force Base in Mississippi.
Linda Fridley is engaged to be married
in May. She is working with the Get Set
Program in Philadelphia .
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Betsy Uhl is working at Moore Business
Forms, Inc . processing orders for continuous
forms of many varieties that are used on
computors and high speed printers.
There are quite a few new addresses to
note this time. Jane Buck Garner and Jim
have bought a new house and live at 2319
Renfro Rd., Richmond, Va. 23235. Roberta
Lovings Jones now lives at 1503 18th Ave.
So., Apt. El, Nashville, Tenn., 37212. Betsy
Burton Hannah is at 2704 Mayview Dr.,
Raleigh, N. C., 27607. Alice Brewer Yeagle
has moved to Richmond at 3931 ChamberJayne Ave. Harryett Hubbard Wallace's
address is HQ 32nd AADCOM, APO New
York, 09227.
Lee Hill Andrews is now in Culpeper Va.
while Dave is in Viet Nam. Her address
is 1101 Farley St.
Bonnie Higgins Arrington and Tony have
a son, Caleb, who is two and a half. Their
new address is 4 Powell St., Greenville
S. C., and Tony is teaching at Furman Uni:
versity.
Sharon Leith, now Mrs. John C. Karl Jr.
lives at 10 Riverside St., Rochester, Ne~
York, 14613.
Elaine Robertson Snider and family are
now in Charlotte, N. C. She is keeping
busy with their son, David, who is seven
years old, and is also "activity mother" for
110 2nd graders . Their address is 5901
Whitingham Drive.
Jean Garrison Knill, Frank, the twins
who are 4 and a son, 2, are now living at
634 Hancock Dr ., Newport News Va.
Frank has received his PhD from the'Univ
of Cincinnati and is now a psychologist
at th~ Mental Health Clinic at Riverside
Hospital.
Carol Bradley is teaching vocal music to
7th graders in Fairfax County at Hayfield
School. She is also a member of Fairfax
Cc_mntyChoral Society and plans to travel
this summer . Her new address is 7728 Donnybrook Court, Apt. 201, Annandale Va
22003.
'
.
Lee Putney Pemberton and Berk are
living in Richmond, 2730 Goolsby Ave.
Berk is in the M.C .V. Dental School. They
have a four month old daughter, Rosalie
Vaughan. They had an unfortunate experience last Sept. when they were forced out
of their home during the big flood. Lee is
conducting very interesting research with the
ameba meningitis study at M.C.V. She
also reported that Gisela Von Sarkoezy, the
German girl in our class our sophomore
year, is back in Germany, married to a
lawyer and has a little boy.
Nancy Holland Miller writes that they
have moved five times since Amy was born,
and she isn't even two yet. They are at
11313 Winston Place, Apt. 10, Newport
News, Va., 23601. She will be there for a
year since Tykey has been sent to Viet Nam.
He is with the Special Forces and works
with the JAG Section as he is a lawyer.
Diana Davis Ward and Aubrey had an
exciting Christmas-New Year's vacation at
St. Thomas in the Virgin Islands.
Pat Stinson Beardsley and Henry have
bought a house. Their new address is 1327
Paddock Lane, Bowie, Md., 20715. Pat now
works for the Federal Aviation Administration in Falls Church .
Nancy Smith Scarborough is now the
associate editor of the community newspaper
in Manassas . She also works one afternoon
a week, taking her 3 yr. old son Charles
along, as a visiting fourth grade teacher.
Mary Ann Wheary has announced her engagement to William Nelson Lambert. They
will be married June 20th. He works for
the State Highway Dept . and also attends
V.C.U. They are planning to live in Richmond and Mary Ann is going to continue
teaching.

Francie Mitchell Brooks and Larry will .
be moving to Florida in July where he will
set up his practice in dentistry.
Jo Anne Barco Dougherty and Dan have
also bought a new house at 570 Carriage
Circle, Pittsburg, Pa.
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Mrs. C. R. Burrell
(Jacqueline Harper)
4430 Bridle Path, Rt. 2
Winston-Salem, N. c. 27103

Reggie and Ann Askew Jones are living
in Thailand, where Reggie is stationed with
the Army. They were the parents of a son,
Charles Everrett Jones, born March 10,
1970.
Frederick and Bettie Lee Currell Gaskins
vacationed in the Virgin Islands at Christmas.
Rachel Norman Graves and her husband,
Jim, are looking forward to another season
at their lodge, Graves Mountain Lodge at
Syria, Virginia. During the winter they attended a Young Farmers' Convention in
Roanoke. Rachel had an opportunity to
talk with Medie Sims Wiley, who was a
member of our class for two years.
Terry and Sue Jackson Lerch are living
in Richmond, where Terry is with United
Virginia Bank.
Ruth Parrs, a member of our freshmen
class, and her husband, Ray Brancolini, have
a son, Michael Dean, born December, 1969.
Jim and Jessica Vaughn Pearman were
the parents of a son, William Frederick,
born January 12, 1970.
Tuck and Marionette Parker are both
teaching school in Charleston, South Carolina.
Name Correction: Kenton and Sue Parrish Patrick's second daughter was named
Donna Parrish rather than Donna Lee as
earlier reported.
Kenton and Sue flew to Nassau over New
Years with friends in a single-engine four
passenger plane.
Fran Gwynn Newman is a psychiatric
social worker in a Child Guidance in Winston-Salem.
Gary and Ann Stowe Trenda are living
in Belleville, Illinois, where Gary is an
assistant data processing manager with the
State Bank & Trust Company in Wellston,
IJlinois.
Will and Nancy Saunders Pierce are back
in the United States, and living in Arlington,
Virginia.
Richard and Barbara Gardner Cook are
living in New York City. Richard is completing his final year at Union. He plans to
enter ministry. They spent last summer in
Columbus, Ohio, where Richard worked with
the Neighborhood Youth Corps. Their big
news for 1969 was the birth of a son,
Matthew, in April.
Tom and Wren Dawson Oliver are now
back in the United States after several
months in Africa where Tom worked with
a Foundation trapping baboons to study
blood samples, in Kenya . They are living
in Durham, N . C.
Looking forward to seeing everyone at
our Class Reunion in May.
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Mrs. William F. Collins
(Quita Tansey)
9014 Patterson Ave., Apt. 3
Richmond, Virginia 23229

It sure is great to see warm weather in
the Old Dominion again. Bill and I and
the children will be spending our first vacation in Florida during Easter . So we will
be able to get a headstart on summer. I'm
back in the teaching profession-this time
I'm a teacher for kindergarten grades at
J .E.B. Stuart and Highland Park Schools
in the city of Richmond.

We recently saw Janice Mays and Bob
Kayler's baby boy. Tony is a handsome
baby and has plenty of red hair. Speaking
of babies, Harriet Mann Tomlinson wrote to
say she and Ed now have a new baby,
David George, born Feb. 10, 1970. As of
March 1st, the Tomlinsons should be on
their way to Guam.
I finally received some first hand news
from Helena Rodriquez, now Mrs. Alexander Doohovskoy. Helena and Alex were
married December 27, 1969, in Norfolk,
Virginia. Kedron Davis was Helena's maid
of honor. Alex is finishing his mathematics
doctoral thesis at Harvard and translating
Russian math books into English. They are
now living close to Cambridge, Mass. Their
new address is: 217 Lexington Road, Concord, Mass. 01742. Helena's house is a big
old 1790 farmhouse located at the foot of
Revolutionary Hill. For you history bugs:
she says the Emerson house is across the
street and the Louisa May Alcott house is
just down the road. Helena writes that
she is dancing with the Boston Dance Circle
Company and teaching dancing in two high
schools: Concord Academy ( where Miss
Tucker, one of our former English professors, used to be headmistress) and Buckingham School in Cambridge
Helena and Alex visited Richmond recently. While they were her they saw Dr.
White and Miss Ross.
Please let us hear from you, the only news
I can give you is what you send me.
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Miss Pat Kursch
712 Mabeury Drive
Richmond, Virginia 23229

It was great hearing from so many of you
during the Christmas season! We are finally
catching up with some of the long-lost class
members and would like to hear from some
of you who have kept yourselves hidden
since graduation.
Congratulations to Pat Brown Bayliss and
Bobby on the birth of their first child,
Jacqueline Delaney (Jackie) on January 4.
A future Westhamptonite, perhaps? She'll
have a friend because congratulations are also
in order for Alyce McGinnis Lawrence and
Stephen on the birth of their daughter, Carrie Wetherington on November 11. Stephen
is working for VEPCO as a commercial
representative with gas sales.
Judy Dollenberg Sterling and George are
now living at Route 3, Box 344, Gloucester,
Va. Judy has been working in an antique
shop and George is working in Williamsburg. They have redone a 150 year old
country store into what sounds like a
beautiful home.
Ann Pearson is now a married lady as of
March 5 and is living on Long Island. Let
us hear from you, Perk.
Jean Clodfelter Gulick sounds like she is
having a ball in Germany where her hubby
is still stationed. You may get in touch with
them by writing: Captain J. S. Gulick, 23264-1399, 4 Ord. Co., APO N. Y. 09059.
Ronnie Richardson was married to John
Stuart Thornton, Jr. on March 7 and I understand that they will be living in Richmond.
Jane Hoge is still living with Georgia
Clarke in Williamsburg. Jane is teaching at
York High School.
Julie Allen Carter has been working in
the mycology lab at the University of South
Carolina in Charleston, but she and Gary
expect to move to Norfolk soon.
We have finally located Louise Mason
Bates! She says she returned from Germany
in 1968, was married to Robin Bates, then
both returned to Germany where he studied
medicine in Munich. Last September he
was transferred to MCV, so we are pleased

to have Louise back in Richmond. She is
teaching culturally deprived children in
Goochland. Their address is 404 W. Franklin.
Another world traveler has chosen to
remain in England.
Margaret Phelps
Vaughan may be reached through her inlaws at (now grab this address): Charta
Cottage, 19, Magna Carta Lane, Wraysbury,
Buckinghamshire, England. She was married
to Alan Vaughan in August, 1969, and she
is now teaching 8 and 9 year olds.
Sidney Graff is now Jiving at 106 College
Park Drive, Lynchburg, Va. Hubby Bill is
working for the Simplimatic Engineering
Company where he is in charge of the engineering department.
Nancy Cox Peters and Bill are still cracking books in Durham, North Carolina. Best
of luck, scholars!
Sally Felvey Angus has let us know
what she has been up to. She married William Angus (Phi Delta Theta at RandolphMacon) and they are proud parents of twoyear old Will. Hubby is in dental school
at MCV while Sally teaches biology at
Douglas Freeman High School. Their address is 8711 Claymont Drive.
Sharon Cardwell Whitmer is studying for
her master's at VCU, but is living in Northern Virginia . Some people have to do it
the hard way!
Diana Summers McDonald is doing substitute teaching while awaiting Gene's return
from the service. Jackie Lassiter Wilkens is
also eagerly awaiting Danny's return .
Suzanne Walls Carey will complete her
Master's work at Duke this summer, then
she and Neill anticipate a move to Madison,
Wisconsin where he will continue work toward his degree. Suzanne has been teaching
physics and chemistry at two different high
schools in Durham.
Now I must share my good news: I will
join the married ranks on June 20, and I
couldn't be happier. My fiance's name is
Jim McGehee and we have already purchased a home in Richmond.
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Miss Margaret Anne Byrn
H-18 Ocean Harbour Apartments
Brigantine, New Jersey 08203

Here's hoping when this news is published, many of you are with me at WC
for our first class reunion.
Three dass members were winter brides .. .
On Valentine's Day, Pat Temple married
Daniel Alan Armour. They are living in
Richmond.
Judy Woodall became Mrs. Wayne
Charles VanAllen March 7th in Alexandria.
Albany, New York is where they will make
their home.
June Costello is now Mrs. Erik R.
Schultz. The marriage took place February
13th in Beelen, Germany . June is continuing work on her masters degree at the
University of Madrid until summer when
she'll join Erik in Munster. She plans to
teach in British schools there until Erik's
military service is terminated in March
'71.
Paula Smith Beard and Dick are now
living in Culpeper, Virginia (202 Laurel
Street # 2). Paula has been teaching 2nd
grade there.
Mary Ellen Kerns McGraw writes that
she and Chip are the proud parents of a very
little girl, Dawn Susan. Born prematurely
(4 lb. 3 oz.) on February 7th, she had to
stay in the hospital for awhile. But Mary
Ellen had time to rest up, prepare things
at home and then go back to get the baby!
Chip is employed by General Motors in
Baltimore. Their address: 2035 Bear Ridge
Road, Apt. 104, Baltimore, Maryland 21222.

Carol Henry is currently working in New
York for a type of computerized dating
company. It was reported that she was a
sponsor on a spring trip to Nassau!
While holding down her regular job,
Linda Powers is also taking courses at
George Washington University toward a
Master of Science degree (majoring in management engineering), and is studying under
a realtor in Maryland to get a realtor's
license!
Lew and Pat (Diggs) Gravely are now
settled in Richmond: 205 N. Laburnum
Avenue, Jarratt Apts. #3 .
Lindsay Peters is happy in her new job
teaching voice at Woman's College of the
University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
Sue Deaver has moved again! She has a
new job with the telephone company as a
service representative. Her address: 850
S. Oneida Street, Denver, Colorado.
Myra Wilkinson Jennings and Bill are
planning to leave Virginia B.each to return
to school in Ohio.
Claudia Bell has passed the orals for her
master's degree in history at U.Va. At last
report, she was polishing her thesis and job
hunting.
Cheryl Bily Cure has joined a theatrical
group (with dancing and singing lessons) in
Biloxi, Mississippi where Bill is stationed
with the Air Force .
Judy Parrish was crowned Mardi Gras
queen of the celebration dance of the Manassas Jaycees. The selection of the queen
is kept a secret and Judy was taken by surprise-she attended the costume dance as
Daisy Mae.
In Georgia, Edie Freudendorf is taking a
few night courses in preparation for the fall.
She plans to switch from teaching physical
education to 3rd grade.
I received Martha Dorman Clark and
John's address to pass on: 1001 St. Paul
Street, Apt. 10-G Baltimore , Maryland
21202.
Ann Spivey will complete work in June
on a Master of Science degree from the
University of Delaware . She hopes to teach
mathematics in a junior college or prep
school.
Barbara Harper Green wrote a nice letter
about her current activities. Tom is in his
third year in medical school. Barbara has
found her second year of teaching 8th grade
science more enjoyable than the first. Little
Barbara Anne is two years old now and her
parents are so delighted with her they'd like
six more ( not all girls) just like her!
Martha Ruebush is engaged to Robert
Yancy. She and Bobby are planning a September wedding.
Bonnie Bowman Nelson started work in
February as a vocational rehabilitation counselor for the Richmond City School Unit of
the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation.
Jonathon Edwin Crop is the new bundle
of joy to Bernie and Pam Foan Crop. He
was born November 11th.
Shelby Murray Shand and Dennis have
bought a home in Richmond : 8501 Roland
Drive.
Anita Woodford (a member of the class
for two years) was married last August to
John Michael Brown of Grifton, North
Carolina. Anita is currently working for the
Census Bureau in Suitland, Maryland. She
recently spent a month in Berlin, Germany
where Mike is stationed.
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Miss Nancy Crenshaw
2428 E. Tremont Court
Richmond, Virginia 23225

Word has finally reached us from Betty
Brooks in Hamburg, Germany. Betty writes
that she does secretarial work (in German!)
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and lives 5 minutes from the Elbe River.
Travelling with two friends from West
Point, she has seen much of Germany-the
Black Forest, Munich, and Heidelberg. Betty
has also been to Paris and, on writing,
planned to visit the ski slopes of the Alps,
Salzburg, and Vienna. By the time you
read this, Betty will be back at home in
Virginia . According to my calculations,
Betty Mae Robinson Williams has just won
the Baby Cup of our class. Betty Mae and
Del several weeks ago became the parents of
a baby boy. All our congratulations and
best wishes! The Williams' address is: 1808
N. College St., Apt. 4, Killeen, Texas 76541,
where Del is at Ft. Hood.
Mary Ellen Peterson Saville and Allen
are out in the Big Country, too-their address is 1301 Avalon Dr., Apt . E, El Paso ,
Texas 79925. Mary Ellen writes that Allen
plans to attend the University of Virginia
Law School after he finishes in the Service.
Jane Kiser Evans is a computer programmer for the IBM Corporation in Research
Triangle Park, in Raleigh, N . C., where husband, James, is in graduate school at N . C.
State.
Judy Jacobs , home for Christmas, informed us that her address is 2315 Ohio
Ave., Apt. 9-A, Cincinatti, Ohio 45219. She
is still at the University of Cincinatti Conservatory of Music. Anne Holland Burch
and Billy plan to travel to Europe this summer on their vacation. Send us a postcard!!
Sally Henley has some exciting news. She
is now an ensign in the U.S. Navy, and
very shortly will be assigned from her base
in Newport, Rhode Island . Sally ahoy!
Linda Graham was married on March 28th
to Harry Thomas Butler, also of Newport
News, who was graduated from Old Dominion University . Best wishes! Dixie Lee
writes that she and Carl Heckel became
engaged at Christmas . As you can imagine,
Dixie is delirious and, pending the d-r-a-f-t,
plans to marry this summer . Dixie recently
helped convert a major departmental program system at MacDonnell Douglass Aircraft in St. Louis.
Sally Wood is presently attending graduate courses in English at the University of
Richmond, and plans to finish this August.
We extend our sympathy to Anne Pitchford Bryant on the death of her father on
December 18, 1969.
Pam Wilton Napier writes that she is
working with the Department of Neurosurgical Research at the University of Virginia
Hospital. Her husband , Jackie, is in graduate school at the University.
Patsy Taylor , who is teaching second
grade at R. C. Longan Elementary School
here in Richmond , is engaged to Michael
Morrison , who attends the School of Business Administration. Patsy and Mike plan
to marry this June. Nancy Jo Srb is working with the C&P Telephone Company in
Public Relations , and is living at Arlington
Towers, Tyler 911, 1121 Arlington Blvd.,
Arlington, Va. 22209.
Beth Holman married James B. Guthrie
on August 9, 1969 and now lives at 7602-C
Village Dr., Richmond 23228. Beth teaches
third grade at Rockville School in Hanover
County and sounds very happy.
Betty Smith married 1st Lt. Robert Stobie
(SBA, UR, '67) in June and now lives at
6K Azalea Court, Acton, Mass. 01720,
right outside of Boston. Betty writes that
she is in engineering with the Missile Systems Division (!) of Raytheon Corp., and
her husband, Bob, is stationed at Hanscom
Field. Betty says everyone is invited up for
lobster!
Rebecca Saunders Hayes adds a touch of
humor to the news this spring. When Rebecca began her teaching job at Edward Best
High School in Wake Forest, she was most
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surprised to learn that she had been chosen
the solitary women's physical education
teacher in school! Somehow Rebecca met
the challenge, and also teaches 9th and 11th
grade English. Her husband, Troy, is taking
16 hours at the Seminary and also teaching
two math classes at Louisburg Junior College.
Pat Howard is now engaged to Woodt
Traylor, who happens to have been recently
elected president of the Richmond College
Student Government, for the 1970-71 year.
Sylvia Corbin's job with the Department
of the Army has taken her to Washington,
D. C. and Chicago for training classes, and
next month she travels to San Francisco.
She is based at Camp Hill, Pa. Donna
Marie Joy was married March 28th to Bruce
Adkins of Randolph-Macon College. All
our best!
Connie Booth Collins writes that Becky
Garland Reed and husband, Jeff, have
bought a gorgeous brick home on Seminary
Ave. in Richmond, which talented Becky is
redecorating. Lynn Turlington is working
on her masters' degree and obviously has
already worked on a Ph .D. whom she plans
to marry this July, after which they will
move to New Jersey. Cathy Hall Powell
and her husband, Nicky, have a little boy,
Will. The Powells live in Tacoma, Washington . Vickie Hoover Ownes and Bill have
bought a townhouse on Hanover A venue in
Richmond. Connie and Ray live at 8518
Holly Hill Rd., Richmond. Connie is a
writer with Blue Cross/Blue Shield where
she edits a weekly newsletter and is coeditor of a company magazine. She is also
taking a graduate course at V.C.U. Ray
works with the Highway Department and
continues taking night classes.
Ann Packard is beginning to thaw out
in Minneapolis--and for a very good reason
-she's engaged! Ann plans to marry Bron
Thomson, presently of Washington, D. C.,
next winter. Carolyn (Bell) May and Dave
are resident counselors in Rochester, N. Y.
in a home for mentally ill young adults.
They were here in Richmond to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Hall (Laura Hanbury)
this winter. Laura asked that I apologize for
her sending the Alumnae Fund information
so late; she had many last minute complications. Becky Riddell became engaged at
Thanksgiving to Dennis Magee of V.P.I.
Her address is 318 Venable, Newcomb Hall
Station, Charlottesville, Va. 22903.
Betsy Baskin, teaching at Flint Hill Academy in northern Virginia, writes that she
also drives the school bus on the side . . .
Biz rides again! Jane Arrington says that
she is "working very hard to keep up with
some of the undergraduates' at Duke University, where her address is 301 Surft Ave.
#5, Durham, N. C. 23105.
Lynn Riley is engaged to Raleigh Colston
Hobson, Jr., of Baltimore, who graduated
from Randolph-Macon College and is now
at the University of Richmond Graduate
School.
Cathie Angle Green writes that she and
Robbie are now living at 1431 Park Rd.,
Waynesboro, Va., as Rob has had a transfer.
Cathie informs us that Georgia Zirkle Smith
is now living in Albequerque, New Mexico,
where she is an executive secretary. Cathie
has Georgia's address.
Emily Adams Rock and husband, Larry,
will be moving to Akron, Ohio this June,
where Larry will be an engineer with the
Goodyear Corporation. Kate Barham's new
address is 310 W. Roanoke St., Richmond
23225. Kate is a trainee computer programmer with Data Systems for the state of
Virginia.
Things at 2426 E. Tremont Ct. remain
status quo-'cept
Charlene and I plan a
trip to Bermuda in May.
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Necrology
1910 Edward Samuel Cardozo of Richmond, a former teacher at McGuire's University School, died January 6, in Richmond.
After graduating from the T. C. Williams
School of Law in 1910, he taught at McQuire's and then practiced law for a few
years . He worked for the Federal Housing
Administration until 15 years ago, when he
retired. He is survived by a sister.
1916 The Rev. John T. Coburn, 79, of
Oxon Hill, Md., died Feb . 28 at his home.
He was former pastor of Fulton Baptist
Church in Richmond, and also served Forest Heights Baptist Church in Oxon Hill,
and churches in Cumberland, Md., Roanoke ,
Va. and Washington, D. C. He established
the Forest Heights Church in 1953 and
served as its pastor until 1956. He then
served as an interim pastor in Virginia and
Maryland until his death. He is survived
by his wife, a son, and a daughter.
Robert E. "Doc" Scales, retired president
of Coleman-Scales Auto Supply Company,
in Richmond, died December 16, 1969. He
served in the Army during World War I
and was a member of the Richmond Light
Infantry Blues, 7th Calvary . He has a past
member of the Commonwealth Club, a
member of the Hermitage Country Club
and St. Thomas Episcopal Church .
Surviving are a daughter and sister.
Dr . Henry 0 . Wyatt, 80, of Haddonfield,
N. J ., an actively practicing clergyman and
former missionary for more than 50 years,
died March 9. Dr. Wyatt was a native of
Virginia and attended Crozer Seminary after
graduating from the University . He served
in World War I and returned to Crozer and
the University of Pennsylvania. He served
in Assam, India for five years as a mis-

Compliments of

sionary, and returned to the U. S. to earn a
Doctor of Divinity Degree from Eastern
Baptist Theological Seminary. He later
served in Burma . He was director of
Church Extension for the New Jersey Baptist Convention from 1944 to 1950, when
he became pastor of Ardmore Baptist
Church in Pennsylvania . He was superintendent of the Baptist Home for the Aged from
1956 to 1958. He is survived by his wife,
a daughter and a son.

1917 George Willard Quick, a retired metallurgist of Miami, Fla ., died March 4.
He studied metallurgical engineering at
Columbia University after graduating from
the University of Richmond . He was employed by the National Bureau of Standards, in Washington, D. C. for 35 years and
retired in 1953 as physicist and senior metallurgist. He did research on railway car
wheels and rails, and investigated failed
metal parts from airplanes and motor trucks .
He was a technical secretary for the Metals
Committee of the Federal Specifications
Board. He was a member of the American
society for Metals; the Washington Academy
of Science, and served on numerous metals
committees of the American Society for
Testing Mater ials. He received several meritorious awards from the U. S. Department
of Collerce. He is survived by his wife and
one sister.
1918 Word has been received of the death
of Clinton L. Mason of New Church, Va.

1919 Robert Whittet, Jr., •of Alexandria,
70, retired chief of the real property division, properties and installations of the
U. S. Department of Defense, died Feb. 8.
He was captain of the 1918 football team
and a member of Phi Gamma Delta social
fraternity . He is survived by three daughters and a stepson.
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1921 Dr . David W. Kelly, Jr., 73, a retired
physician, died in Culpeper, Va., Feb. 25.
He was a member of the staff at Culpeper
Memorial Hospital. He was a member of
the American Medical Association and a
former director at the Second National
Bank of Culpeper. He is survived by his
wife, a son, a daughter, three brothers and
a sister.
1925 Word has been received of the death
of Dr . William Wilkinson Chambers
Denver, Colo.
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E. Berkeley Neal, a Roanoke
pediatrician, died in a Roanoke hospital
Oct. 5, 1969. He was graduated from the
Emory University Medical School and practiced in Emporia , Va., before he went to
Roanoke. He was a captain in the Army
Medical Corps during World War II. He
was a past president of the Virginia Pediatric Society and was the founder of the
Children's Clinic in Roanoke in 1948. He
was a member of the several medical societies and professional organizations and
the Roanoke Academy of Medicine. He is
survived by his wife and daughter.

1927 Thomas H. Williams of Richmond,
retired rehabilitation coordinator for McGuire Veterans Hospital in Richmond, died
March 7. He joined the staff of the hospital after serving in the Army during
World War II. He retired in 1969 after
serving 24 years as rehabilitation coordinator. He is survived by his wife, two
daughters and a sister.
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1928 Dr. Cyril Crozier Kennedy of Central
Islip, N. Y., died Nov. 6, 1968. He was
assistant director of Central Islip State Hospital. He did research in mental health and
originated an intensive regressive electric
shock treatment. He served Utica State
Hospital from 1931 to 1939, when he went
to Kings Park State Hospital. In 1953 he
went to Central Islip State Hospital. He was
a member of several professional organizations and was a Diplomate of the American
Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, and a
Fellow of the American Psychiatric Association.

of Virginia Hospital until 1952. He later
served on the staff of the Medical College
of Virginia and as an associate physician in
dermatology. He was a member of the
Phoenix Club at the University of Richmond and a member of Alpha Sigma Chi
society at the Medical College of Virginia.
He was a member of a number of professional societies . He is survived by his wife,
two daughters, and a son.

had joined the W & L faculty in 1950. Before going to W & L, he was an assistant
professor of speech at Madison College and
a part-time instructor at the University of
Virginia . He was a past vice president of
the Henry Chapter of the Young Democratic Club of Richmond . Mr. Chaffin and
a student were returning from a Dartmouth
College debate tournament when the accident happened.

1940 Benjamin Wallace Veasey, an accountant with the American Tobacco Company in South Boston, Va., died Feb . 8.

1959 Word has been received of the death
of Gordon D. George of Kilmarnock, Va.

1930 The Rev. George H. Lawrence, a
minister in Virginia for 40 years, died Feb.
25. He was 61. Rev. Lawrence served as
pastor of the Union Baptist Church and
Antioch Baptist Church, both in Buckingham County, Va., the Sandston Baptist
Church in Henrico County, Cool Spring
Baptist Church in Hanover County and
Mount Herman Baptist Church in Chesterfield County . He had served as past master
of the Sandston Masonic Lodge.

1949 G. Mciver Lapsley , director of the
Virginia Division of Statutory Research and
Drafting, died in Richmond March 8. He
was 58. Mr. Lapsley served for 35 years
in the division, and became its director in
1965. He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa
national scholarship fraternity and served
as an Army captain in World War II.

1968 Spec. 4 John Norment Ranson of the
U . S. Army was killed in Vietnam December
22, 1969. Spec. Ranson was drafted in
September of 1968 and went to Vietnam in
January, 1969. He was killed when an explosive device he was preparing accidentally
detonated. He concentrated in history at
Richmond College and was a member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon social fraternity. Survivors include his parents and a brother.

1933 Word has been received of the death
of John Revell Melson of Accomac, Va.
1934 Dr. Carl Scott Lingamfelter, a Richmond physician , died Feb. 18. He was 54.
He had practiced dermatology in Richmond
since 1953. He was graduated from the
Medical College of Virginia in 1938, and
served his internship at Johnston-WilJis Hospital in Richmond. He was a graduate
student in dermatology and syphilology at
Columbia-Presbyterian
Medical Center in
New York from 1949 to 1951 and then
was a resident physician at the University

1951 Fred Bender, owner of the Fred
Bender Realty Company in Richmond, died
Feb . 13, in Richmond. He was 41. He was
a former member of the board of governors
of Temple Beth-El and was former master
of Masonic Lodge No. 53. He served in the
Korean War. He is survived by his wife,
three daughters, two brothers and a sister .
Word has been received of the death of
Richard Augustus Bendall, of Danville, Va.
1952 William Wells Chaffin, associate professor of English and speech at Washington
and Lee University, was killed in an auto
crash near Woodstock, Va., Feb. 23. He
was coach of the debate team there. He
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1922 Julia Roop Adams (Mrs . Richard
Putnam Adams) of White Thorne, Virginia,
died January 27, 197G.
1932 Elizabeth Fugate Koller (Mrs. Charles
H. Koller) of Atlanta, Georgia, died March
22, 1970.

The Jamestownferry goesfrom
candlepowerto nuclearpower
in 20 minutes.
After you've seen the historic area around
Williamsburg and Jamestown, Virginia, take
a ferry ride across the river to Surry
County and see the story of nuclear power.
At the site of its new nuclear power
station, the Virginia Electric and Power
Company has built an information center
capable of handling thousands of visitors

daily. Here you'll see a special slide presentation, fascinating exhibits and a working
model of the reactor. (And from the balcony,
you can watch them assemble the real thing.)
Open from 10 am to 4 pm Monday
through Saturday; from 1 pm to 6 pm on
Sunday. For information call (703) 771-3194
in Richmond.
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